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Jug saxophonist Candy Johnson, whc
has played with some of the top names of
the big band era, will be the special guest
artist at Murray State University for
Homecoming activities Friday and
Saturday, Oct. 3-4.
He will perform in concert with the Phi
Mu Alpha "Men of Note" and the Murray
State University Jazz Group in Lovett
Auditorium at 8 p. in. on Homecoming
Eve, Oct. 3. The concert is open to the
public at no admission charge.
During halftime of the Homecoming Day
football game Saturday, Johnson will
appear as the featured soloist with the
Murray State "Marching Thoroughbred
Band" on the field. His participation in
Homecoming Activities is jointly spon-
sored by the Peoples Bank of Murray and
the Alumni Association.
An outstanding clinician as well as solo
performer, Johnson has become a favorite
on campuses around the country. He is
noted for his ability to relate to students as
he has become more involved with the
educational aspects of jazz.
Residents of Murray and Calloway
County will have an opportunity to par-
ticipate in a Walkathon for the March of
Dimes on Saturday, October 18, as the
Purchase-Ponnyrile Chapter sponsors its
first annual "Round the Lakes Walkathon
Day." On that day, 15 mile Walks are
scheduled for Marshall, Trigg and
Calloway counties with a goal of at least
1,000 walkers total joining the separate
events.
The Walkathon, the first such event
sponsored by the March of Dimes in this
county, is open to anyone 11 years of age or
older. It is designed to raise money to
enable the chapter to continue to support
programs in birth defect prevention.
At present the Purchase-Pennyrile
Chapter is engaged in a program of un-
derstanding and prevention of birth
defects through education. The chapter is
purchasing a series of filmstrips for
presentation to ail high schools in the 15
county area. These filmstrips deal with
nutrition, genetics and genetic diseases
and the environmental causes of birth
defects. These and related literature, can
be used to supplement health, biology and
home economics programs.
The chapter also has an educational
program suitable for use in elementary
schools. This program incorporates films
about children born with some kind of
birth defect and is designed to show that a
birth defect does not keep these children
from living relatively normal lives.
Since birth defects still strike 1 in 14
babies a year in this country, the task at
hand is a monumental one and education
of future parents is a vital role in meeting
the problem. This is particularly true
when considering that nationally, the birth
In Our 96th Year
His outstanding career as a tenor
saxophonist has included tours with Count
Basle. Duke Ellington, Tiny Bradshaw,
Bill Doggett and Andy Kirk. He also
hearted his own group known as candy and
the Peppermint Sticks.
Johnson's playing days began in his
native St. Louis where the blues was
played in every nightspot intown by some
of the world's greatest jazz musicians. He
patterned his style after two of the best
knewn saxophonists in jazz—Coleman
Hawkins and Ben Webster.
lie has traveled extensively in Canada,
Mexico. and Europe, as well as the United
States. During the summer of 1973, he
toured through France and Spain with the
Kansas City All Star Jazz Group.
His recordings include -Honky Tonk,"
which he recorded with Doggett. -Blip
Blop," which he also wrote, "Candy's
Mood" and "Midnight Slows Vol. 3,"
recorded with Milt Buckner and Arnett
Cobb.
Johnsen is a gtaduate of Bowling Green
State University, Bdssling Green, Ohio.
rate is declining each year except in 14 to
19 year-old age group.
The problems related to teenage
pregnancies are a concern of educators as
well as doctors and within that age group,
the incidence of birth defects is higher
than any group except women over 40.
The Walkathon will begin at 8:30 a. m. on
October 18. Participants will be able to
secure sponsor formsat all schools in the
county ancrthe Peoples Bank in Murray,
beginning October 1. Pnrticipants are to
obtain sponsors who pledge money for
each mile that they walk. Prizes for the
most money collected after the Walk will
be awarded in three categories: 11-14
years old, 15-18 years and 19 and over. The
top money winner in the county will then
become eligible for consideration for the
chapter-wide grand prize which will be
presented in May 1976 after Wallcathons
have been held in each county.
Only 6 Days Remain
To Register To Vote
It is every citizen's privilege and duty
to vote. In order to vote in time November
election residents of Calloway County
must be registered by Monday, October
6
Sunny and Warm
Mostly sunny and a little warmer today,
high in the low 70s. Clear and very cool
tonight, low in the upper 40s. Sunny and
warmer Sunday, high in the mid 70s. Par-
tly cloudy and mild Monday. Winds
variable at less than 10 miles per hour
today and tonight.
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ROYALTY — Homecoming Queen Miss Elizabeth Whitmer, daughter of Mrs. Leonard Whitmer, is surrounded 5y rue
ners-up Miss Linda Ransom, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. fames Ransom, and Allison Holt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holt in
Homecoming activities last night at Murray High School.
Staff Photos by David Hill
General Assistance Program
Bill Pre-Filed In Kentucky
Legislation creating a short term
general assistance program for needy per-
sons has been pre-filed for the 1976 General
Assembly.
The Interim Committee on Health and
Welfare prefiled the bill Friday, but made
no recommendation on whether it should
pass.
The legislation would "pick up the
people that fall between the cracks" left by
other government assistance programs,
said Rep Jerry Kleier, DLouisville, whose
subcommittee drafted the bill.
It would provide government aid to per-
sons who, through accident or other cir-
cumstances, are in need but ineligible for
other forms of government aid.
The department of human resources had
prepared a cost estimate which indicated
that the state would have to appropriate
$59 million to finance the program, but the
Legislative Research Commission staff
said it had analyzed the department's
calculations and they were incorrect.
Racer Patrol rEscorts
Students On MSU Campus
A five-man patrol, made up of students
and graduate students and known as the
Racer Patrol, has been formed at Murray
State University to provide an escort
service for students expressing uneasiness
about walking the campus at night.
Joe Green, director of security at the
University, said the patrol also would
supplement the full-time campus security
force by overseeing student activities in
vital areas and by providing additional
security for the more than 65 buildings on
the campus.
A foot patrol, its members, in uniform,
The Calloway County High School Student Council held its first meeting of the year this week at the high school. Plans
for the annual fall festival, October 10, were discussed, and plans were also made for the festival to be "Sadie Hawkins
style. Officers for the council are President Don McCuiston; Randy Herndon, vice-president; Peggy Rogers, secretary.
Renee Toibey, treasurer and Terri Erwin, reporter. Senior reps are Greg Byars, Floyd Dawson, 0. B. Garland, Gary McClure
Terry gioAe, and Betty Todd, Senior alternates are Becky Blackford, Mike Farris, Minda Hart. Sherry Morris, Lisa Rogers and
_Monty Wilson. Juniors are Tim Bailey, Vicky Carrayvay, Tommy Futrell, Linda McCuiston, Jerry Morris, Vanessa Stone
Rhonda Adams, and alternates Donna Adams, Terry Clark, Jill Falwell, Ricky McKenZie, Janet kturdock, Donna Smith
Leslie Wilfred. Sophomore reps are Renee Bolen, Lisa Cleaver, Sbeila Darnell, Danny Kingins, Gary Morris, Rhonda Young,
Sherri Tucker, Felicia Pinner and Nada Frazier. Alternates are Johnnie Brinkley, Luana Colson, Rhonda Darnell, Kim Kemp
Randy McCallon, lane Gibson, Tina Thompson, Suzanne Orten. Freshmen representatives are lohnna Brandon, LaDonDowdy, Tammy Hargrove, lerri Lockhart, Linda McCuiston, Craig Rogers, Dawn Sledd, Reria Edwards and alternates Min,
dy Bryan, Charlotte' doursey. Other members Are Teri Morris,Kathy Harding, Kathy _Broach, Kevin Pennick, and. KerryWasSiler.
will be in communication with other of-
ficers and the main security office at all
times by radio. A supervisor and one or
two men will be on duty each night.
Supervising the patrol's activities is
Charles Tackett, Murray, a forther officer
in the U. S. Army and a senior Majoring in
criminology. Tackett also supervises 19
security guards in the University's nine
residence halls.
Other members of the patrol include:
David K. Smith, senior economics major
from Hopkinsville who also is the assistant
supervisor; William G. Wilson, a
sophomore from Brentwood, Tenn.,
majoring in social work; Richard Jones, a
senior majoring in criminal corrections
from Viburnum, Mo.; and James Metcalf,
a junior criminal corrections major from
Marion, Ind.
"Basically, the Racer Patrol has been
formed because of concern for the safety
and welfare of students who have to be out
alone on the campus at night," Green said.
We -have had instances of exhibitionists
accosting some of the women students on
the campus in recent months, and we hope
that this escort service provided by the




Hearing aids not now in use are being
collected by the Speech and Hearing Clinic
at Murray State University for study by
students on the campus working in the
area of speech and hearing therapy.
Called a "hearing aid roundup," the
collection of donated hearing aids will
continue through October. They will be
used for educational and rehabilitative
purposes by students studying various aids
available on the market and their clinical
applications.
Jim Sanders, associate director of the
Center for Innovation and Development
and project coordinatro, siad all aids will
be accepted regardless of condition.
He. emphasized that each donor will
receive a receipt by mail indicating the
estimated value of the hearing aid as
determined by a clinical audiologist.
Sanders said the receipt is intended for use
in itemizing income tax deductions for
charitable contributions.
Donorsrnay deliver or mail hearing aids ,
An; Stieetiti and Hearing Clinic, Special -
-it Education Building, Murray State
University, Murray, Ky., 42071.
The committee asked the I.RC to work
with human resources personnel to come
up with a reasonable cost estimate on the
program.
The committee also endorsed legislation
giving more protection to the mentally ill
and retarded.
The measure, prefiled by the committee
with the recommendation that it. pass,
would require an interdisciplinary team at
state institutions to -evaluate a patients
condition and determine if he is suf-
ficiently improved to be released.
The bill would also require that the team
received assurance that the person would
be well looked after on his release. The
Department of Human Resources would
also be required to continue supervision of
the atient after his release to insure that
his needs are being met.
The committee also pre-filed a bill that
would require all children to be tested for
tuberculosis before they are admitted to
school. The committee recommended that
the measure pass.
Although it was the interim committee's
last meeting, it failed to pre-file several
major bills.
One of those would have restructured the
composition of local boards of health,
giving the majority of positions to lay per-
sons rather than physicians, and providing
for removal of members for neglect of
duty.
Rep. Richard Chandler, DLouisville,
said thebill was drafted to try to resolve
I See Program, Page HI




Jerry Crabb, 20, of Grogan's Trailer
Court, was hospitalized early this morning
with a gunshot wound after what was
initially termed a hunting accident.
Local officials said Crabb was evidently
squirrel hunting shortly after seven a. m.
today when the accident occurred, in the
Locust Grove area.
Few details were released concerning
the accident pending a complete in-
vestigation by the Calloway County
Sheriff's office.
Hospital officials said Crabb was in
stable condition at mid-morning, but said
















The Agriculture Alumni Association of
Murray State University will name its
Outstanding Agriculture Alumnus of the
Year for 1975 at its traditional dinner on
the campus on Homecoming Eve Friday
evening, Oct. 3.
Making the award to the Ilth annual
recipient will be Dr. Charles Chaney,
professor of agriculture at Murray State,
who was the winner a year ago. The 7 p. m.
barbecue dinner at the A. Carman
Pavilion on the university farm will be
preceded by an hour-long social hour.
Other past winners of the award have
been:
Dr. Lowell E. Wilson, professor of
agricultural economics and rural
sociology at Auburn University, 1973;
Charles Magness of Mayfield, 1972;
Charles M. Moon of Hickman County,
1971; Joe Dick of Murray, 1970; Dr. Walter
Woods, Lafayette, Ind., 1969; State Sen.
Pat McCuiston of Pembroke, 1968;
William Ralph Alexander of Union County,
1967; James L. Pryor of Cartersville, Ill.,
1966; and Mancil Vinson of Murray, 1965.
Another highlight will be the in-
troduction to the membership of the
winners of two $200 A. Carman-MSU
Agriculture Alumni Scholarships for the
1975-76 school year. They are:
Jonathan Lee Bennett, a freshman who
is a graduate of Fulton County High
School, and Robin Dale Morrison of
Salisbury. Vt., a sophomore. Both are
agriculture majors.
NEW QUEEN — Elizabeth Whitmer as picked as the new Homecoming
Queen at 4nrrav High School Friday Night, and was rewarded with a strong win ,
for the Tigers over Fulton City.
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New Officers Named By Dexter
Homemakers Club For The Year
S. 1JL1 1111011111111011 10 IS 11-
LIBRARY NOTES
kw Margaret Trevetion
New books at the Calloway
CoUlity Public Library include
the following:
PEANUTS JUBILEE, by
Charles M. Schulz. Holt,
Rinehart, and Winston.
Mr. Schulz has selected 134
featured pages of his favorite
episodes from the comic strip
"Peanuts," He also writes of
himself and the story behind
sorhe of his famous characters.
TATTING, by Rhoda L. Auld.
Van Nostrand.
This basic guide to tatting
brings grandmother's simple,
appealing shuttle art up-to-date
and shows how to make con-
temporary openwork fabric as
well as the familiar lace.
LOVE MUST NOT BE
WASTED, by Isabelle Tovess
Crowell.
A wise and reassuring book on
the important but inadequately
discussed topic of death and
grief when it concerns a loved
one.
495 GOLF LESSONS, by
Arnold Palmer. Digest Books,
Inc.
A well illustrated book
showing Palmer's tips on
problem shots, strategy,
swings, putting and sand shots.
REBEL HEIRESS, by Jane
A. Hodge, Coward.
Henrietta Marchmont. the
"rebel heiress" comes to
London to claim her place in the
powerful Marchmont dynasty
and there encounters unex-








LET FREEDOM RING, by
Dale Evans Rogers. Revell
In this book, Dale reflects on
the rich heritage of the
American past and discovers
that God had a special hand in
the formation of our national
ideals and goals.
CURTAIN, by Agatha
Christie. Dodd, Mead, and
Company.
The shrewd little Belgian
detective, Hercule Poirot,
returns to Styles Court, the
scene of his first English ad-






Baby Girl Kimbro (mother
Patricia G.), Rt. 4, Murray,
Baby Girl Shelton (mother
Loucillia N.), Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Baby Girl Capps (mother
Janice A., Rt. 1, Box 159, Paris,
Tn.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Brenda I. Satterwhite,
Rt. 1, Box 28, Murray, 'Mrs.
Kathy Frerichs and Baby Girl,
254 Riviera Cis., Murray,
Elbert D. -Russell, 825 Glendale
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Shirley
Pifat, 1623 Sunset Dr., Murray,
Master Gregory R. Boren, Rt. 1,
Almo, Billy P. Morgan, 505
Meadow Lane, Murray, Mrs.
Shelba D. Barnett, Box 23,
Hardin, taibrey M. Asberras2,12__
S. 11th., Murray.
National Organization
For Women Holds Meet
New members were
welcomed and nominations for
next year's officers were taken
at the first meeting of the
National Organization of
Women held Wednesday,
September 10, at eight p. m. at
the United Campus Ministry.
The agenda for the meeting
held Monday, September 72,
included nominations from the
floor for new officers and a
chance to sign up for com-
mittees and task forces. Among
the task forces are legislation,
child care, rope, credit, health,
and conscious-raising.
Future meetings will be held
on the first and third Mondays
of every month at the United
Campus Ministry at eight p. in.
There will be a business
meeting one of these weeks and
a program the other week.
Films, discussion groups, and
guest speakers will be included
in the programs.
NOW was born in 1966 with
only 28 women. Their statement
of purpose is "to take action to
bring women into full par-
ticipation in the mainstream of
American society now,
assuming all the privileges and
responsibilities there of in fully
equal partnership with men." -
Bu 1971 there were 15,000 men
and women members all over
the country. By joining a local
chapter one becomes a part of a
group with nationwide concerns
as well as helping the local
community. NOW will have its
national conference in
Philadelphia during the last
weekend in October.
Any one interested in at-
tending can get more in-
formation at the next meeting
on Monday, October 6.
Secretaries Chapter Holds Meet
With Special Events Announced
the Murray Chapter of The
National Secretaries
Association (International) met
Monday, September 15 at seven
p.m. on the third floor of the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Center,
with Bettye Baker, president,
presiding during the business
meeting.
Upcoming meetings of in-




27, at Paris Landing State Park,
sponsored by the Paris, Tenn.,
chapter of NSA.
—Southeast District Con-
ference, Friday and Saturday,
October 17-18 at Biloxi, Miss.
--CPS Presentation Dinner
for Faye Wells, CPS, Friday,
November 21 in Murray.
—Winter Board Meeting,
Saturday, January 31, 1976, at
Elizabethtown..
Members of the Murray
Chapter who attended the Fall
Division Board Meeting and
Workshop at Barren River State
Resort Park at Lucas were:
Bettye Baker, Ann,Harris,
Patsy Dyer, Melva Holt, Faye
Wells, CPS, Claire Benton, and
Helen Spann.
A slide presentation entitled
"Secretaries—NSA Style" was
given kFrances Haynes, CPS,
of the Padncah-Kentucky Lake
Chapter. A question-and-
answer session followed.
Twenty members and six
guests were present.
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Club met Thursday, September
11, at 9:30 a. m. at. the Dexter
Community Center with Mrs.
Hayes Pritchett presiding and
giving the devotion followed by
prayer led by Mrs. Jerry Don
Butler.
Officers recognized for 1975-





Allene Pritchett, issues and





foods, Dolly Colson, home
management, Lyda Overby,
crafts, June Pritchett, music,
and Luna Ernestberger,
devotion.
Mrs. Butler reported on plans
for the Sew-A-Thon at Paducah
on October 10. Mrs. Brooks
Collie is in charge of tran-
sportation and if any member
plans to go call 437-4423.
Announcements from the
council meeting on August 28
were given by Mrs. Pritchett.
Plans for Area Day on October
23 at Murray Sate were an-
nounced. A country music show
was planned September 19 at
the Community Center.
I.
A rummage sale will be
September 26 and 27-from rune
a. m. to three p. m. at the
Dexter Community Center.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon with Mrs. Edna
Butler, retiring president, being
honored.
Those present for the lunch
were Mesdames Lyda Overbey,
Luna Ernestberger, Linda
Conners, Brooks Collie, Irene
Mitcheson, Edna Butler, June
Pritchett, Allene Pritchett, and
Lula Parrish. Special guests
were Hayes Pritchett, Rondal
Collie, and James Pritchett.
Oaks Club Women
To Play Bridge
The women of the Oaks
Country Club will have their
regular session of bridge on
Wednesday, October I, at 9:30
a.m. at the club.
Reservations should be made
by noon Tuesday by calling the
bridge hostess, Jean West,
phone 753-3943.
Winners on September 24
were Peggy Noel, high, Reva
Shelton, second high, and Hazel
Beale, low, according to the
hostess, Freda Butterworth
Bible Terms Cleared Up
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1975 by Chicago TribunatN Y Nowa Syn.! , inc.
DEAR ABBY: Isn't it true that the original sin was
sexual intercourse? And doesn't it say in the Bible that
Jesus was conceived "immaculately," meaning that he was
conceived without sexual intercourse?
H.J. IN N.0
DEAR H.J.: The original sin was eating the forbidden
fruit in the Garden of Eden.
. The terms, "Virgin Birth" and "Immaculate Conception"
ere commonly confused. The Virgin Birth refers to the
miraculous conception of Jesus.
The Immaculate Conception applies to MARY; the
mother of Jesus, because she was conceived without the
original sin on her soul. It is NOT the same as the Virgin
Birth.
DEAR ABBY: Will you please remind your readers that
when they, or their children answer the telephone, to say
only, "Hello"?
Some children are instructed to answer with, "Smith's
residence, Mary speaking." Or if they have a housekeeper,
she is told to answer with, "Smith's residence." Some even
answer with their telephone number.
Without realizing it, they give too much information to a
stranger who could use it for potentially dangerous
purposes.
When you answer the telephone, and the party on the
other end asks, "What number is this?" DO NOT disclose
your number. Instead, ask, "What number did you call,
please?"
It is best when answering a telephone to simply say,
"Hello," and if the caller does ,not identify himself.
immediately—hang up.
By crosschecking numbers, addresses and the names of
children, criminals can gain valuable access to the family's
comings and goings, with possible harm to their children
while they are away from home.
Never tell a stranger that a member of the family is "out
of town," away from the house or when he or she will return.
MRS. H.E.I.
DEAR MRS. I.: Thank you Tor some excellent
suggestions.
DEAR ABBY: This may sound silly teyou, but my
problem is my name. My mother can't seem to remember it.
My name is Elaine and I am 13-years-old. I have two
older sisters, Judy who is 16 and lives at home, and Shelly,
who is 20 and away at college.
First my mothir calls me "Shelly," then she calls me
"Judy," and finally she gets around to calling me by my
right name. This makes me feel like nothing.1
It really Bugs me.
ELAINE
DEAR ELAINE: If it's any comfort to you, you are not
alone. Mothers get into the habit of calling off the names of
their children (usually starting with the eldest) before they
hit the right one. Don't feel slighted. It's not intentional.
CONFIDENTIAL TO THOSE WHO INQUIRED: A
reader signed, "Why Not Take All Of Me?" wanted to know
if there was some way ha could leave all usable parts of his
body after death—not only his eyes and kidneys.
Yes: Write to The Living Bank, Box 6725, Houston,
Texas 77005, or the Nat'l. Kidney Foundation: 116 East 27
St. N.Y., N.Y. 10016.
They will put you in touch with the nearest organ bank in
your community. Also, please be patient. When this hits
print, they'll probably get thousands of requests.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
Hate to write letters? Send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132
Lasky Dr., Beverly Hillis Calif. 90212, for Abby's booklet
"How to Write Letters for All Occasions." Please enclose •





Will Be Open Every Sunday
For Your Drug, Prescription and
Sundry Needs






Benefit Dinner will be held at
the North Calloway Elementary
School at 5:30 p.m. with cost
being $3.50 per person.
Gospel _singing featuring
Century Singers will be at
Locust Grove Church of the
Nazarene, Kirksey, at 7:30 p.m.
Rummage sale ittintinues at
the Dexter Community Center
from nine a.m. to three p.m.
Slave Day will be held by the
Calloway County High School
Beta Club from 8:30 a.m. to five
p.m. Call 753-5479 or 753-8141 for
any odd jobs.
Sunday, September 28
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. (Bill)
Lawrence will have a reception
for their golden wedding an-
niversary at the Hazel Com-
munity Center from two to five
p.m.
Wranglers Riding Club will
ride at two p.m. at the riding
rink, located four miles east of
Murray on the Van Cleve Road.
Calloway County Singing
Convention will be held at Flint
Baptist Church at 1;39 p.m.
Monday, September 29
Murray High School PTA will
hold open house at the high-
school at 6:45 p.m. Parents will
follow their children's _
schedules. 
.
Murray Woman's Club will
have a general dinner meeting
with Mrs. Harry Sparks as
speaker at 6:30 p.m. Make
reservations with department
chairmen by Friday morning.
Adult Great Books Discussion
Group will meet at the Calloway
County Public Library at seven
p.m.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
the First Presbyterian Church
at seven p. m.
Alateen will 'Meet at the AA
Hall at seven p. in.
Ruth Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Evon Kelley
at 7:30 p. in.
Murray-Calloway County
Area Vocational Education
Center will hold open house at
the school from 7:15 to 9:15 p.
m.
Monday, September 29
Special programs for the
general public on Rape will be
at 4:30 p. m. and seven p. m. in
the auditorium of Mason Hall
(Nursing Building), North 14th
and Payne, Murray State
University.
Tuesday, September 39
Esther Sunday School Class of
First Baptist Church will meet
at the home of Mrs. Thomas
Hogancamp at 7:30 p. m.
Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at the Dexter Center at
9:30 a. m.
Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p.
m.
Ellis Center will open at ten a.
m. for Senior Citizens. Band
practice will be at 12:30 p. m.
and "Learning to Square
Dance" at 1:45 p. m.
Recital by the Faculty
Chamber of Murray State will
be at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, at 8:15 p. m.
First United Methodist
Church Women will hold its
general meeting at Hale Chapel
at 7:30 p. m.
Wednesday, October 1
Bridge %via be at the Oaks
Country Club-at 9:30 a.m. with





Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Phyllis Robinson
on Thursday, September 11, at
ten a. m.
Plans were made to attend
the Area Day sit Murray State
University on October 73.
The craft lesson on "Making
Hanging Plant Holders" was
presented by Mrs. Joyce




Joyce Herndon, Sherry Hudson,
Judy Cunningham, and Jane
Potts, with the latter being a
new member.
Mrs. Joan Gilbert and Mrs.
Freda Carraway were visitors.
The next meeting will be at
ten a. m. on Thursday, October




FOR SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 28, 1975
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
WARthIE.Se stars.
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
Do not hesitate to ask
questions. There could be some
surprising answers otherwise
unavailable. Evaluate care-
fully; take nothing as positive
without due research.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) t"-S
Avoid present tendencies
toward self-deception. Take off
the rose-coloresi glasses and see
persons and situalions as they
really are.
GEMINI
( May 22 to June 21 11109-
Mercury extremely generous.
Especially favored: all those in
the writing and journalistic
fields; advertising and promo-
tional interests..
CANCER
( June 22 to July 23)
Mixed influences. Some fine
advantages possible, but it will
be important to watch the
budget.
LEO
IJuly 24- tosA" ug. 23) lakgz
Avoid cAigs and pessimists.
Review past test periods: They
held the same challenges, and
more.
VIRGO
I Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WOIS
If the suggestions of others
are not feasible, or your "sixth
sense" warns against them, by
all means follow your intuition.
LIBRA
(Sept:- 24 to Oct. 23) A
Friends and associates are
working for you in the
background, and you should
soon profit frem some efforts
you have long since forgotten.
SCORPIO . 
( Oct./24 to Nov. ny 
ni 
• eltF
Weigh potential actions and
their likely results before
7).s
beginning them. You may want
to make some changes. Handle
delicate matters delicately.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21) AO.
Day should prove stimulating
in many ways, many areas. One
of your more casual interests
will now take on added im-
portance.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Some situations highly
mystifying. Try to get some
background information that
will help you clarify matters.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Felbss19)
Your personal interests
should fare well now. And you
may receive some unexpected
aid from an influential person.
PISCES
1Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 X
Be careful of details, dispel
doubts and a trend toward
misunderstandings. You can
hyoid possible friction if you are
on your toes, thinking ahead
every step of the way.
YOU BORN TODAY, as a
Libran, are noted for your
artistry, culture, refinement
and, above all, dignity, reserve
and a fine sense of balance,
poise. You sometimes lose
confidence in yourself and
require a -pat on the back"
from family or associates to tell
you that you are doing well.
Overcome this need for, when
you develop your many talents
and use them daily, you will
accomplish excellently and
reach the lofty goals you set tor
yourself. Librans revel in
creative and intellectual, pur
suits and make highly com-
petent musicians, dramatists,
critics, jurists and entertainers.
Birthdate of: Georges Clem-
enceau, Fr. 'statesman; Ed
Sullivarranewspaper columnist,
TV entertainer.
Land Between The Lakes--
Special Events Planned
At Park During Week
This week brings numerous
activities of interest to all ages
in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes.
National Hunting and Fishing
Day will be observed on Sep-
tember 28 with a wide area of




be afforded to participate in
programs involving the diverse
resources of native plant and
wild life found here.
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
September 28 - NATIONAL
HUNTING AND FISHING DAY
- Empire Farm, 14 p.m. The
wide range of activities will
include wildlife photography
displays; taxidermy demon-
strations; nature walks and
lectures; dog obedience and
handling demonstration;
second annual state wild turkey
calling contest; duck ' blinds
exhibit; fishing workshops and




wildlife arts and crafts show;
archery demonstration; and
wildlife oriented movies.
October 2 - HAYRIDE AND
COOKOUT - Climb aboard for a
7-mile trip along a back-country
road with midway stop for
cookout Cost 75 cents per
person. Make reservations
before I p.m. at campground
galas- Air; phone 602-9244609.
Center Station, 5 p.m.
October 3- NIGHT VISUAL -
A lOr hour drive searching for
elusive wildlife species. Center
Station, 6 p.m.
October 4- MYSTERIES OF
BIRD MIGRATION - A slide-
lecture and search for fall




Mrs. Virgil (Rachel) Gibbs is
now receupe,rating at her home
on the Penny-Airport Road
after being dismissed from the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital on September 19. She
had been hospitalized since
September 3 and her illness was
diagnosed as viral encephalitis,
family members said after tests
were completed by the local
doctors and officials.
HOSPITAL PATIENT




Did you know that bananas
were first displayed in the
United States in 1876 at the
World's Fair in Philadelphia?
Only the most daring persons
could be persuaded to peel back
the yellow skin and taste this
exotic fruit. Nowadays,
bananas are an American
favorite, and rightly so.
sutalaS









*Use Your MASTER CHARGE Card
10-7 Mon .-Thurs Bel-Air Shopping Center 104 Friday
9-11 Sat. Murray 14 Sun.
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Editorists dad opinionated articles on this page are presented for
the purpose of providing a forum for the free exchange of differing
Opinions Letters to the editor in response to editorials and
opinionated articles are encouraged
1 editors of this newspaper strongly believe that to lunit
opin.,..nated articles to only those which parrallel the editorial
philosophyit this newspaper would be a disservice to our readers.
-therefore we urge readers who do net Wee +nth an *Menai staged er
the ideas presented by an individual writer in a column, to respond
with their feelings on the particular issue beIng dtscussed
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Countless events are being plan-
ned, and some have already
begun, to celebrate this country's
Bicentennial year. It is shaping up
as one of the most colorful and
memorable periods ever observed
anywhere.
Few people can be directly in-
volved in planning and carrying
out activities, however.
Therefore, most of us must
celebrate as mere spectators
from a vantage point on the
sidelines. Right?
Not necessarily. Kentuckians
will select a governor at the polls
Tuesday, Nov. 4, and Americans
will decide in November of next
year who will lead our country as
president for the next fotw years.
Why not celebrate at the ballot
box?
Citizens eligible to vote can par-
ticipate at the polls as always. But
no time in the history of the coun-
try has been more appropriate
than now—as we stand on the
threshold of our 200th an-
niversary—to take advantage of
our privilege as stockholders in
our cherished system of free elec-
tions.
Keep in mind, however, that
there is one little catch. Anyone
who wants to vote must be
registered. And time is running
out for those who intend to vote in
the general election this fall and
who have not yet put their names
on the voter registration rolls.
Just more than a week remains
before the voter registration
books in the county court clerk's
of4ice on the first floor of the cour-
thouse are closed at 5 p. m. Mon-
day, Oct. 6. Would-be voters must
register before that time to be
eligible to cast a ballot on Nov. 4.
Calloway Countians may
register from 8 a. m. to 5 p. m.
Monday through Thursday or
from 8 a. m. to 6 p. m. on Friday
until the deadline. County Court
Clerk Marvin Harris has
described voter registration as -a
very simple process that takes
only four to five minutes."
Social Security numbers are
used as voter registration num-
bers. So registrants should have
their Social Security cards with
them when they report to register.
People who liaminever--been—
issued a Social Security card will
be assigned a voter registration
number.
To be eligible to register, a
citizen must by election day be at
least 18 years of age and have
resided in his precinct 30 days or
more.
It's simple—and it's your Bicen-
tennial. Celebrate. Vote.
I"T" /N 7-1-1E 8A&I
.••••• •••







/ () ears Ago
The Board of Directors of the Murray
Chamber of Commerce went on record
today as being strongly opposed to the site
chosen for the location of a new Post,office
building in Murray. The site is at North 4th
and Olive Streets.
Milburn Paschall died this morning at
his home in Hazel.
John R. Davidson celebrated his 91st
birthdayop September 26.
Births reported include a girl, Tina, to
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Robinson on Sep-
tember 26.
Mr. and Mrs. Grover Wood James have
returned from a visit with their son,
Airman Torn James and family, Dover,
Delaware.
Mrs. Ben Keys presented the program at
the meeting of the Magazine Club held at
he home of Mrs. A. W. Russell.
.30? Years ,4,20
Negotiations for the purchase of ap-
proximately nine acres from the
Municipality of Murray by the Tappan
Stove Company of Mansfield, Ohio, were
completed yesterday, according 'o Max B.
Hut', secretary of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce.
-- Murray-State-College:has an enealliment
(if 523 for the fall semester.
Deaths ,reported this week include
Claude D. 'Elkins of Louisville.
Marriages announced this week include
Miss Eleanor Oury Gatlin to James Ed-
ward Diuguid on September 26, and Miss
Leona Hogancamp to Rev. Buron
Richerson on September IS.
Births reported this week include a boy
'o Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Thorn on
September 26, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
Festus Story on September 24.
Reba Kirk and George Williams were
installed as worthy matron and !Worthy
patron of Murray Star. Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star.
Pictured this week are Mr. and Mrs. T.
M. McCuiston of Kirksey and. their
children at a recent family reunion. Their
children are Herbert, T. M. Pat, Charles,
-7 Macon, and Rupert MeCuiston,
- Mesdames Joe Hargrove, Max B. Hurt-,
Thurston Reynolds, Ann Reed, Ira .
Morgan, Nora Riley, and Newell Doores
''''%••• V. •
20 Years Ago
Church School Rally Day will be held
October 2 at the First Methodist Church.
New pon-commissioned officers for the
Military Science Department at Mw-ray
Slate College are M-Sgt. Rayford Vaughn,
Drane Shelly, and Sgt. Fernard
Richer.
Mrs. Sam Hogancamp of 321 Woodlawn
died today at the age of 87.
Miss Martha Thurman anti Fred Gard-
ner were married September 15.
Miss Carolyn Melugin, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Noel Melugin, has been assigned
as reservation agent for Braniff In-
ernational Airways, Dallas, Texas.
40 Years Ago
The West Kentucky Bible School, located
in the home of Mrs. H. B. Taylor on North
Fourth Street. Murray, began its 15th year
on September 24. Roy 0. Beaman is
president of the school. „
Deaths reported this week include Mrs.
Mollie Thompson, age 82, John Wilmer
Jones, age 19, Mrs. Parilee Kirk Ray, age
73, Mrs. Clara B. Walker, age 36, and
Relus McDougal.
For the first time in its 12 year history,
Murray State College is authorized to
confer Master's Degrees following action
'aken by the Board of Regents.
New officers of the Calloway County
Chapter of he American Red Cross are
Rev. 0. A. Marrs, T. 0. Turner, Mrs. J. D.
Rowlett, Ronald Churchill, and Max Hurt.
Mrs. Clifford Melugin is executive
secretary.
Births reported this week include a boy
'0 Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Rogers on Sep-
•ember 20, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Paul
Canter on September 20, and a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Homer Charlton on September
23.
Officers of 'the Senior Class of New
Concord High School are James Blalock.
J. W. Young, Lavern Bucy, and Cova
Lassiter.
Let's  Stay Well 
Television ViolenCe And Crime
The Federal Bureau of In-
vestigation recently announced
that the crime rate across the
nation went up about 12 per cent
. in 1975 over the rate in 1974, in-
cluding an increase in murders.
Juvenile crime rate has
sharply increased in recent
years, and approximately 72 per
cent of all crimes are committed
by pegsons who are 25 years old
or younger
An increasing number of
authorities and parents are
growing apprehensive about the
role excessive violence on televi-
sion is contributing to the cause
of crime. . •
Alalioes-havk noted instances of
crifnes which are similar to
these which were depicted in a
nationally televised limit, in-
dicating an . influential relation-
ship between the story content'
and its.. acts of violence carried.
By F.J.L. Blassmarne, M.D.
out in real life.
Victor Cline, pmfessior of psy-
chology at the University of
Utah, devoted three years • to
monitoring TV and evaluating.
its effect on-children of ages five
to 14 and he has published his
findings in the book, "Where Do
You Draw the Line' exploring
the effects of violence, censor-
ship, and pornography.
Says Professor Cline, lt is
dangerous to gldrify antisncial
behavior.- He notes, "By the age
of IS. the average child has wit-
nessed some 13,000 killings on
TV.- '
Professor Cline believes that
suat excessive exposure to
violence desensitizes the child
"until you have no conscience"
He demonstrated his point by ex-
posing.his daughter, who is MX
permitted to watch violent TV
programs, and inother
oid girl whuse parents permit
her to view such shows, to an
eight-minute sequence of a
vicious boxing match
'• The two girls were monitored
by an ingrument similar to a
detec n The pulse rate of his
polyg;ph, which is used in he
daughter jumped from 62 to 80
per minute, while the other child
was bored and showed no
difference in her pulse rate. The
response to suffering by another
human being in the picture wis
markedly different. •
Professor Cline, who says that
he hates censorship. .suggests
that parents should. accept
responsibility by beeoming more
effective referees-regarding the
M"'programs their children see 
A The length of boiling I 
Other persons .have suggemed dors not alter the ctiolestr
,wriaing to the TV networks, and content of an egg. %leo 
, averages about 250 mina:ranr .still' others recommend writing
to the companies who advertise'. tg. cholesterol.
BLASINGAMF,
it;1,1‘, oa,44-111
Fm- whosoev et shall call upon
the name of the Lord• shall
sa,s ed. Romans' 111;13.
Salk ation is a mysterious thing.
Believe in the Lord Jesus Christ:
Talk to him and. behave yourself.
Letter To The Editor
Refugee Sponsors
The following is a letter received from
Dr. Franklin B. Jones, Nashville, Tenn.,
formerly of Calloway County, concerning
their sponsorship of a Vietnamese refugee
family:
On Saturday, September 20, 1975, at 2:19
on Braniff International Flight 118, the
Vietnamese refugee family which we had
long been awaiting, finally arrived. Our
daughter, Nina, eleven years and in the
sixth grade, and son, Albert, seven, and in
second grade, thrilled along with Nancy
and I as we watched the plane, carrying
the family which we agreed to sponsor,
arrived on the-runway.
However as we saw the smiling faces of
the mother, father, four sons, and one
daughter, come down the steps, all our
apprehensions which we tnay have had
:ioross. the' previous weeks vanished.
• siiflry and I made the decision to
sponsor 'a family at the time the media
reported the tragic fall of the South
Vietnamese governmeot and watched on
television as refugees fled the approaching
Ci in in iiinists.
We placed a - call to the number in-
(heated and offered our assistance. About
mid-stiminer we were told by the govern-
ment placement agency of this large
Today In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Saturday, Sept. 27, the 270th
day f 1975. There are 95 days left in the
year.
T day's highlight in history:
On 'his dwe in 1964, the Warren Corn-
missi in issued its report which concluded
ha' Lee Harvey Oswald had acted alone in
assassinating President John Kennedy.
On this date—
In 1779, John Adams was appointed to
negotiate a Revolutionary War peace
reaty with Britain.
In 1904, a woman was arrested for
smoking a cigarette on New York's Fifth
Avenue.
In 1939, during World War Two, Warsaw,
Poland was surrendered, te the Germans
after 19 days of resistance:.
—IR 4940, also during the Second World
War, a.pac was signed in Germany setting
up. :he Berlin-Rome-Tokyo Axis.
In 1845, Japan's Emperor Hirohito broke
all precedere for Japanese royalty by
calling in General Douglas MacArthur at
'he U. S. Embassy in Tokyo.
Ten years ago: The United Nations
Security Council demanded that India and
Pakistan honor their commitment to
observe a cease-fire in Kashmir.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon began a European trip with a visit to
Italy.
One year ago: Mrs. Gerald Ford was
hospitalized to determine whether she was
suffering from breast cancer.
Today's birthdays: Republican Senator
Charles Percy of fflinois is 56 years old.
Film director Arthur Penn is 53.
Thought for .today: Freedom of speech
does not give a person the right to shout
"fire" in a crowded theater — Supreme
Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, 1841-
1936.
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
years ago today, the merchants of the
English port of Bristol petitioned the
Crown to bring about a reconciliation with
the American Colonies, in order to ensure
normal trade.
The Murray Ledger & Times
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SL/ASCRIPTION RATES In areas served by
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on the programs and Iseoao,,,,
their pruducts.
Q: Mrs. F. R. 'us that Ill'
heard of hyperactive boy-. ;rid
wonders if this condition al..,
affects girls.
A• Fly:pet-activity affect. hon•
sexes, his the condition I,
eight times more frequent
-boys than girls. ...,„
(47 Mrs. F.. N.. warits ri know
the manner of cooking an
can reduce its tholesarrol cor.
tent. For example. (kites a hat
boiled egg contain less than un,
that is soft-boiled? —
family that was difficult to place betaw,
of their largeness. We decided to take:
them. The preparations have been excitita:.
and the happiness and gratitude' shown by.
the Pham family is certainly rewarding.
The father is named Hach Phalle the
mother. Boa Phan, and sons, Quarig, 19.
Hanh, 20, Vinh, 15, ["von, 17, and daughter.
Diep, 12. The family owned and operated a
printing company in Vietnam, but chose in
give up all material things in order to
escape the Communistic regirne.
One son was picked up during the lust
few hours by a helicopter lowering a row
to a roof. They: tell how some of be ii'
family was separated and not reoit,itrd
until the government sent them to ttic
refugee camp at Fort Chaffee, Ark., where.
they have remained for the pas( four
months. They were not allowed to leave
the base and lived in very, very crowded
situations, The government paid their
plane fare to Nashville, Tenn., and their
only material possessions upon arrival
were contained in three small cardboard
boxes and two small pieces of luggage.
They tell how there- -are still over. .1700
people waiting at Fort Chaffee, not
counting the other refugee camps, who
cannot leave until some Americans agree
to become their sponsor.
\ The sponsor's responsibility is to help
them until they can become independent
financially and to introduce them to our
society, hod employment, enroll in school.
etc. Friends and fellow members of the
Ashwood Church of Christ where we
worship have been Wonderful in their
support and encouragement of us in this
endeaVOr.
My parents, Mr. and Mrs. Rob Jones,
are residents of Desk,- Route One. I grew
up in Calloway County, graduated from
Almo High School, hold a 11. S. and M. A.
degree from Murray State University, and
Ph.D. from the University of Mississippi. I
am a professor in the Graduate School at
Tennessee State University, Nahville.
Nancy is the daughter of the late Pat and
1 alrue Thompson of Hazel Route Tv. n. She
graduated from Hazel High School and
holds the B. S. and M. A. degrees from
Murray State University:
We have lived in Nashville for eight
years, and are writing to encourage iitherS
to help these refugees to enjoy the freedom
that we partake .of in this great eounttr7-
The Phain children can enminuhteate
rather well in English, but the parents do
not know the language. Mr. Phant and two
older sons will be working in some phase of
the printing industry here in the city.
Monday Diep enrolled in eighth grade at
Moore Junior High and Dvon and Vinh
enrolled in 11th and 10th grades respec-
tively at Hillsboro High School. They
reported that they enjoyed the first day in
school in America, but the largeness of the
schools was somewhat frightening. Of
course, they left Vietnam without_ any
school records and the Metropolitan
School personnel placed them according to
interviews and examinations by the seta H,1
counselors.
You wouldn't buy 2 isteaks
and throw one away.
But are you throwing away some of
the electricity you buy? Maybe you
bought 2,000 kilowatthours last month
Could you have lived as welf,on 1,500?
Wise power use.means you make
every kilowatthour of electricity you buy
work for you efficiently. You don't waste




Here are some reminders on
ways .to conserve:
Keep your cooling thermostat at 78
degrees or above and your heating
thermostat at 68 degrees or below.
2 Fully insulate your house
3 Conserve hot yvater.
4 Use your major appliances efficiently,
and use smaller ones in their place
when possible.
5. Turn off all unnecessary lights.
/ ;Remember, you don't -
pay for the electricity
you don't use.
West Ky. Rural Electric
Cooperative Corporation
• i t y
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Legal Notice
CALLOWAY COUNTY FISCAL COURT
AND
CALLOWAY COUNTY COURT
TREASURER'S SUMMARY OF REVENUE
FROM JULY 1, 1974 to JUNE 30, 1975
GENERAL FUND INCOME
Cash Brought Forward From 1973-74 Fiscal Year $118,239.91
Taxes, Real Estate, Tangible, Property, Etc.  264,000.00
Fines and Forfeitures  1,733.70
Treasurer of Kentucky for EEA Payroll Taxes 10,648.64
Treasurer of Kentucky for CETA Payroll Taxes.  12,002.46
Treasurer of Kentucky For Civil Defense  t,150.41
Treasurer of Kentucky for Public Defender 11,076.80
Treasurer of Kentucky for Deputy Jailer 666.00
Treasurer of Kentucky for Senior Citizens 7  787.03
County Judge, Court Costs 2,650.50
Delinquent Taxes 1,175.20
Occupational Licenses 1116.79
Property Transfer Tax 17,457.65
TVA Payments in Lieu of Taxes 1865,78
TVA Taxes Refunded to County by State of Ky 22,491.67
Treasurer of Graves Co. for JP0 5,000.00
Legal Process Taxes 1,121.31
Land Sale 75,000.00
Election Expense (State's Portion).----. 2,735.00
Excess Fees 60,987.30
Interest On Investments  9,023.49
Miscellaneous Receipts 4991.29
Total Receipts  $635,920.93
GENERAL FUND EXPENDITURES
County Warrants Issued $370,647.83
Transfers to Road Fund  118,010.00
Total Expenditures and Transfers  54U,657.23
Cash Balance, June 30, 1975  S167,263.10
REVENUE SHAIIING FUND
Cash Balance Brought Forward from 1973-74
Fiscal Yr. 8235,730.37
Received from Revenue Sharing during 1974875
Fiscal Yr.  221,941.00
Interest Received (July 1, 1974 thru June 30, 1975 . . . 12,152.98
Total Receipts  S469,124.35
Expenditures for Fiscal Year 1974-75  323,930.17
Cash Balance June 30, 1975    145,894.18
EMERGENCY SHELTER GRANT
Received from Treasurer of Kentucky 500.00
Received from Cal. Co. Fiscal Court 250.00
Total Receipts  750.00
Expenditures for Final Year 1974-75 




Received from Calloway Co. Fiscal Court 1125.00
Received from Marshall Co. Fiscal Court 1125.00
Received from Treasurer of Kentucky 3376.00
Total Receipts  5626.00
Expenditures for Fiscal Year 1974-75.  4661.71
Cash Balance June 30, 1775.
ROAD FUND RECEIPTS
Cash Brought Forward from 1973-74 Fiscal Year . 2,288 16
Truck License Distribution 44,305.35
Operators License 1  990.00
Equipment Rental 63,622.75
Miscellaneous Receipts 7  403.25
Transfers from General Fund  118,010.00
Total Receipts  $237,619.51
ROAD FUND EXPENDITURES
County Warrants Issued   $231,460.63
Cash Balance June 30, 1975 6  158.811
I, Sue Outland, Treasurer, Calloway County, Kentucky do
hereby certify that the above and foregoing is a true and
correct report of receipts and disbursements of Calloway













Sheperd's Citations, Subscription 48.00
Bank's-Baldwin Pub. Co., Book 45.00
Johnson Publishing Co., Directory 56.05
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Supplies 399.20
Holland Drag Company, Supplies 5 00
Winchester Printing, Envelopes 153.90
Southern Uniforms, Uniforms 82.05
Sheriff'sbffice Cal. Co., Stamps 10.00
Sheriff's Offrce Cal. Co., Telegram 6 17
W. S. Darley Company, Supplies 14.00
Community Towel Service, SupplieS 7 50
A. B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 13.99
Wholesale Electric, Tubes 43.55
Winchester Printing. Printing 28.33
Earl Adams, Elec. Comm 15,00
H. M. Scarbrough; Elec. Comm 15.00
Wallis Drug, Supplies 2 76
Steele-Allbritten, Labor 9 00
IGA, Supplies 139.35
Boone Laundry, Service 34.50
W. Ky. Rural Elec., Light Bill 10.63
Cal . Co. Soil Impr. Assn., Dog Food 28.35
A. B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 535
Oatman Grogan, Aid to Blind - 15.00
Jim Waters, Aid to Blind 15.00
Orpha Jones, Aid to Blind 15.00
Aud Donelson, Aid to Blind 15.00
R. D. McKinney, Aid to Blind 15.00
Lonn Edwards, Aid to Blind 15.00
KACO, Dues  400.00
West Kentucky Rural Elec.; Elec. Bill 7 71
Ora Lee Parker, Transportation 4.00
Gibson Locker Plant, Storage 43.50
David Balentine, TransportatiOn 12.50
David Hill, Pictures 18.00
Total $22811.39
Augn [I 7 le_
NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Calloway County Retfrement, Retirement Ins.  1300.53
Kentucky State TreaSurer, EEA State Tax 31.01
Bank of Murray, ERA Fed. Tax   259.92
Murray Elec. System, Elec. Bill 390.31 Ward & Elkins, Freezer 
421.00 Bobby M. Crawford, Jury Duty 1 50
Murray Water System, Water Bill 106.33 Boone Laundry, Service 29.00
Evelyn Jones, Jury Duty 150
Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill • 22.32 Murray Cash & Carry, Cleaning Supplies 34.67
Buford Hurt, Jury Duty 150
South Central Bell, Te. Bill 634.14 Superior Products, Supplies 
163.19 Huel Jones Diet dr TK . 1415.01
Kentucky State Treasurer, Retirement .......210.93 Vaughn Plumbing Company, Service 97.50
Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec 11.54
West Publishing Cornpany, Supplies 92.93 Calloway Co Soil Improvement, Dog Food 
49.30 Bank of Murray, Fed. Tax ...................39.45
W. H. Anderson Company, Supplies 15.75 Ora Lee Parker, Transportation 
 12.50 Ky. State Treasurer, State Tax 986
Robert James Company, Supplies 14.15 Heloise Roberts, Service 40.00
Calloway Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement. 789
Lawyer's Co-Op, Supplies 23.82 Ledger & limes, Adv 
966.35 Mercy Pro. Ambulance, Call 30.00
University Bookstore, Supplies 7 20 Essie Bailey, Deposition 
25.50 Murray Hospital, Patient Chg. 38.60
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 73.94 Hale Lockshop, Service 22.08
Western Auto, Crock Pot 30.45
IBM, Supplies 57.60 Kentucky State Treasurer, EEA Retirement 
253.13 Boone Laundry, Service 16.00
Ky. State Treasurer, Adm. Register 24.00 West Ky. FtECC, Elec. Bill 
970 A.B. Eteale, Shells & Bags 330
Modern Office Methods, Maint. Agreement 205.00 Purdom & 'Thurman, Insurance 50.00
Cal Co. Soil Impr. Assn., Dog Food 47.88
Phil Clore Company, Supplies 221.98 Total  $10430.00
Cal Co. Soil Cons Dist., Budget 750.00
Ledger & Times, Adv 10.30
Oatman Grogan, Blind Aid 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 7 18 °MOSER
Jim Waters, Blind Aid 15.00
Howard Shaw, Supplies 127.21 NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Orpha Jones, Blind Aid 15.00
Central Microfilm, Supplies 83.81 South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 
565U .0T8
Aud Donelson, Blind Aid _15.00
Howard. D. Happy, Supplies 10.50 Murray Water & Sewer, Water Bill 102.64
R. D. McKinney, Blind Aid r 15.00
Winchester Printing, Printing • 57.49 Murray Electric System, Elec. Bill  464.16 Loon 
Edwards, Blind Aid 15.00
Western Auto, Service 220 Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill 25.92
EarlAdams, Elec. Corn 15.00
Western Auto, Service 
Western Auto, Service 
67
74
Calloway Co Retirement Fund; Retirement Ins  1414.47
Kentucky State Treasurer (EEA),State WH 
42142 H. M. Scarbrough, Elec Corn. 
Ora Lee Parker, Transportation 
15.00
12.50
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 23.41 Calloway Co Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund ( EEA), Soc. Sec. 363.77
David Balentine, Transportation 32.50
Pitney-Bowes, Contract 30.00 Calloway Co Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund (CETA), Soc. Sec. 88.26
Bennie Jackson, Transportation 12.50
Harp Enterprises, Supplies 341 Calloway Co Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec. 3762.27
David Hill Photo's, Pictures 100.00
Winchester Printing, Printing Env. - .......2674.27 Bank of Murray (EEA & CETA), Fed WH 349.36
Murray Insurance, Workmen's C 7388.00
Gall's Police Equipment, Supplies 86.27 Ky. Council of Juv. Court Judges, Membership 25.00
Winchester Printing, Printing 87.57
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 113 Kaufman Graphics, R.S. Stickers 72.50
Murray Cash & Carry, Pens 21.00
Winchester Printing, Printing 62.06. Helen Spann, Judge Pro-Tern 525.00
Brent Manning, Spec. Invest. 200.00
Western Auto, Supplies 12.76 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies  34.30
West Ky. RECC, Elec. Bill 969
Motorola, Inc., Contract 16.50 Howard Shaw Office Supplies 59.66
Ky. State Treasurer Retirement (EEA), Retirement .. 185.58
Purdom's, Inc., Service 21.38 Robert O. Miller, Stamps 50.00
Ky. State Treasurer Retirement (CETA), Retirement . 460.19
Ward-Elkins, Service 10.00 Lawyers Co-Op Book
s 36.75 TOTAL  $17,089.32
Sheriff of Calloway Co Stamps 20.00 West Publishing Co Supplies 48.83,
Bank of Murray, Check Books 23.24 County Attorney's Office, Stamps 50.00
December
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 32.75 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 
 15.73 NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Western Auto, Keys 1 48 Twin Lakes Office Supply, Office Supplies 18.48 Cal. Co Retirement Fund, Retirement
 1401.73
Treasurer of Cal. Co., Box Rent & Stamps 22.20 Central Microfilm, Supplies 672.90 Marvin Harris, Elec Exp 
 80.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Equipment 192.65 Winchester Printing, Printing  97.05 Judith Ainley, Elec. Rip 
15.00
Rowland Refrigeration, Service 11.86 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
576 Ky. State Treasurer, CETA State WH 27.42
Hendon Service, Supplies 8 04 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
958 Ky. State Treasurer, EEA State WH 23.00.. 
Bank of Murray, CETA Fed WH Western Auto, Supplies. 13.67 Motorola Inc., Maint. Agree 
825 216.66
Wallis Grocery, Supplies 69 Western Auto, Supplies 
739 Bank of Murray, EEA Fed. WH 195.16
Community Towel Service, Service 15.00 Southern Uniforms, Supplies 48.62 Murray Elec. System, Elec. Bill 
303.62
Murray Supply, Supplies 7 01 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
14.02 Murray Water di Sewer, Water Bill 86.08
Wholesale Electric, Supplies 40.52 Postmaster of Murray, Stamps  
10.00 Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill . 4 69.46
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies 26.V Ivy Chemicals, Supplies 
170.86 South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 625.20
Purdom's, Inc., Clay 21.00 South Central Bell, TeLlitill . . -. . .- .... .. . . :". . :Hughes Paint Store,  .33------:-
Frances Shea, Stenographer 40.30 The Big K, Supplies  
 13.08 Winchester Printing, Supplies 18.74
Twin Lakes Office Supply, supplies 117.13 The Leak Company, Supplies  
86.26 Howard Happy Co , Type. Ribbons 29.35
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 9 00 Community Towel Service, Supplies 
7  50 Lawyer's Co-Op, Book Suppl. 2 81
Winchester Printing, Printing 17.48 Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies 47.59 Pool Office Equipment, Equipment  366.80
W. H. Anderson, Supplies 15.75 Modern Office Methods, Copier 
1371007.1400:
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 19.25
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
Pool Office Equipment, Rental Typewr 
33.62
900
James H Blalock, Stamps
Purdom's Inc., Air Condition 
Pool Office Equipment, Typewr. Rental 
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
42.00
35.18
Twin Lakes Supply, Office Supplies 218.29 Pool Office Equipment Office Supplies 21.02 Howard Shaw, Index Cards . 108.11
James H. Blalock, Stamps 50.00 Howard Shaw Office Supplies  1651552..0000 ()sand Microfilm, Film  105.96
Howard Shaw, Supplies 
U. S. Marshall, W. Dist. of Ky. Transp Prisoner
126.55
200_00
Earl Adams Elec Comm 
H. M. Scarbrough, Elec. Comm 
Central Microfilm, Developer 
Howard Shaw, Index Cards 
34.24
16.66
Howard Shaw, Supplies 
Hue! Jones, Turn Key & Diet 




Huel Jones, Turn Key & Diet 
Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund Soc. Sec 
732.12
Bank of Murray, Fed. Tax 
3711:1095
Holland Drugs, Supplies 
Purdom-Thurman, Rev. Bond 




Federal Withholding, Fed. Tax 41.70 Ky. State Treasurer, State Tax 9  49 Motorola, Inc., Agreement 8 25
Ky. State Treasurer, State Withholding 4 17 Calloway Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement 7  59 Harper Truck Service, Freight 914
Retirement, Retirement Ins 8 34 Mrs. Madison Jones, Supplies  19.99 Western Auto, Batteries 42
0





Walter F. Stephens, Supplies  
2.\ "13 16MurrayCash & Carry, Supplies  22
Southern Uniforms, Liners 
Kirk Pool Company, Supplies 
19.83
14.04
Boone Laundry, Service 34.85 Boone Laundry, Service  
5 1175..754 IBM, Typewriter 648.00
12.00 Sherwin-Williams, Supplies Murray Cash & Carry, Paper Towels 30.02- Houston-McDevitt, Service •
Calloway Co. Soil Impr. Assn., Dog Food 63.54 Harper Truck Service, Service  12.56 Purdom's Clay 22.05
West Ky. Rural Elec., Elec. Bill 11.37 A .B Beale, Supplies 8  30 Cal. Co. Lumber Co., Window Sash 58.61
Warren Radio Company, Sheriff's Radios 45.81 Sears-Roebuck Jail Fence 1069.96 Janice Compton, Clean. Supp 139.32
Dept. of Insurance, Inspect Boiler . 2.00 Calloway Co. Soil Impr., Dog Food 65.52 Thompson Supply House, Trash Cont. 106.37
Ledger & Times, Adv 72.16 David Balentine, Transportation 
 12.50 Beale Hdwe., Supplies 13.23
Calloway Co. Ext. Council, Extension Service  5000.00 Peripheral Systems Service Tax office  1001.25 Western Auto, Lights, Batter. 20.66
Total $15181.57 Ore Lee Parker, Transportation  12.50 Steele-Albritten, Repair Serv 15.46
Ledger& Times, Adv 23.25 Benton Auto Supply, Towels & Tiss 70.14
SEPTEMBER
Bennie Jackson, Transportation 12.50 Globe Chemical Co., Supplies 450
NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
West Ky. RECC, Elec. Bill  67 Community Towel Service, Service 750
Annual Judge's Conference, Conference 78.00
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps  
10011..00 
Minter Roofing, Repairs 760.00
Murray State University, Work Study 221.39
Murray Cash br Carry, Supplies 24.00 Wells Electric, Service 16.85
Bank.of Murray, Fed. WH 195.16
Need Line, Donation 500.00 Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 25.51
Kentucky State Treasurer, State WH 23.00
TOTAL $15,507.84 Desiree McGehee, Election Officer 15.00
South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 512.99 Freda Butterworth, Electi
on Officer 15.00
Murray Electric, Elec. Bill. s. 535.98 NOVEMBER James Will Frances, Elect
ion Officer 15.00
Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill 25.17 NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT Luther Compton, Election 
Officer. 15.00
Murray Water & Sewer, Water Bill 106.57 South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 646.49 Mrs. Linton Clanton, Elect
ion Officer 15.00
South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 39.30 Murray Water & Sewer, Water Bill 100.75 Sadie Nell Jones, Election 
Officer 15,00
South Central Bell, Tel. BW 6 25 Murray Electric System, Elec. Bill 406.09 Mrs. Greg Miller, Election
 Officer 15.00
Calloway Co. Retirement, Retirement Ins .. 2010.29 Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill 42.83 Christine Rhodes, Election
 Officer 400
Lawyer's Co-Op, Supplies 23.82 Calloway Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement 1468.23 Mrs. Gaylord Forrest, Elec
tion Officer 11.00
Robert O. Miller, Stamps 50.00 Ky. State Treasurer, EEA State WH 23.00 Dorothy Jane Crider, Election 
Officer 15.00
Howard D. Happy, Supplies 772 Ky. State Treasurer, CETA State WH 22.55 Hazel Beale, Election Offic
er 15.00
Western Aldo Store, Supplies 1 25 Bank of Murray, EEA Fed. WH  195.16 Gale Samuel Co
rdrey, Election Officer 15.00
Howard Shaw, Probate Forms 88.01 Bank of Murray, CETA Fed. WH 181.34 Jerry Don Lowery, Electio
n Officer 15.00
IBM, Maint. Agree 27.24 Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill  13.48 Mrs. Charles Humphreys,
 Election Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 29.24 Winchester Printing, Pr. Summons 20.63 Hazel Furgerson, Election
 Officer 15.00
IBM, Bal. Typewriter 100.00 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 6  56 Peggy Benton Gray, Electi
on Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 44.98 Robert O. Miller, Stamps 50.00 Irene Ball, Election Office
r 15.00
Murray Home & Auto, Supplies 38.98 Lawyer's Co-Op, Book 26.63 Lula G. Groan, Election Of
ficer 15.00
Twin Lakes Office Equipment, Supplies 299 West Publishing Co., Ky. Decisions  16.80 Mrs. B. H. Cooper, Electio
n Officer 15.00
IBM, Agreement 16.20 Howard Shaw, Supplies   156.38 Dorothy McKenzie, Election Officer 
15.00
Dale Spann, Spec. Invest 25.00 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 2  22 Glen Windsor, Election Off
icer • 15.00
Holland Drug, Water 3 36 Pitney-Bowes, Agreement 30.00 Mrs. Jack Bailey, Election Officer 
15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 29.48 Wholesale Electric, Supplies 3  18 Mrs. }Miley K. Hall, Election Officer 
15.00
Central Microfilm, Impr. Cards 583.00 Central Microfilm, Micro. Paper  179.33 Dr. R. B. Barton, Election Officer 15.
00
Waldrop Saw St Lock Shop, Service 11.60 Western Auto, Light & Batt. 233 Hazel Tarry, Election Officer 15.
00
Pitney-Bowes, Inspection 55.00 Central Microfilm, Ser. Agree. 306.00 La urine Andrus, Election Officer 15.
00
Marvin Harris, Prep. Tax Bills 535.93 Marvin Harris, Freight Del. 210 Kathryn Walker, Election Officer 15.00
Motorola, Inc., Contract 825 Howard Shaw, Index Sheets  188.11 Rhonda Ahart. Election Officer 15.
00
National Police Chief's Bur., Directory 14.50 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies I  65 Marilyn Adkins, Election Officer 15.00
Holland Drug, Batteries 157 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 7  70 Eva Hale, Election Officer 15.00
David Balentine, Flash Bulbs 1 92 Jim's Rubber Stamps, Stamp 235 Chester L. Geever, Election Officer 15.00
Sheriff of Cal. Co , Stamps 50.00 MotOrolapc., Agreement 825 Festus Lee Moody, Election Officer 15.00
Scott Drug, Film & Bulbs 33.67 Scott Drug, Film & Bulbs  15.13 Mrs.
 Festus Story, Election Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 1 84 Western Auto, Bat. & Light 26.62 Mollie Gingles, Election Officer 15.00
Gall's Inc., Sign 6 37 West Ky. 2 Way Radio, Parts di Inst.  253.62 Helen Cole, Election Officer 15.00
Bank of Murray, Check Books 22.30 Western Auto, Rake & Bags 427 Roger Kerry Letterman, Election Officer 16.50
Winchester Printing. Letterheads 45.52 Purdom's, Serv. A-C 9  50 Mrs. James Puckett, Election Officer 17.50
,Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 22.56 Community Towel Serv., Service 750 Otis Lovins, Election Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Equip. 615.54 Hughes Paint Store, Glazing Corn 1  31 Opal Irene Shoemaker, Election Officer 17.50
Betsy Lyon, Art Layout 35.00 Carolyn Conner, Rep. G. Jur.  163.40 Opal Coleman Moody, Election Officer 15.00
Name Pads, Name Pads 708 West Publishing Company, Book  14.70 Mrs. N. A. Ezell, Election Officer 16.50
Albert Parker, Service 600 Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies  195.14 Mrs. Keys MCCui.ston, Election Officer 15.00
Thompson Supply House, Supplies 109.73 Starks Hardware, Rug Shampoo  523 Martha Moore, Electron Officer 16.50
One Hour Cleaners, Service 11.00 Jaines Blalock, Court Costs 56.00 Mrs. Wm K. Robertson, Election Officer 15.00
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Office Supplies 7 22 Ky. State Treasurer, Vot. Mac. Pint. 603.63 Mrs. Roy Burkeen, Election Officer 15.00
John S. Pike Company, File Folders 39,71 Ledger & Times, Sam. Ballot  90.00 Mrs. Dock Boggess, Election Officer 17.50
Pool Office Equipment, Typewriter & Supplies 285.01 Central Office Supply, Elec. Flags  112.83 Rose G. Hopson, Election Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 15.59 Jesse Bailey, Elec. Sup.  32.99 Willie Mae Holland Election Officer 17.50
McKeown Office Equipment, Off ite Supplies 40.53 Boone Laundry, Elec Ldry  12.50 Virginia Galloway, Election Officer 15.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 18.00 Phil Clore Company, Reg. Bind. 325.30 Mildred Taylor, Election Officer 17.00
James H. Blalock, Stamps 50.00 Noble Knight, Jury Duty 1  50 Mrs. Ardath Brandon, Election Officer 17.00
H. M Scarbrough, Elec. Comm 30.00 Vicki Pat Lamb, Jury Duty • 1  50 Aubrey Ahart, Election Officer 15.00
Earl Adams, Elec. Comm 30.00 James F. Ross, Jury Duty 150 Orbie Culver, Election Officer 17.50
Huel Jones, Turn Key & Diet 1190.31 Jack Norsworthy, Jury Duty 1  50 Toy Jones, Election Officer . 15.00
Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec. 10.09 Vicki Nance, Jury Duty 1  50 Mrs. Harold G. Robertson Election Officer 17.50
Bank& Iliarrax.i: 14.5(1 William Perry, Jury Duty_ 1  50 Floyd H. O'Bryan, Election Officer 15.00
Kentucky State Treasurer, State W.H. /-
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement Ins. - -
2 95
690
_Patricia Scheer, Jury Duty air - 1 
Eva J. Hiort. Juryputy- . .... .




Waldrop Saw dr Lock Shop, Service 250 Anna Requarth, Jury Duty 150. Mona Pierce, Election Officer 
 • --15.00
Wallis Drug, Supplies 4  5 72 John S. Goodman, Jury Duty  1.50 Noble Cox, Election Officer • 17.50
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Lucille Beaman, Election Officer 17.50
Lois Marine, Election Officer 15.00
Betty Darnell, Election Officer 15.00
Mable Carroll, Election Officer....  - .17.50
Rex Beach, Election Officer 15.00
Brown Tucker, Election Officer 17.50
Ralph Riley, Election Officer 15.00
Mrs. Jewell McCallon, Election Officer 17.50
Mrs. Calvin Scott, Election Officer 15.00
Linda Workman, Election Officer 17.00
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Election Officer 17.00
Mrs. A. R. Ford, Election Officer 15.00
Boyd, Election Officer 15.00.Maggie
Mrs. Ted Potts, Election Officer 17.50
Hugh M. Arnette, Election Officer 17.50
Eiewden McKenley Ford, Election Officer 15.00
Mrs. Hoyt Like, Election Officer 15.00
Mrs. Ellis Ross Paschall, Election Officer 17.50
Rose Outland, Election Officer 15.00
Mrs. Goldie Edwards, Election Officer 17.50
Mrs. Darrell Mathis, Election Officer 17.00
Lilian Ferguson, Election Officer 15.00
Mrs. Jim Allbritten, Election Officer 17.00
Preston Perry, Election Officer 15.00
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 200.00
Whit Imes, Polling Rental 12.00
Ted Potts, Polling Rental 6 00
Murray Datsun, Polling Rental 12.00
Anton Herndon, Bolling Rental 12.00
Edd Morgan, Polling Rental 600
W. 0. W. Lodge, Polling Rental 600
New Concord Grocery, Polling Rental 600
Alfred Duncan, Polling Rental 600
Bazzell Grocery, Polling Rental 12.00
Ruble Taylor, Polling Rental 6 00
Southern Printing, Elec Pr. 1157.10
Flavil Robertson, Elec Exp .. 100.00
James Johrtson, Elec. Rip. 25.00
H. M. Scarbrough, Elec. Ezp 25.00
W. Ky. RECC, Elec, Elec 3 13
H. M. Scarbrough, Elec. Comm  15.00
Earl Adams, Elec. Comm. 15.00
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 50.00
Huel Jones, Diet & TK 1366.62
Halton Insurance, Insurance 15026 00
Cal. Co. Soc. Sec, Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec. 11.10
Bank of Murray, Fed. Tax 37.95
Ky. State Treasurer, State Tax 949
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement 7 59
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies. 140.28
Cal. Co. Lumber Co., Labor & Mat 698.87
Murray Fire Ext. Service, Fire Ext 42.50
National Stores, Towels 11.20
Boone Laundry, Service 18.60
Wholesale Electric, Bulbs 27.22
Minter Roofing, Repairs 360.00
Calloway Co. Soil Imp., Dog Food 63.84
West Ky. RECC, Elec. Bill 11.35
National Assn. of Co., Subscriptions 191.00
Ledger 8i Tunes Adv 21.75
IBM, Typewriter 585.00
IBM, Maint. Agree 19.65
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 10.00
Robert O. Miller, Hod Meeting 10.00
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax r 201.09
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 391.33
Morris Refr. Service, A. C. Rep. 75.60




South Central Bell, Tel. Bill 640.47
Murray Natural Gas, Gas Bill 
Murray Water & Sewer, Water Bill 
Murray Electric System, Elec. Bill 
Cal. Co. Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec 
Cal. Co. Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec 
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 
Bank of Murray, Fed Tax 
Bank of Murray, Fed. Tax 
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement 
Cal. Co. Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec 
Murray-Cal. Co. Airport Board, Cont. 
Johnson Pub. Co., Directory 
Winchester Pr. Co., Envelopes 
Pool Office Equip., Office Sup 
IBM, Office Sup. 
Sid Easley, Stamps 
Johnson Pub. Co., Directory 
Pool Office Equip., Supplies 
Galloway Ins. Co., Bond  20.00
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 200.00
Pool Office Equip., Supplies 44.64
Burroughs Corp., Calculator  109.00
Pitney-Bowes, Rental 30.00
Central Microfilm, Cards 461.00
Hughes Paint Store, Supplies 4  10
Johnson Pub. Co., Directory 56.05
Phil Clore Co., Supplies 72.64
Howard Shaw, Bonds 141.62
Western Auto, Battery 2  15
Wallis Drug, Plaster Paris   11.80




















Walter Stephens, Supplies  14.00
Purdom-Thurman, Bond 555.00
Bank of Murray, Check Book 8  75
Douglas Mfg. Co., Jury Capsules 22.90
  58.61
299
Calloway Co. Lumber, Window Sash
Western Auto, Nozzle
Roses, Frames .. t
Albert Parker, Labor '
Wells Elec. Service, Service
Pool Office Equip., Supplies
James Blalock, Stamps 
Huel Jones, Diet St TIC 








Cal. Co. Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec. 9  17
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 784
Supreme Sales, Jail Bed 344.15
Walks Drug, Supplies 6  89
Steele-Albritten, Range Hood 120.00
Boone Laundry, Service 16.35
Food Program, Permit 10.00
Calloway Co. Soil Impt., Dog Food 15.75
W. Ky. RECC, Elec. Bill  27.31
Oatman Grogan, Aid to Blind J  15.00
Jim Waters, Aid to Blind 15.00
Orpha Jones, Aid to Blind 15.00
Aud Donelson, Aid to Blind 15.00,
R. D. McKinney, Aid to Blind 15.00-
Lorin Edwards, Aid to Blind  00
Ledger & larneS, Ad • . 21.75
Bennie Jackson, Trans. ' 13.20
3im Adams IGA, Supplies ,....----  285.19
i __. Community Towel Service, Service  750
., lioway Co. Fletiiiiient T - - - irrir,
- --A.M. Scarbrough, Elm -- - --
Earl Adams, Elec.. .00nm  15.00
Postmastsrof Murray„Stamps 50.00
•
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 10.00
Patricia Mayfield, Jury Co. .15.00
Rainey Apperson, Jury Comm. 1 +op 
Holmes Ellis, Jury Comm 15.00
Barge, Waggoner, Sumner & Cannon, Service 8000.00
Hazel Community Center, Donation 1000.00




Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 10.00
Bank of Murray,Federal tax $74.10
Kentucky State Treasurer, State tax 120.70
Murray Electric System, Electric bill   303.65
Murray Water and Sewer, Water bill '  132.15
Murray Natural Gas, Gas bill . 318.58
South Central Bell, Telephone 510.51
South Central Bell, Telephone 0.92
Calloway County Retirement Fund, Retire. Ins 1,458.92
City of Paducah, Radios 1,372.50
City of Paducah, Antenna 32.16
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax   $48.52
TVA, Maps 600
Name Pads, Name Pads 12.24
McKeown Office Equipment, Supplies 56.00
Directories, Inc., State Directory 6  04
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 66.71
Winchester Printing, Printing 49.32
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 15.43
Directories, Inc., State Directory 6  04
IBM, Typewriter 641.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 188.22
IBM, Supplies  F7.60
Central Microfilm, Supplies 50.00
Central Microfilm, Developer'..32.88
Ward-Elkins, Service 10.00
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 300.00
Paschall Truck Lines, Freight 12.07
Johnson Publishing Company, City Directory 56.05
Maurice Wilson, Stamps 50.00
Modern Office Methods, Copy Paper 381.14
Western Auto, Battery 400
Scott Drugs, Film 77.58
Pool Office Equiiment;Supplies 36.94
Motorola Inc., Agreement 8.25
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 10.05
The Leaf Company, Spray Dis. 87.03
Community Towel Service, Service 15.00
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies  35.38
Western Auto, Supplies 570
Murray Appliance, Cleaner 72.45
IBM, Typewriter Main. 302.80
Beale Hardware, Supplies 13.23
Albert Parker, Service 205.00
Murray Lumber Company, Lumber 129.31
Phil Clore Company, Supplies 207.25
Huel Jones, Diet & TI( 730.42
Cal. Co. SS Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec.  10.92
Bank of Murray, Federal Tax , 37.35
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax . 934
Calloway Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement. 747
Boone Laundry & Cleaners, Service 21.00
Sears-Roebuck, Curtains  49.90
Houston-McDevitt, Dr. for prisoner 37.00
Murray Cash and Carry, Supplies 29.96
Johnson's Grocery, Supplies 17.63
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 33.48
Murray Home & Auto, Frypan 46.44
Calloway County Soil Improvement, Dog Food 63.00
Houston-McDevitt, Service 36.50
David Balentine, Transportation 16.50
Rizpah Shrine, Ad 50.00
Bennie Jackson, Transportation 400
Calloway Co. Library Board, Mun. Ha. Tax 228.09
Calloway Co. Board of Health, Mun. Hs. Tax. 162.93
Calloway Co. Hops. Sink. Fund, Mun. Hs. Tax 206.55
Ky. Civil Defense Council, Dues 750
Gerald Cohoon, Transportation  10.00
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 263.34
Winchester Printing, Printing 67.73
Directories, Inc., State Directory 604
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Supplies 7  95
West Publishing Company, Supplies .  36.70
James Blalock, Stamps 100.00
James Blalock, Stamps 20.00
Judith Ainley, Election Expense 16.00
Total  $11 ,482 .16
MARCH
NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Bank of Murray, Federal tax 756.16
Kentucky State Treasurer, State tax 92.00
Nanci Peterson, Car expense 50.00
Cambridge Camera Exchange, Peterson camera 326.45
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 50.00
South Central Bell, Utilities 567.19
Murray Water & Sewer, Utilities 90.58
Murray Electric System, Utilities  .318.52
Murray Natural Gas, Utilities  239.49
Department for Human Resources, Senior Citizens . . 2,500.00
South Central Bell, Utilities 49.36
Cal Co Retirement Fund, Retirement 1,731.58
Murray Natural Gas, Utilities  45.51
South Central Bell, Utilities 44.83
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 11.86
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Office Supplies 37.19
Winchester Printing, Envelopes 27.62
Pool Office Equipment, office supplies 21.03
Modern Office Methods, Carbon type 115.00
IBM, Supply agreement 17.42
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 30.09
Holland Drugs, Water I  50
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 102.93
Directories, Inc., State directory 604
Twin Lakes Office Supply, Staples  19.79
Twin Lakes Office Supply, IBM4ypewriter 390.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 142
Winchester Printing, Tax forms, envelopes  86.83
Scott-Walgreen Drugs, Film 16.54
Motorola, Maintenance agreement 8  25
George G. Fetter Co. Supplies 50.88
Purdom-Thurman, Bond-adv 109.00
West Ky. Two-Way Radio, Antenna kit 14.96
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 27 15
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Audit 1  362.65
Purdom's, Clay 22.05
Western Auto, Saw blade 331)
Community Towel Service, Service 750
$.10
Twin Lakes Office Supply, File cabinet 79 40
Bank of Murray Check books 16.96
M. Livingston Company, Towels. 3002
Hugliet Paint Store, Paint 3537
idtfrray Lumber Company, Lumber 210.27
Calloway Co Lumber Co., Lumber 254.06
Murray Lumber Company, Lumber 456 75
Pool Office Equipment, Office supplies -9  35.91,,
Central Office Supply, Office supplies 161 39
Modern Office Methods, Carbon type 450 40
James Howard Boone, Jury duty 1.50
Maude Nance, Jury duty 150
Carney Andrus, Jury dirty
-Lou Ann.Philpot,. Jurar-duty
Atn es M. Brown, Jury duty 
Jean Ann auiIiiiicLTtiry day 
J. Wilburn Ca vitt. Jury duty  





1.50 Aud Donelson, aid to blind 
...15.00
Judith Nall, Jury Duty 
Robert Keith Bear, Jury Duty 
Sandy Outland Thurman, Jury duty 
Frank L. Dutton, Jury duty 
Frankie Gene Coles, Jury duty 
Lucille Nix Hart, Jury duty 
Don E. Paschall, Jury duty 
Neale Mason, Jury duty 
Lynn H. Stout, Jury duty 
Ray E. Cothran, Jury duty 
Joe B. McDougal, Jury duty 
Huel Jones, Diet 














R. D. McKinney, aid to blind 
Loan Edwards, aid to blind 
Murray-Calloway County Airport, contribution
Bennie Jackson, travel 
Bennie Jackson, reg. letter 
Midwest Tire & Safety Equipment, power shears
IBM, maintenance agreement 













Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 
Bank of Murray, Federal tax 
654
36.15
Muena3TFurniture Mart, sofa & chair............... 168.00
Cal. Co. Retirement, Retirement 
Calloway County Soil Imp., Dog food 
West Ky. RECC, Utilities 
Holton-Melugin, Insurance 
Ora Lee Parker, Transportation 
Bennie Jackson, Transportation 
Wilson Wooley, Film Developing 
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps 
Wallis Drug, Supplies 
Wells Electric, Service 
Boone Laundry, Service 













South Central Bell, utilities 
Murray Water & Sewer, utilities 
Murray Electric System, utilities 
Murray Natural Gas, utilities 
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 
Western Auto, batteries 
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 
County Attorney, stamps 
Holland Drugs, distilled water 
Singer Bus. Machines, calculator 
Central Microfilm, developer 













Supreme Sales Co., Supplies 
Kentucky State Teasurer, WH tax 
District Detective Grant, County share 
Postmaster of Murray, Registered mail 
Calloway County Erner. Sh Fund, County share 







Pool Office Equipment, supplies 
Phil Clore Company, book 
Holland Drugs, film 
Western Auto, batteries  1-4-rrivm-ar•-•
Sheriff's office, stamps •









ter Printing, printing 
Motorola, Inc., radio adjustment 
22.52
825
Community Towel Service, service 7 50
APRIL Benton Auto Supply, tow
els & paper 190.26
NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Bank of Murray (CETA ), federal tax  855.38
Kentucky State Treasurer, state tax  104.43
Murray Electric System, utilities  340.49
Murray Natural Gas, utilities  211.52
Murray Cash & Carry, towels & garbage bag 
Western Auto, supplies 
Beale Hardware, concrete materials 
Roses, fraipes 
Waldrop w & Lock, repair mower 







Murray Water & Sewer, utilities -
South Central Bell, utilities ..




Pool Office Equipment, supplies 
Peck's Upholstery, repair chair 




Ky. State Treasurer, state tax 911.76 Fitts Block & The, concrete 18.70
Postmaster of Murray, stamps 50.00 Thompson Supply House, supplies 26.20
Murray Natural Gas, utilities 45.13 IBM, lift-off tape • 81.00
South Central Bell, utilities 44.18 Ledger di Times, film processing 62.10
Cal. Co. SS Rev. Fund (CETA), contribution 1,385.53 Murray Silica Sand, sand 16.00
Nanei Peterson, expense . _50.00 Lassiter Plaster, walliol4 SUPpli& 119.94
Cal Co SS Rev. Fund, contribution 1,385.72 Bank of Murray, check books 8 75
Cal. Co. SS Rev. Fund, contribution 2933.39 Winchester Printing, juvenile petitions 24.31
Western Auto, key 2,80 Motor Parts & Bearings, cleaner 400
Winchester Printing, letterheads 51.98 Hughes Paint Store, paint 51.16
W. H. Anderson book 31.50 Murray Supply, supplies ....63.77
Banks-Baldwin, KRS unit 12.75 Wholesale Electric, supplies 190.93
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 23.01 Bank of Murray, check books 26.88
IBM, supplies 88.18 Earl Adams, election commissioner 15.00
Twin Lakes Office Supply, supplies 2 10 H. M. Starbrough, election commissioner 
15.00
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 937
H. B. Edwards, repairing voting machines 15.00
IBM, maintenance agreement 59.56
Harp Enterprises, election supplies 44.12
Sherwin-Williams, glass 29.40
Mahlon Frizzell, jury duty 1 50
Howard D. Happy, tape 
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 




Larry Puckett, jury duty 
Kate Jobe, jury duty 
Frances McKeel, jury duty 





R. L. Polk, manual 12.60 Randy Cunningham, jury duty 1 50
Central Microfilm, copy paper 187.68 Wanda Teitloff, jury duty 1 50
Winchester Printing, printing 63.95 Chester McCuiston, jury duty 1 50
National Stores, supplies 31.82 G. T. Brandon, jury duty 150
Ray O'Herron Company, leg irons . 21.75 Jo Crass, jury duty 150
Modern Office Methods, carbon type ..................456.20 Jr. Delbert Childress, jury duty .1.50
Melrose Electronics, equipment 63.68 Hilrnan Coles, jury duty 1 50
Western Auto, batteries 17.60 Mickey Boggess, Jury duty 1 50
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 9 94 Ray Brownfield, jury duty 1 50
Motorola, Inc., maintenance agreement 825 Hewlett Cooper. jury duty 150
Progress Paint Manufacturing, paint 294.40 Trellis Boggess, jury duty 1 50
Bank of Murray, check books 16.02 Carlos Black, Sr., jury duty 150
Harper Truck Service freight 14.30 Huel Jones, diet & turnkey 508.21
Community Towel Service, service 750 Cal. Co. SS Rev. Fund, social securi
ty 886
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 11.68
Bank of Murray, federal tax 30.30
Murray Home & Auto, dehumidifier 124.95
Ky. State Treasurer, state tax . •... 7.57
Murray Appliance, s'weeper bags & belt 729
Cal Co. Ret. Fund, contribution .. 6.06
Beale Hardware, hacksaw blade  .
Safe-T Discount PharmaCy, film-Peterson 
Scott-Walgreen, film .. 





Big K, supplies 
Ward-Elkins, service 
Wallis Drugs, supplies 
Murray Cash & Carry, towels & supplier- 






Green Thumb Nursery, plantings 39.00 Cal. Co. Ext. Service, 4-H, etc 9355.00
Murray Cash & Carry, towels 31.72 Murray-Calloway Co. Park Fund, County Share
Randy Thornton Service Co., filters 31.50 ( architect fee) 3348.16
West Ky. Cabinet Company, materials 31.42 Murray-Calloway Co. Park Fund, County share
R. C. Greer, marble top " - 45.25 r supt. salary) 800.00
Vaughn & Humphreys, piumbings 346.25 Nanci Peterson, travel expense 50.00
Carl R. Howard Glass, repair window 6 10 Bennie Jackson, travel expense 9.60
Hughes Paint Store, paint & supplies 61.11 David Balentine, travel expense 12.50
National Lumber & Supply, lumber 464.08 Cynthia Herndon, court reporting 62.50
Murray Lumber, lumber 774.83 Boone Laundry, service 
33.80
Ildwell Paint & Floorcovering, stain 10.06
Calloway Co. Soil Imp. Assn., dog food 25.09
Sherwin-Williams Paint, varnish 694 Postmaster of Murray, 
stamps 50.00
Ward-Elkins, air-conditioner 459.00 Postmaster of 
Murray, stamps 200.00
Hale Mathis, jury duty 1 50
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, retirement fund - 1 723.25
Calloway Co. Lumber, lumber 
Wholesale Electric, supplies 
Winchester Printing, printing 





West Ky. RECC, utilities - 
Murray State University, work study 






Modern Office Methods, combo type  457.30 JUNE
Banks-Baldwin, KRS unit 12.75 NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 71.26
Pool Office Equipment, supplies  147.19 Desiree McGehee, Election Officer 19.50
James Blalock, postage 50.00 Freda Butterworth, Election Officer 17.50
Carolyn Conner, court reporting 69.50 Luther Compton, Election Officer 17.50
Earl Adams, election commissioner 45.00 Michael Hendon, Election Officer 11.50
H. M. Scarbrough, election commissioner 45.00 Betty Coleman, Election Officer 
19.50
Ella Mae Querterrnous, jury duty 1.50 Hilda Rhodes, Election 
Officer 17.50
Jo Ann Barnes, jury duty 1 50
Mrs. William H. Roberts, Election Officer 17.50
Edwinna Simmons, jury duty 150 Mrs. 
Harold Robertson, Election Officer 15.00
Ftocidie Peeples, jury duty 1 50
Dorothy June Crider, Election Officer 17.50
Norma Harre9, jury duty 
William Pinkston, jury duty 
Harold Douglas, jury duty 





Hazel Beale, Election Officer 
Mrs. John Resig, Election Officer 
Mrs. Charles Humphreys, Election Officer 
Hazel Ferguson, Election Officer 






Margie Crass, jury duty 150 William Roberts, Election Officer 1950. 
Huel Jones, diet & turri key 1,212.34 Doris Alexander, Election Officer 15.00
Cal. Co. S. S. Rev. Fund, contribution 9 30 Mrs. B. H. Cooper, Election Officer 15.00
Bank of Murray, federal tax' 31.80 Mrs. John Bryan, Election Officer 19.50
Kentucky State Treasurer, state tam, 795 Mrs. Robert Usrey, Election Officer 17.50
Calloway CaciFtet. Fund, contribution 836 Mrs. Jack Bailey, Election Officer 19.50
Lerman's, towels 62.01 Irma LaFollette, Election Officer 17.50
Ray O'Herron, police equipment 43.58 Dr. R. B. Barton, Election Officer. ..........17.50
Murray Machine & Tool, repair jail 29.00 Hazel Tarry, Election Officer 17.54)
Pool Office Equipment, supplies 6 62 Corbett Farless, Election Officer 17.50
Wallis Drug, supplies • 696 • Kathryn Walker, Election Officer 19.5
0
/
Boone Laundry, service 22.00 Rhonda Ahart, Election Officer 
15.00
'Thompson Supply House, sweeper 26.20 Mrs. Brandon Estes, Election Offi
cer 17.50
Steele-Allbritten, jail bath repairing 244.27 Eva Hale, Election Of
ficer 19.51
Cal. Co. Soil Improvement Assn., seed & fertilizer 59.01
Chester L. Geever, Election Officer 15.00 '
West Ky. RECC utilities 65.91
Mrs. Festus Story, Election Officer • 17.50
Cal. Co. Soil Improvement Assn., dog food 
-0.14orien-4;rogarv, .fred te blind , 
66 68
15-00
Nollie Gingles, Election Officer 
Stanley Letterman, Election OfReer 
17.50
21.00
_ r . -Freten-COIt,-Trigriton Offirer  rrltr -
_Jim Waters,.aidio blind --........„..._,,j).00 M.rs_.N. A. EzelL,Election Officer . . : 17.50
(Coot. On Paso 6). •
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Mrs. Keys McCuiston, Election Officer 
Martha Moore, Election Officer 
Mrs. William K. Robertson, Election Officer 
Mrs. James Puckett, Election Officer 
Otis Lovins, Election Officer 
Opal Shoemaker, Election Officer 
Helen French, Election Officer 
Mrs. Roy Burkeen, Election Officer 
Mrs. Dock Boggess, Election Officer 
Mrs. Rose Hopson, Election Officer 
Willie Mae Holland, Election Officer 
Virginia Galloway, Election Officer 
Mildred Taylor, Election Officer 
Aubrey Ahart, Election Officer 
Ardith Brandon, Election Officer 
Orbie Culver, Election Officer 
Olin F. Moore, Election Officer 
Stafford Curd, Election Officer .. 
Elizabeth Conklin, Election Officer 
Edna Butler, Election Officer 
Robbie Washer, Election Officer 
Mona Pierce, Election Officer 
Mrs.-Dwight Watson, Election Officer 
Mabel Carroll, Election Officer 
Clara Bazzell, Election Officer 
Lucille Beaman, Election Officer 
Lois Marine, Election Officer
Rex Beach, Election Officer
Brown Tucker, Election Officer 
Ralph Riley, Election Officer 
Mrs. Jewell McCallon, Election Officer 
Mrs. Calvin Scott, Election Officer 
Linda Workman, Election Officer 
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth, Election Officer
Mrs. A. R. Ford, Election Officer 
Mrs. Maggie Boyd, Election Officer 
Mrs. Ted Potts, Election Officer 
Hugh Arnett, Election Officer 
Bowden M. Ford, Election Officer 
Nell Scruggs, Election Officer 
Mrs. Ellis Paschall, Election Officer 
Rose Outland, Election Officer 
--Mrs. Goldie Edwards, Election Officer 
Mrs. Darrell Mathis, Election Officer 
Lillian Ferguson, Election Officer
Mrs-JirciA14., PriLteprElectionaficer  17.00 
Preston Perfy, Election Officer 17.50 -
Flavil Robertson, Election Expense 150.00
James Johnson, Election Expense 35.00
Marvin Harris, Election Expense 65.00
Judith Ainley, Election Expense 20.00
Mrs. Billy K. Hall, Election Officer 17.50
Earl Adams, Election Comm 75.00
H. M. Scarbrough, Election Comm. 85.00
South Central Bell, Telephone Service 735.33
Murray Natural Gas, Gas 49.77
Murray Water & Sewer, Service 106.33
Murray Elec. System, Elec. Service 416.48
Nanci Peterson, Travel 50.00
Helen Spann, Judge Pro-Tern 525.00
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 24.93
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 10.07
M. & M. Sporting Goods, Supplies 12.55
Pool Office Equipmmt, Supplies 35.02
Winchester Printing, Printing 202.50
West Ky. 2 Way Radio, Antenna & Tubes 203.43
Motorola, Inc., Maint. Agreement 8  25
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 2  65
Winchester Printing, Printing.  24.72
Hughes Paint Store, Supplies 5  35
Murray One Hour Cleaners, Service 450
Bank of Murray, Check Book 9  23
Safe T. Discount Pharmacy, Supplies 17.40
Parker Food Market, Supplies
Community Towel Service, Service
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies
Wholesale Elec. Supply, Supplies  
Discount Carpet Center, Carpet 




Adirondack Chair Company, Desk & Chairs
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 
Winchester Printing, Supplies 
Carolyn Conner, Court Reporting 
James Blalock, Stamps 
Huel Jones, Diet & TK 
Bank of Murray, Federal Tax 
Cal. Co. S. S. Rev. Fund, S. S
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement
Cal. Co. Soil Impr. Assn., Dog Food
C. E. Parker, Prisoner Service
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies
Hendon's Service Station, Gas
Superior Products, Supplies.
Paschall Truck Lines, Freight
Calloway County Lumber Company, Lumber 
Bill Mohundro, Insulation & Vents 
Pyramid Exterminating, Spraying 
Murray Lumber Company, Lumber 




Tucker Realty, Option 
Murray Home & Auto, ChairiSaw 
West Ky. RECC, Service -
Calloway Co. Retirement Fyid, Retirement
Postmaster of Murray, Stamps
Calloway Co. Senior Citizens, Grant 
Calloway Co. Senior Citizens, Grant 
Postmaster of Murray, Box Rent 
American Business Supply, Supplies  




Central Microfilm, Microfilm Supplies
Postmaster of Murray, Box Rent
Bank of Murray, Box Rent
American Business Supply, Supplies
Postmaster of Murray, Box Rent
Shackelford, Goode, Thurman, Audit
• Richardson, Trevathan, Audit
Beale Hdwe., Supplies
Hendon's Service Station, Gas 
IBM, Maint. Agree
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies 
• American Business Supply, Supplies 
Mrs. Palmer Butterworth:Election, Exp
• Ledger & Times, Election Adv.
Southern Printing, Election-Printing
Phil Clore Company, Docket Book
Steele-Ailbritten, Service
Brandon's Cabinet Shop, Supplies, Sr. Cit
Hale I k Shop, Service, Sr. Cit 
Murraya?Thway Co. Pa Furl , get
Ledger de Tirries;Ady . , ....... .. : ... . . . . . . .
-Nanci Peterson. Travel • 62.50 Reed Crushed Stone, RipRap   287.76
Thomas E. $h irley, Audit  100.00 Replogle Lumber Company, Lumber, ...to...   1/68.54 -
Pool Office Eq. ft., Supplies  28O Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Parts & Labor 37.57















Pool Office Equipment, Supplies •
West Ky. Cabinet Co., Service 
Murray Natural Gas, Service 
Murray Water & Sewer, Service
Murray Elec. System, Service 
South Central Bell, Service 
Houston-McDevitt, Service 
Zera Jones, Supplies 
South Central Bell, Service 
Murray Natural Gas, Service
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 7  35















Postmaster of Murray, Box Rent 
Cal. Co. Retirement Fund, Retirement
Cal. Co. S. S. Rev. Fund, Social Sec.
Total
15.00 GENERAL FUND SALARIES
22.00 Robert O. Miller 13500.00
17.50 Sid F-A sley  . 10800.00
15.00 Cynthia Herndon 4850.00
15.00 Elaine Paschall 4500.00
17.50 Charles E. Hale (Office Expense) 6(X)0.00
17.50 Gordon Moody 500 00
19.50 Dan Bazzell 3315.00
15.00 Ralph Bogard 3315.00
22.00 Tommy Bogart 3315.00
17.00 Gil Hopson . - - -- -  - --"--------- ---- 3315.00
17.50 Dan Bazzell (Expense) 1200.00
17.50 Ftalph Bogard (Expense) 1200.00
 19.50 Tommy Bogard (Expense) 1200.00
20.00 Gil Hopson (Expense) 1200.00
17.50 James H. Blalock 1200 00
20.00 Golden Dillard 2400.00
19.50 Carolyn Conner 3000.00
19.50 Helen Spann 8400.00
17.00 Virginia Morgan 5130.00
17.50 Dottie Hale 5050.00
17.50 Frances Shea 650.00
22.00 Shirley Morris  2100.00
20.00 Huel Jones  11100.00
15.00 Tom Wilson 3600.00
17.50 Tom Wilson (Expense) _ 1200.00
17.50 Mark Blankenship 200.00
17.50 Maude Cohoon 1080.00
22.00 Ken Barber 3650.04
17.50 Ken Barber (Expense) . 1400.00
21.50 Jerry Jones .  1620.20







Fulton Ice Company, Ice  19.80
A.B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 116.61
Dwain Taylor Chev., Service 850
Taylor Motors, Service  -51.70
Waldrop Saw & Lock, Service ••673
E. M. Bailey Dist. Co., Supplies 2646.90
Ewing Tire Service, Service & Supplies 721.56
Total  $3571.80
E.M. Bailey Dist Co., Fuel
Barnett's Wheel Alignment, Service 32.70
A.B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 97.48
Brooks Bus Line, Delivery 4  85
Calhoun Plumbing, Service 412.13
Cal. Co. Soil lmpr., Wedge 567
Cobb's Service Station, Fuel ' 1  00
Del Chemical Company, Supplies . 100.69
Ewing Tire Service, Service  .382.55
Fulton Ice Company, Ice  28.00
195 Hopkinsville Recapping, Service  38.50








































62.41 NAME, PURPOSE AMOUNT
16.00 Miller & Stone, Concrete Bridge 6000.00
6  96 Brandeis Machinery, Parts 709.92
500 E. M. Bailey Dist. ce Fuel 2725.99
2  10 Barnett's Wheel Alignment, Service 28.03
  222.14 A. B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 97.98
 16.00 E. Blankenship of Ky., Parts .14.68
4  00 Calloway Co. Soil Impr. Assn., Spray-Gloves 9  93
70.50 Durin's Grocery ,Ttope 1  50
 14.00 Ewing Tire Service, Tires  1461.51
1606.25 'Fitts Block & Ready-Mix, Ready-Mix - 101.85
 1650 00 Franklin Tire Company, Tires 210113
625 Gardner Wrecker Service, Service 25,00
27 Hopkinsville Recapping, Service di Supplies 64.52
 57.06 Kentucky Machinery, Parts 256.14
30.94 Martin Amoco, Fuel & Oil  110.30
189.34 Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts 20.29
2  50 Murray Auto Parts, Parts 326.73
 100.80 Murray Coal & Ice, Ice  13.20
.1151.16 M & S Steele Company, Supply & Service  16.07
 207.30 Murray Tire Mart, Tires  133.38
 43.61 McClure Auto Repair, Plugs & Labor 20.00






Jones Iron & Metal, Pipe  . . 115.90
Kentucky Machinery, Parts  423.26
Martin Service, Service 56.00
M dr S Steel Company, Supplies   .20.16• 
Murray Auto Parts, Parts 239.03
Murray Lumber Company, Materials  14.70
Murray Natural Gas, Gas 287
Murray Supply, Parts 20.67
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies  12.29
Murray Cash & Carry, Soap  10.71
McClure's Auto Repair, Service  34.00
McCuiston Auto. Elec., Service  30.98
Murray Tire Mart, Supplies 724.91
McKeel Equipment Ce., Parts 26.88
Parker Ford, Parts & Service 136.72
Purchase Equipment Co., Parts 16.74
Rowland Refrigeration, Service 10.00
Rudd Construction Co., Supplies 21.50
Seaford's Lawn dr Garden, Supplies 6  30
Stokes Tractor 81 Implement, Parts  191.78
Tabers Body Shop, Service 800
Taylor Motors, Parts & Service •  204.47
Vinson Tractor, Parts 9  19
Wallis Drug, First Aid Kits  116.75
Wells Electric, Service 955
Walston Auto Repair, Service 31.00
Burton Young Dist. Co., Service & Supplies 20.10
Fitts Enterprises, Rent 65.00
Mason Thomas, Gravel  154.50
John R. Imes, Gravel 141.50
Gray Roberts, Gravel  129.50
Herbert Clayton, Gravel  127.50
H.P.-Adams. Gravel 211.50
Linzy Beane, Gravel 12.50
Ellis Wrather, Gravel 66.50
Ky. State Treasurer, Tax 41.34
Total  $4694.03
Parker Ford, Parts & Service  177.06
.04------flareherse-Hqtriprrient-es,-Parts- ,
• f16-88 ins SigM,...S.ittlg.. ___45.00.:..... • '
Taylor Motors, Parts & Service 158.35
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Service 408
Burton Young Texaco, Fuel 18.50
WaLston Auto Repair, Wrecker Service 20.00
Wells Electric, Service 347
Whayne Supply Company, Parts  1089.91
Austelle Crouse, Service 46.20




Bob Litchford, Equipment Rental 420.50
Calloway Co Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec. 2402.02
Franklin Tire Company, Service Tires 260.68
Hopkinsville Recapping, Service 339.64
Interstate Battery Systems, Batteries 71.40
Martin Amoco, Supplies & Service 40.00
McClure Auto Repair, Parts 130.00
McKeel Equipment, Supplies 263
Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts 5  13
Murray Auto Parts, Parts 415.17
E.M. Bailey Dist. Co. Fuel 2601.22
A.B. Beale, Supplies 177.19
Calloway Co Soil Impr., Supplies 17.06
Cedar Bluff Stone Co., Rip-Rap 298.35
D. & W. Auto Parts, Parts 48.90
Ewing Tire Service, Parts & Service 88.59
Fitts Block dr Ready-Mix, Ready-Mix 119.43
Fulton Ice Company, Ice 25.70
Jim Fain Motors, Parts di Service 105.18
Murray Coal & Ice, Ice  16.20
Murray Tire Mart, Tires 221.75
Parker Ford, Parts 205.53
Reed Crushed Stone, Rip-Rap  311.02
Stokes Tractor, Parts 17.77
Taylor Motors, Parts .45.54
Waldrep Lock Shop, Supplies lc Service 56.18
3M Company, Sign Supplies  189.60
Williams Radiator, Service 48.67
Burton Young Texaco, Fuel • 18.87
Texaco, Inc., Fuel 38.45
Fitts Enterprises, Rent 65.00
C.D. Morris, Dozing 540.00




A. B. Beale Hdwe., Supplies 240.16
Ewing TireServiee, Repairs& Tires .  267.28
Fitts Ready-Mix, Ready Mix  798.00
Gardner Wrecker, Service 80.00
Ivy Chemicals, Truck Wash 31.50
Johnny's Welding Shop, Welding 7  00
E. M. Bailey Dist. Co., Fuel 2012.43
Continental Research, Fast Start  123.25
Five Pts. Welding, Welding 3  00
Gene & Jo's Florist, Flowers 9  45
Globe Chemicals, F. Ext. & Deicer 56.00
Hale Lock Shop, Keys 2  10
Holland Drugs, Supplies 1  57
Hopkinsville Recapping, Service 192.00
Jewell Jones, Dozing 836.00
Kentucky Machinery, Gasket & Seal • 16.90
McKeel Equipment, Fitting 312
M & S Steel Company, Pipe 236
Murray Auto Parts, Parts 334.57
Murray Cash & Carry, Towels   13.71
Murray Lumber Company, Lumber . 72.70
Murray Supply, Supplies 12.23
McClure Auto Repair, Repairs 500
Paducah Iron Company, Pipe 25.19
Parker Ford, Parts 414.60
Purchase Equipment Co., Parts 21.21
Rains Signs, Service  14.00
Replogle Lumber Co., Lumber 1281.60
Reed Crushed Stone, Rip-Rap 283.54
Right of Way Service Co., Equipment Parts 172.68
Stewarts Dozer Service, Dozing 702.00
Taylor Motors, Parts 97.48
Texaco, Inc., Oil  110.57
Waldrop Saw & Lock Shop, Service & Supp. 83.66
Rob Walston, Welding Reim. 32.00
Wells Electric, Supplies & Ser. 29.13
Whayne Supply, Parts 317.30
Fitts Enterprises, Rent .. 65.00
Martin Amoco, Fuel   15.50
James Manning, Gravel • 102.75
Preb Adams, Gravel • 111.75
Mason Thomas, Gravel 555.00
Ellis Wrather, Gravel 94.50
Roberts Pit, Gravel .... 773.00




E. M. Bailey Dist. Co., Fuel 4260.52
Howard Brandon, Dozing 475.00
A. B. Beale, Supplies 160.75
Calloway Co. Soil Impr., Bolts 6  43
Brandeis Machinery, Parts 18.83
Ewing Tire Service, Service 156.06
Fitts Block & Ready-Mix, Ready-Mix 31.08
Hall Signs, Sign Blanks 187.00
Hargin & Morris, Work  ... 310.00
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Safety Glass 269.46
Hopkinsville Recapping, Tires 998.54
Kentucky Machinery, Parts  149.10
3 M. Company, Sign Material 4. 344.00
Martin Amoco, Fuel 83.00
Murray Auto Parts, Parts 274,26
Murray Supply, Supplies 21.19
Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts 144.05
Murray Appliance Co., Cord  • 1  03
Murray Auto Salvage, Part  12.50
Murray Tire Mart, Parts di Serv. 126.47
Murray Lumber Co., Lumber '107.68
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies 4  82
Otasco, Key  72
Parker Ford, Parts , '994.34
Parker Ford, Pick-up 3906.45
Rains Signs, Lettering  14.00
Right of Way Serv. Co., Seals . . 14.65
Sledd GroCery, Gas  • 39.68
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Supplies 40.58
Taylor Motors, Parts 236.53
Stokes Tractor, Parts 26.17
Dwain Taylor Chev., Part 536
Waldrop Saw & Lock, Supplies dr Ser . 34.22
Williams Body Shop, Truck Repari 170.00
Wholesale Elec., Supplies 9  69
Whayne Supply, Parts  187.54
Fitts Enterprises, Rent 65.00
Jones Iron & Metal, Pipes  187.01




Cal. Co. Soc. Sec. Rev. Fund, Soc. Sec 
Rob Jones, Gravel 
Roberts Pit, Gravel 
1C119TE.1ATVey 2,..Gravei ....vs •
-Ringins-Gfavel 
,ftwei_
Louie Donelson Pit, Gravel
James Manning, Gravel 640.50
11)Rudy Riley Pit, draVel 65.00
A
Billy Brown, Gravel 79.00
Kentucky State Treasurer, State Tax 83.94
E. Blankenship of Ky., Supplies 788
Boone Ldry., Service 1  25
Brooks Bus Line, Freight 260
Calloway Co. Soil Impr. Broom-Nozzle 499
Jim Fain Motors, Part 3  49
Hale Lock Shop, Key di Wh. 709
McCuiston Auto Elec., Service 25.93
Rowe Welding, Welding 600
Murray Cash & Carry, Towels 15.01
Murray Tire Mart, Repairs  10.00
Purchase Equip. Co., Parts 11.93
Saw Mill Products, Lumber 420
Taylor Motors, Parts 1  53
Wells Electric, Service  850
Waldrop Saw & Lock, Chains 54.19
Winchester Printing, Time Sheets 26.09




The Big K, Supplies 594
Ewing Tire Service Tires 774.63
Jim Fain Motors, Parts 22.10
Five Points Welding, Welding 300
Firestone Stores, Supplies 52.04
Interstate Battery System, Battery 34.00
Jeffrey's Raincoats 48.00
Kentucky Machinery, Parts 17.11
Lee's Upholstery, Service  20.50
McClure Auto Repair, Repair service 10.00
McCuiston Auto Electric, Service 29.55
McKeel Equipment, Service 50.05
Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts 12.65
Murray Auto Parts, Parts 353.91
Murray Cash and Carry, Cups 2  75
Murray Coal and Ice, Coal  • 8  10
Murray Supply, Supplies 9  92
Murray Tire Mart, Service 11.50
Terry Mullins Snap-On, Tools 26.25
Otasco, Lock 2  17
Parker Ford, Parts & Service 117.74
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies. 729
Rain's Signs, Sign • 10.00
Ray's Welding, Welding 46.51
Say-Rite, Coffee Maker 723
Seaford's Lawn dr Garden, Equipment 133.23
Stoke's Tractor& Implement, Parts.  23.88
Taylor Motors, Parts 66.79
Texaco, Inc., Fuel 216.85
Thompson dr Green, Loader Parts 64.52
Williams Radiator, Parts 3  25
Purchase Equipment Company, Loader Parts 88.26
Hooks Wheel Alignment, Service 18.00
Burton Young Dept. Co., Fuel 19.84
Lovett Bros. Gulf, Tire Repair  2.00
641 Super Shell, Service  41.45
Uncle Willie's Trading Post, Gas 750
Waldrop Saw dr Lock, Chains & Plugs 77.07
W. W. Williams Company, Parts 75.04
Anton Herndon, Gravel 453.75
Roberts Pit, Gravel 298.50
Mason Thomas Pit, Gravel 165.75
H. P. Adams, Gravel 28.50
Karl E. Harvey, Gravel 92.25
Dwaine Bennett, Gravel 85.50
Louis Donelson, Gravel 58.50
Mrs. Ernest Page, Gravel 825
James Manning, Gravel 92.25




Jim Albritten Grocery, Gas 26.25
Beale Hardware, Supplies 78,19
Brooks Bus Line, Freight 230
Ewing lire Service, Service 161.39
Carl R. Howard Glass Co., Glass inst. 66.86
Interstate Battery, Batteries 67.20
M Livingston Company, Cups & Towels 28.56
Martin Amoco, Gas 16.95
McCuiston Auto Elec., Service . 653
Murray Supply, Supplies 59.91
Murray Fire Ext. Service Fire extinguisher 69.50
Murray Tire Mart, Repairs   18.25
Otasco, Keys 207
Pool Office Equipment, Supplies 548
.Purchase Equipment Company, Parts. 33.08
Ftight of Way Service Co., Washers ..  10.28
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Parts 25.66
Stokes Tractor & Implement, Parts 709
Texaco, Fuel 151.13
Waldrop Saw & Lock, Repairs dr Service 73.35




Calloway County SS Rev. Fund, social seam  $2,420.54
Brooks Bus Line, freight 4  10
Howard Brandon, dozer rental 210.00
Freed Gotham Co., Metal & Labor . 16.70
Ewing Tire Service, service 99.86
Hale Lockshop, keys 6  69
Hooks Wheel Alignment, repair tracks 19.05
Interestate Battery, battery   18.90
Jeffrey's, boots 62.96
McKeel Equipment Co., parts 17.74
Martin Amoco, fuel 39.15
Motor Parts dr Bearings, parts  9.50
Murray Tire Mart, repairs 8  00
Murray Home & Auto, sprocket 420
Right-of-Way Service Co., elbows 19.56
Rogers Service Station, fuel  12.05
Safety Service Co., parts 50.62-
Seafords Lawn di Garden, oil-chains-sprocket 51.26
Stella Grocery, gas 44.35
Shirley Florist, plants 30.54
Snap-On Tools, part  13.75
Waldrop Saw and Lock, chains, repairs 35.45
Fitts Enterprises, rent 65.00
James T. Mitchell, gravel 56.25
Mrs. Ernest Page, gravel  180.00
Karl E. Harvey, gravel 27.00
H.P. Adams, gravel 918.00
Roberts Pit, gravel  726.00• 
Norman Bennett, gravel . 264.75




I Brooks Bus Line, freight 280
Crawford Service Station, gas 3  15
D & W Auto Parts, keys 63
Hale Lockshop, keys 6  88
Carl R. Howard, installing mirror 2  50
AMOUNT Kentucky Machinery, hose & belt 48.96
2472.05 Lovett Bros., tire repakr 2  00
356.50 Mid-Tenn. Ford Tractor Sales hose 21.22
249.50 Murray Cash & Carry, towels 15.66
MI6 Martirrkmocirgreaseildiset viffl
- - 15.00 -------- 222.59 ?Autrey Giese company-mei:ear-  
'  46.50 Paschall Truck Lines, freight  . 15.17 •
Waldrop Saw & Lock, chain, labor 45.29













































































































































































































































































A Sweet Homecoming As
Tigers Rip Fulton 349
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editos
All John Hina needed was one
of those fancy Porter Wagoner
suits and you could have easily
called him the "Rhinestone
Cowboy."
Looking about like a rodeo
broncobuster getting ready for
the big ride, the coach of the
Murray High Tigers took of
dancing around the locker room'
and jumped and hugged his
horses.
His horses were fellows like
Tony Bayless, Lindsey Hud-
speth, Kenny Adams, Tony
Boone, Tony Thurmond, Sam
Chadwick, Andy Ryan and
everybody else wearing a black
and gold uniform.
And his horses had just
finished riding one great race, a
convincing 34-9 thrasing of
Fulton l'City at the 1975
Homecoming in Holland
Stadium.
Before Friday night, Hine
probably felt like the loser in a
bullfight. His team had played
well in their last game, a 3-0 loss
at Mayfield, but had a 0-3 record
coming into the contest against
Futlon.
Meanwhile, Fulton City had
one thing in mind: revenge.
Last year, they posted a 9-1
record and just missed going to
state. And the season they
missed was because the Tigers
buried them 43-6 and went on to
- win the Class A state title.
"I'd say the game with Fulton
City will make us or break us,"
Hins had said earlier in the
week.
It made the Tigers.
It also made Tony Bayless
one of the most impressive-
looking runners to carry a ball
in the last few years at Murray
High. Bayless, playing as
tailback, racked up 142 yards
and his effort was just more
than words can describe.
"He had been coming along
very well in the past week or
so," Hine said of the sophomore
strong man.
"He finally convinced himself
that he can run varsity football
the way he could in junior high.
I was really proud of him."
"We had some other great
efforts. Our fullbacks did great.
Robbie Hibbard and Darrell
(Cont. From Page 6)
Mitchell Pit, gravel 101.25
H.B. Adams, gravel 414.00
Mason-Thomas Pit, gravel 72.00
Mrs. Ernest Page, gravel 113.25
Rob Jones, gravel 90.00
Brown's Pit, gravel 72.00
Norman Bennett, gravel a  58.50
Robert's Pit, gravel  114.00
McClure Auto Repair, repairs 24.00)
Dale Charlton, expenses 68.50
Junior Blanton, expenses ....   47.00
Steve Douglas, expenses 
Bazzell Service Station, gas -
Fitts Enterprises, rent 63.00
Total
Pool Office Equipment, Office Supplies
Seaford's Lawn & Garden, Supplies 11.03
Dwaine Taylor Chevrolet, Parts 720
Beale Hdwe., Supplies 146.36
Ewing Tire Service, Service 19.00
Calloway Co. Soil Impr. Assn., FIFee . 188.20
Greyhound Bus Lines, Freight 340
Five Points Welding, Welding 33.00
Gardner Wrecker, Service. 50.00
Jones Iron & Metal, Pipe 51.60
Interstate Battery, Battery 27.00
Mac Tools, Parts 13.40
Martin Amoco, Fuel  .  25.55
Mid-State Truck Sales, Parts 1.39
Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts 34.65
Mid State Tractor Sales, Hose 34.57
Murray Cash & Carry, Supplies  15.12
Murray LuMber Company, Lumber 22.30
Parker Ford, Parts  15.58
Purchase Equipment, Parts 75.57
Rains Signs, Lettering   14.00
Rays Welding Shop, Welding  30.00
Ftedmon Stake Company, Lumber 11.00
Rogers Super Service, Gas 280
Texaco, Inc., Fuel -   316.50
Burton Young Texaco, Fuel    148.78
Rob Walston, Straw 500
Brooks Bus Line, Freight   2.55








Martin Amoco, Fuel  10.00
Murray Coal 61 Ice Company, Ice 12.00
McKeel Equipment Company, Hdwe. 4.85
Motor Parts & Bearings, Parts  18.63
Murray Supply Company, Paint 24.87
Rains Signs, Lettering 28.00
Fitts Enterprises, Rent 65.00
Brooks Bus Line, Freight 360
1  78
Dewey Bazzell 5291.25
Billy Blanton 6  75
GarvineBourland 7657.00
Buel Boggs  192.00
Dale Charlton  57.00
Randy Conner..1881.00
Austelle Crouse 4534.00
J. B. Crutcher 24.00
Johnny Flood -
William Futrell
Otis Geurin  
Clifford Hughes
J. L. Kenley














R. C. Sheridan , 
Hoyt Story 
L. E. Thompson 
Louie Valentine 
J. B. Walker 
Walston _ 
Rob Walston - -86-251:110
Hall Wilkerson 






























Foster.... those two yuung men
did a lot of good blocking and
they did some good running.
And Hudspeth had a fine
game," Hine added.
It took a while before the
Tigers got warmed up. Murray
spotted Fulton City a 3-0 lead
early in the first period on a 30-
yard field goal by Mike Cash.
Then 'he Tigers fumbled the
ball on the next series and
Fulfils drove 46 yards in nine
plays 'o score on a two-yard run
by Kent Lee, borther of Murray
State offensive lineman Bill
Lee.
Then came what could have
been one of the turning points.
The PAT was blocked by Andy
Ryan. And suddenly, it was a
different game, through Fulton
led 9-0.
Eating up the clock, Murray
moved the ball 66 yards in 13
plays, with the drive being
capped by a one-yard plunge by
Robbie Hibbard with 2:59 left in
'he half. The two-point con-
version failed and the Tigers
trailed 9-6.
Then with just over a minute
left, ---the Tigers blocked a punt
and took over at the Bulldog 17.
Bayless ran three times,
scoring on the third from two
yards out, added the two-point
conversion and Murray had a
14-9 halftime lead.
"That blocked punt had to be
'he major turning point," Hina
said.
"That allowed us to get good
field position and of course,
scoring just before the end of
he half gave us a great big
psychological boost."
The boost continued into the
third period.
Donnie Winchester com-
mitted first degree murder
when he sacked fullback Jeff
Smith for a big loss. Smith
fumbled the ball and Tony
Thurmond picked up the skin.
That gave the Tigers the ball on
the Fulton 34.
The payoff came when
Bayless romped around the left
side on a "inverted wishbone"
offensive formation for 15 yards
and another score. Lane missed
he PAT and Murray led 20
9
But it wasn't finished yet.
Hudspeth broke one for 43
yards and a score with just
under five minutes left in the
game antHibbard added a six--
pointer with 13 seconds left.
Lane hit both the PAT's and
hat accounted for the final
score of 34-9.
"Our defensive secondary
had a very good night,"
defensive coach Jimmy Harrell
said.
'Todd Harrison did a fine job
on open, field tackles and on the
pass coverage. Plus we had
improved play from our
linebackers."
Murray finished with 260
yards on the ground and 10 in
the air for a total of 270. Fulton
had 134 on the ground and 26 in
ibe air for a total of 160. Murray
had 55 yards in penalties while
Fulton had 65, the first time this
season the opposing team has
had more yards in that
, department. •
. Individually, Bayless of
course led the way on the
ground with 142 while Hudspeth
had 84 and Hibbard, who
probably accounted for 100
yards with his fine lead blocks,
picked up 31 of his own.
Murray had just one tur-
nover, quarterback Roger
Grogan had a pass picked off.
For Fulton, it was a bit different
as they lost four fumbles and an
interception. Eddie Rollins,
Hudspeth, Keith Tabers and
Thurmond all recovered
fumbles while Harrison had an
interception.
With ;he win, he Tigers
should gain much confidence
and they will need plenty of that
when they visit a tough Caldwell




Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Bill Cornell is probably
somewhere out in his boat on
Blood River today. And
yesterday is forgotten and
Tuesday looms as one of the
biggest tests his undefeated
Murray State cross country
•eam will have this season.
Murray improved its record
to 3-0 on the season Friday by
winning an easy 16-47 dual meet
at Arkansas State.
But it's Tuesday that's
probably heavy on the mind of
Cornell today. For Tuesday, the
Racers will have their first
home meet. And it will be
against none other than his
alma mater, Southern Illinois
University.
"We have a good chance to
beat them," Cornell said.
"Last year, I thought we had
them but we had a couple of
poor performances and they
Floundering Dave Hill Has
Share Of Lead At Sahara Golf .
By BOB GREEN
AP Golf Writer
LAS VEGAS, Nev. ( AP) -
Dave Hill has had an off year.
The colorful, outspoken, stor-
my guy, sometimes the bad boy
of the pro golf tour, has failed
to win. He's collected only $53,-
4000 in winnings, well below his
;usual amount.
' The golf perfectionist isas de-
scribed his game as "so bad
it's embarassing," his putting
stroke as "atrocious."
But he hasn't made a bogey
in 36 holes, has used only 58
putts in two rounds and sudden-
ly has a share of the lead in the
six-man scramble for first
place in the 8135,000 Sahara In-
vitational Golf Tournament.
"I haven't hit but about four
really good shots all week. The
rest have been mostly kind of
mediocre," Hill said Friday
after his second round 66 had
put him at 134, eight under par
for two trips over the Sahara
Nevada Country Club course, a
6,800-yard layout whose perfect
condition and the ideal weather
have contributed to some of the
lowest scoring of the year.
And that low scoring has pro-
duced the tour's closest race of
the season. Halfway through
this late-season affair, Hill
shared the lead with Miller
Barber, Bob Wynn, Wally Arm-
strong, Rik Massengale and
Bobby Mitchell.
Mitchell and Massengale
matched seven-under-par 64s in
the hot, sunny, windless weath-
er that blessed this desert play-
ground the last two days, Arm-
strong birdied five of his last
six holes for a G5, Wynn had a
70 and Barber, tho first-round
leader, matched par 71.
Bob Dickson and chunky
George Cadle were just one
shot back at 135. Cadle had a
66, Dickson 68,
Ken Still shot a 66 despite a
whiff on the first hole where he
got it under a tree and was tied
at 136. just two strokes out of
the lead, with Don January and
Chuck -ourtney. January also
had a 66, Courtney a 68.
Australian Bruce Crampton's
65 included a 28 on the back
nine, within one shot of the
tour's all-time best score for
nine holes. He and defending
champion Al Geiberger, wale- a
second round 68, were tied with
seven others at 137, leaving 18
players locked within three
strokes of each other at the top
of the heap.
Jack Nicklaus, fohnny Miller,
Lee Trevino, Tom Weiskopf and
Arnold \ Palmer are not corn
peting.
PUBLIC NOTICES
I3EC,84JSE THE PEOPLE MUST KNOW
I.
 -40 \
(Editor's Note Public Notice advertising plays a unique role
both in American history and in the process by which this
country's democracy is preserved. Its one premise is that
people must be informed lc they are to govern themselves
competently Public Notice advertising first came into being
with the Congress of 1792 That body, recognizing its respon
sibility to the people, required the Postmaster Genecal to ad
vertise for bids for the construction of new post offices. From
that inauspicious beginning to the complex publiriation
requirements in federal. state and local laws today, govern
ment officials have come more and more to understand their
obligations to inform the public through Public Notice ad
vertIsmILNItisPaPis Ptellt!tiffltthttt_beeflItle.ebiçk
which these obligations have been fulfilled. They will coo--
Niue to be as long as the public demands that it be in
formed frequently and by the best means possible')
1
bra: us by a point. But this time,
we're certainly going after
Them."
Cornell still holds a bundle of
career track records at the
Carbondale school. And wins
over the Salukis since Cornell
has been the track coach at
Murray have been about as
frequent as reductions of
gasoline prices over the past
year.
Once again, it was the British
Brigade that led the way Friday
a Jonesboro. Sophomore
Englishman Brian Rutter set a
new course record in turning
he five-mile course with a
2423.
"I ran real easy," Rutter
said.
"I was never pushed by
anyone and I just wanted to get
,out, run easy and see what kind
,4 time I could get."
When the Racers ran last,
uver a week ago at Ed-
wardsville, Murray had the first
four men to all cross the line
together.
-They went out on their own
this time," Cornell said.
In second place was another
sophomore Englishman
Martyn grawer-who-crosaed -in
24:57 while freshman English-
man Ralph Cheek was third in
25:12. In fourth was junior Bob
Arnet who was timed in 25:15.
The Racers would have had a
perfect score of 15 but Bob
Hoover of Arkansas State broke
the string of yellow jerseys as
he was fifth with a 25:32. Then it
was three more Murray run-
ners.
Jimmy Colon and Don Willcox
each ahd 25:42's to tie for sixth
while Clint Stroluneier was
eighth in 25:43. Kevin
Perryman of Murray was 10th
in 25:43 and Rod Harvey of
Murray 15th in 26:46.
The dual meet with SIU will
begin at 4 p. m. Tuesday at the
Murray Country Club and the
public is invited to attend. Also
Tuesday, probably before the
men's race, the Racer women
will open their cross country
season with a quandrangular
meet.
All Shrugs Off Latest
Tiff With Wife Belinda
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
MANILA (AP) - Muham-
mad Ali shrugged off the latest
marital tiff with his wife, Be-
linda, today and pictured him-
self as a cosmic individual in-
sulated from mortal abuse and
pain.
"Man can't make a gun big
enough to hurt me," he said,
discussing wfiat effect Belinda's
walkout might have on his
heavyweight title defense next
Wednesday 110:45 P.M. Tues-
day EDT) against tough Joe
Frazier.
"I live under pressure.- I
thrive on controversy."
Then, with his wife having
flown home to be with her four
children after an argument
over All's link to a Los Angeles
beauty, he stunned 'a locket
room press conference with this
statement.
"If all my children got
burned up in a fire, the fight
still goes on."
Belinda stalked out of Ali's
suite in a Manila hotel Friday
and flew home hours after a 24-
hour journey here by air, ob-
viously upset over repeated
newspaper reports of Ali's asso-
ciation with svelte Veronica
Porsche, identified as his wife.
Miss ?)orsche has been seen
in the champion's company in
fights in Zaire, Cleveland, Las
Vegas and Kuala Lumpur but
little was made of it until a
presidential reception here last
week at which the California
woman was introduced as
"Mrs. Ali."
Later All said, "I got just olie
wife, Belinda," and added:
"What I do behind closed doors
is my business."
'(hu) tlosei TO
Quarterback Billy Shell (12) as he attempts to cut back inside
against the Tigers Friday night. Murray -won the
linmecoming game going away for its first win of the year.
Cypress Springs
Restaurant







Includes: % chicken, broasted potatoes, slaw, rolls di
honey.





Sept. 26, 27, 29
Sears Dynaglass
BELTED TIRES
• Two sturdy fiberglass belts
• Two polyester cord body plies
• "78 Series" design
• Choice of 13, 14, 15 inch sizes
• -Selection of whitewalls and
blackwalls
*
rectory perches* of smereecs
bleetishod tiros IN STOCK
for Iwoodisto delivery
Mounting and balancing
for a nominal charge
on all tires during this 3-day event!
..-
Sears Highway Passenger Titre Warranty
Full Marren for 15% of Mileage Specified
If you do not rece ve 10% of miles specified bonito's: 1f
your tire becoming neerviaeable due to failure •pparent y
relating to the,. ITYI tibriii I or workmanship, normal r d
hazards or tread wisarout, replacement or refund will be
made, upon return, with no charge for mileage received
Limited Warranty
If you do not receive the total mites specifiad becauae of
your tire becoming unserviceable due to failure apparently
relating to the material or workmanship, normal road
hazards or tread wearout. we will exchange it upon return.
for • new tire Of give you • refund charging in either caw,
only the 
Facia, Tax
proportion of t repr nh hetncuu 
mileage 
e ut selling rice plus
Nail _punctures 1,111 be repaired at no charge'
Shipping dirges not included
Sear 
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BACK TO PASS -.,-junior Quarterback Roger Grogan spots a receiver .downfield behind the
protection ofiliilWiiiiiy-141-ghliFte: Thi-Trg-irs- TiYoIf a-'32V/W"-over visVinglinton City last
night.
Staff Photos by David Hal
Bosox Move Closer To Crown




Johnson was smiling from the
top of his red cap to the tips of
his Red Sox.
Pressure? What pressure? "I
haven't felt any and I don't
think any of thP players have,
either," Johnson said Friday
night after Boston wept a twi-
night doubleheader from Cleve-
land by 4-0 scores and cruised
closer to an American League
East Division crown.
-The pressure's on Balti-
more," added outfielder Dwight
Evans. "The magic number is
two and we're in the driver's
seat."
Well then, the Red Sox better
get some maps for the roads to
Oakland and the American
League playoffs. Right, Dar-
rell?
Not just yet.
"We're going to go out there
and try and win two more from
Cleveland," said Johnson.
-Then we can start thinking
about Oakland and the playoffs.
We can't think about Baltimore
losing."
Baltimore hasn't even been
able to play since Wednesday.
Rain continued to cloud their
title hopes Friday by wiping
out a scheduled twi-nighter
with the New York Yankees.
Any combination of Boston vic-
tories and Baltimore losses
adding to two will decide base-
ball's last pennant race.
Meanwhile, the other AL
clubs came a day closer to au-
tumn and vacation. Milwaukee
blanked Detroit 3-0, Kansas
City &ubbed Texas 8-6, Min-
nesota trimmed Chicago 2-1
and Oakland beat California 4-
2.
Brewers 3, Tigers 0
George Scott drove in three
runs with two homers-taking
the AL lead in HRs with 36 and
and RBI's with 107-in backing
Pete Broberg's six-hitter for
Milwaukee.
The Rill's tied the club
record Scott set in 1973. He has
13 hits in his last 30 times at
bat, including six homers and
13 RBI's.
Twins 2, White Sox 1
Larry Hisle's tie-breaking
single in the sixth inning scored
Steve Brye and lifted Min-
nesota over Chicago.
The White Sox got a run in
the fourth inning but Jerry Ter-
rell's first home run of the sea-




Car at 1975 Prices
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fourth and tied it for Min-
nesota.
A's 4, Angels 2
Billy Williams singled home a
first-inning run and doubled to
open a two-run fourth, helping
Oakland beat California Angels.
Tommy Harper gave the AL
West champs an insurance run
with an eighth-inning homer
Royals 8, Rangers 6
Jamie Quirk drove in three
runs, two in a four-run second,




By The Associated Prase
Jeff. Southern 20, Jeff. -Fern
Creek' 0
Jeff. Valley 12, Jeff. Stuart 0
Jeffersontown 22, Jeff. Fern
Creek 12 ,
Rockcastle County 8, Miller-
sburg Military 6
Clark County 24, Harrison
County 12
Harrodsburg 32, Lincoln County
0
Somerset 12, Laurel County 6,
overtime
Bell County 14, Cumberland 7
Scott County 33, Woodford
County 0
Belfry 47, Johnson Central 8
Middlesboro 40. Knox Central
14
Warren Central 28, McLean
County 0
Edmondson County 20, Butler
County 0
Murray 34, Fulton City 9
Lone Oak 14, Marshall County 8
Paintsville 24, Johns Creek 8
Whitley County 21, Wayne
Mayfield 34, Cald well County 6
Bowling Green 48, Christian
County 21
Richmond Madison 19, Lex
Sayre 8
Lex. Tates Creek 21, I,ex, Lafa-
yette 14
Lex. Bryan Station 21, Cov-
ington Holmes 0
Anderson County 20, Garrard
County 0
Lou., Waggener 5, Lou. Ballard
3
Bardstown 6, Marion County 0
Frankfort 46, Bath County 0
Heath 44, Fulton County 0
Reidland 39, Ballard Memorial
12




Subscribers who have not
received their home. 
deliveredcopy of The
Murray ledger I. Times by
5:30 p.m. ore urged to call
753-1914 between 5:30 p. m.
and 6 p. m. 16 insure
delivery of the newspaper.
Cabs wrarrtir-atrard SeToie-
6 p.m
Eastern Holds Lead 'Proof By Performance Day'
In Murray Tourney For State Football Powers
Eastep Kentucky University holds a one-stroke lead over
Southern Illinois-Edwardsville and Tennessee Tech after the
first 36 holes of the Murray State Invitational Golf Tour-
nament were played Friday at the Murray Country Club.
The final 18 holes began early this morning.
Eastern posted a 300 while Tech and Edwardsville were
both one stroke back at 301. Austin Peay was fourth with a 303
while the host Racers were fifth at 304.
Other team scores include Illinois State 306, Sill-
Carbondale 108, Missouri 308, Bradley 316 and Middle Ten-
nessee 317.
Kevin Kier of Murray is the individual leader in the tour-
ney. In the morning round Friday, he posted a 74 but came
back with a blistering 67 in the afternoon round for a 141 total,
three-under par.
In his final round, Klier had birdies on the first, 2th,
13th, 14th and 16th hole before bogeying 18. On the back side
in the final round, he had a red-hot 32.
Bob Holloway of Eastern Kentucky is three strokes behind
Klier at 144 while Rob Long of Al,stin Peay is fifth at 145
Doug MaCalla of Edwardsville is fourth at 146 while Jimmy
Brown of Carbondale and Tom Dawson of Tech are tied for
fifth at 147. Brown is from Padlicah. . .
Other Murray scores were Larry Patton 150 (74-76), Mike
Perpich 151 (77-74), Norman Vacousky 160 (79-81) and Tom-
my Thomas 167 (8344). Other Racers playing individually in
the tourney include John Phillips at 155, Bobby Cronin 155
and Brad Stine 160,
By MIKE CLARK
AP Sports Writer
This is "proof by perform-
ance" day for skads of Ken-
tucky college football teams.
Consider:
-Kentucky, 1-1, must prove
it can play with the big boys
today when the Wildcats enter-
tain a Maryland team de-
scribed in such terms as 'awe-
some' and 'mighty.',
-Louisville must prove it can
win a game for new Coach
Vince Gibson, who has seen his
"Red Rage" slogan become the
butt of several jokes after two
losses. The Cardinals can end
the jokes quickly if they spring
an upset on Cincinnati, 2-0.
-Western Kentucky, 3-0,
must convince Austin Peay that
it deserves its No. 2 ranking in
the Associated Press College
Division football poll. A "con-
vincing" win would also give
the Hilltoppers off to a good
start in the Ohio Valley Confer-
Big Red Machine Hasn't Slowed
Down After Winning In Division
By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
• The Big Red Machine hasn't
slowed down a bit since win-
ning the National League West.
In fact, it's picking up speed in
the home stretch.
The division championship
clinched some time ago, the
"Machine" went after the
record books Friday night-and
roared past the San Francisco
Giants in the process.
"I have to be amazed," said
Cincinnati Manager Sparky An-
derson after watching his team
bury the Atlanta Braves 12-5.
The victory was No. 106 for
the West champions, and 62 of
those have come at home for a
new National League record.
The former modern mark of 61
was held by the 1962 Giants.
Dodgers 3, Astros 2
Steve Garvey's two-run
homer in the ninth-only the
second hit of the game off J.R.
Richard-pulled Los Angeles to
a dramatic victory over Hous-
ton. Just minutes before, the
Astros had taken a 2-1 lead in
the top of the ninth on Cliff
Johnson's two-run homer off
Burt Hooton, 18-9. It was one of
only five hits off Hooton as he
won his 12th straight game, a
Dodger record.
Giants 5, Padres 0
San Francisco right-hander
John Montefusco pitched a five-
Futter and Willie Montanez and
Bruce Miller hit RBI singles in
the fourth inning, carrying the
Giants over San Diego.
Cardinals 1, Pirates 0
Bob Forsch pitched a three-
hitter and Lou Brock scored
from first base on a single, lift-
ing St. Louis over Pittsburgh.
Forsch, 15-10, permitted only
singles by Ronnie Stennett in
ence chase with archrival East-
ern Kentucky.
-For its part, Eastern, 2-0-1,
faces an East Tennessee team
that might not believe the Colo-
nels' No. 7 national ranking.
ETSU didn't buy Texa
Paso's line last week and was a
hard-luck 6-3 loser to the Min-
ers.
In other Kentucky games that
fall within the realm of "nor-
mal" football activity, More-
head, 1-0, opens its OVC season
by hosting Middle Tennessee.
Murray, 0-1, tries 'o come back
from an opening defeat by en-
tertaining Tennessee Tech.
Kentucky State, 4-0, travels
to Maryland-Eastern Shore;
Georgetown, 2-1, isits Findlay,
Ohio; and Centre, 2-0, meets
Washington & Lee in Lexington,
Va.
Kentucky's Wildcats seemed
on the verge of a promising
year before stumbling to a 14-10
loss to Kansas last Saturday.
There's no room for stumbling
from now on: Penn State, Au-
burn, Winne and Tennessee,
the first inning, Willie Stargei..
in the seventh and Manny
Sanguillen in the eighth. In be-
tween, Forsch retired 18
straight Pirates in a string in-
terrupted by a one-out walk
preceding Stargell's hit.
Expos 3, Cubs 2
Mike Jorgensen slugged a
game-tying home run in the
eighth inning, then stroked a
tie-breaking single in the 12th
to give Montreal its victory
over Chicago. Pepe Mangual's
walk and Tim Foli's single pre-
ceded Jorgensen's single to
right off Darold Knowles, 6-9.
Phillies 4-2, Mets 3-3
Garry Maddox singled home
a run in the 12th inning, leading
Philadelphia past New York in
their first game. Felix Millan's
double with two out in the 12th
inning led to two runs as the
Mets won the second game.
'Breds Rained Out
Of Season Opener
Damp grounds forced the
postponement of the first
Murray State baseball game
Friday at Union University in
Jackson, Tn.
Thoroughbred Coach Johnny
Reagan said the game has been
re-set for October 6. Last
season, the 'Breds posted a 40-9
season mark and were ranked
12th in the nation in Division
One schools and were invited to
the NCAA Playoffs.
Today at 2 p. m., the 'Bred
junior varsity will play host to
Mineral Area Junior College at
Reagan Field. The varsity
'Breds will try again to open the
season when they visit Martin
Tuesday.
All the games this fall were
exhibition games since the Ohio
Valley Conference eliminated
regular season fall baseball.
among others, remain on a
testing schedule.
Tailback Sonny Collins needs
just 62 yards - less than half
his season average - to be-
come the *h player in college
football history to rush for 3,000
yards.
The shifty senior tailback will
need considerably more than 62
yards - plus a lot of help from
inconsistent quarterbacks Cliff
Hite and Derrick Ramsey - if
the Cats are to topple Mary-
land.
Louisville has bragged about
Its own superior runner, Walter
Peacock, but has not been able
to turn him loose on an oppo-
nent. Shoddy blocking in one
reason; a leaky defense is an-
other.
Peacock will be hard pressed
to find running room against a
Cincinnati team that held Mem-
phis State to just a field goal in
a 13-3 win last week. Memphis
State, it should be recalled,
dumped nationally ranked Au-
blum two weeks ago.
Western has sparkled in only
one game - a 21-17 cliff-hanger
over Louisville - but has man-
aged to win its first three
games. Coach Jimmy Feix
somehow finds the answers to
each week's new set of prob-
lems.
Last week, he called on re-
serve quarterback DeWayne
Squires, who promptly pitched
a touchdown pass that brought
Western to an eventual 24-14
win over Northern Illinois.-- --
Eastern needed Everett Tal-
bert's four-yard scoring scam-
per inside the final two minutes
to gain a 10-10 tie with Chat-
tanooga last Saturday. Talbert,
who gained 97 yards, came off
the bench after missing the
previous week with an ankle in-
Harmon Killebrew of the
Kansas City Royals has never
been tossed out of a ball game.
He's been in the American
League 19 years. Killebrew has






Now you can rest a little easier.
Federal legislation beginning in September permits you to410
authorize the deposit by the Treasury Department of your Social
Security check into your checking account or savings account with
US.
Now you can earn a little more.
you'll earn interest from the moment we receive your Social
Security check if it is deposited to your savings account. No more
idle funds, while your check rests in your mailbox or on your desk.
Now you can avoid a wait in line.
Just becau.le your Social Security check arrived doesn't mean you
have to go tb the bank. We deposit it for you. Automatically.
Now you can arrange for direct deposit of
your Social Security check. Drops by the bank ,
and fill out the authorization form.









































































































































































Cutchin Stadium To Be Re-Dedicated
Homecomers To Attend
Dinner At SUB Oct. 3
By L J. Hortin
Fifty years ago—in the fall of 1925—red-
haired, soft-spoken and neatly dressed
Carlisle Cutchin joined the faculty of two-
year-old Murray State Normal School as
coach of all sports, director of athletics
and professor of mathematics and
assorted subjects.
On Friday evening, October 3, "Old
Cutchin Stadium,', which is no more, will
be re-dedicated in his honor to open the Bi-
Centennial Homecoming program here.
The new name for the field will be
Cutchin Recreational Complex."
Mr. Cutchin was born on a farm four miles
southeast of Murray February 25, 1885. He
died August 20. 1953, at the age of 68 after
28 years of coaching the Thoroughbreds.
No name among Kentucky's great
coaches shines brighter among Murray's
22,000 alumni than Carlisle Cutchin. With
only a few—but they were stalwart—
football players on his first team in 1925,
"Cutch" had an undefeated season,
winning six and tying one. T. Sledd was
halfback and captain.
Three years later, in 1928, the Cut-
chinmen or Murraymen, as they were first
called, were again undefeated and they
won the football championship of the
Mississippi Valley Conference. John
Miller, end, was captain. Dr. John Wesley
Carr, who helped organize the conference,
was president of Murray State.
Coach Cutchin in his six years of
coaching football, 1925 to 1930, won 36
games, losing 11 and tying 4. His teams
amassed 1074 • ts compared with 349 for
the opponents. TIle 1928 team Set tan- all-
time record for high scoring in a single
game when the Cutchinmen defeated Will
Mayfield College of Missouri 119-6.
In 1930, Dr. Rainey T. Wells, founder and
second president of Murray State, named
the varsity athletes "Thoroughbreds."
The insignia for the varsity uniforms was
designated as a replica of the head of
Kentucky's most famous Thoroughbred,
Man O'War.
Miss Tennie Breckenridge, secretary to
the president, wrote that Dr. Wells took
this action because of the "effectiveness of
Mr. Cutchin's efforts in building
character, sportsmanship and ac-
complishment in his numerous athletes."
All those who played for Cutch
remember that he "did it all": line, back-
field, offense and defense. He taught
regular classes and coached everything—
football, basketball, baseball, track. He
managed the team, recruited the players,
scheduled the games and set a pattern of
conduct that all the players tried to follow.
An innovator and a shrewd director of
strategy, Mr. Cutchin relied on his players
to lead the battle on the field. He was never
a grandstander. There were no histrionics
for the fans, no passing the buck, and no
alibis in defeat. Modest in victory, Carlisle
Cutchin was always a gentleman.
Sportswriters for the College News and
the press respected Mr. Cutchin. He was
fair, honest and courteous with reports,
coaches and officials under all situations
and conditions.
"The best sports editor of the College
News you ever had," he once told this
writer, -was Martha Kelly." A secretary
of Prof. E. H. Smith, Miss Kelly, later Mrs.
Errett Gardner, frequently sat beside
Coach Cutchin at the games to write a
play-by-play account and to take notes for
the Coach.
The first football games he coached
were played just back of the Auditorium.
Practically all the fans stood, as there
were very few seats. When the college
purchased some new wooden seats for the
fans, the Paducah newspaper played up
that fact with an 8-column streamer.
• In basketball, Murray had to compete
for headlines with coach Diddle of Western
_and Adolph Rupp of Kentucky. They were
contemporaries and good friends of Cutch
Basketball coach for 17 years-1925 to
1941 and part of 1947 48 Cutchin guided
his spirited Bluebloods to 261 victories,
• while losing only 101. The Thoroughbreds
outscored the opposition 14,489 to 11,825
points. It will be .-emembered that these
were tough opponents and much of it was
in an era of low scoring with the "center
jump."
In the early thirties, possibly 1931,
Murray State applied for and was granted
membership in the SIAA (Souther In-
tercollegiate Athletic Association). This
was an old and prestigious association of
such schools as Stetson, Miami of Florida,
Millsaps, Southwestern, Western, and
others of the entire South.
Until 1931 Western and other major
colleges in Kentucky were reluctant to
play Murray because. the Mississippi
Valley Conference did not conform to some
of the rules and requirements of the larger
and older SIAA. Led by a sports writer for
the Lexington Herald, a campaign was
launched to admit Murray to the Kentucky
Intercollegiate Athletic Conference.
Dr. Wells directed Coach Cutchin to take
this Thoroughbreds to • the Kentucky
Conference tournament in 1931. He took
them and phoned Dr. Wells that he had
been advised that practically all his
players did not. meet all the KIAC mem-
bership requirements. President Wells
asked this question: "Cutchin, aren't you
red-headed?" Apparently the answer was
in the affirmative, for Dr. Wells-said, "Put
those players on the floor and start
playing." They did just that, although
advised, if they won the game, it wouldn't
count.
Fortunately, perhaps, Murray lost. The
score was Berea 32, Murray 31. The next
year 1931-32, the 'Thoroughbreds played
Western's Hilltoppers four times and won
them all: 26-24, 38-26, 34-21, and 40-27. For
the season, the Cutchinmen won 17 games
and lost only 3.
One of Cutch's greatest years was 1936
when Murray won theSIM_charnpionship,
defeating Western 28-26 in the fourney
finals.
Before the tournament, this writer and
College News attist (possibly Christine
Brown (now Mrs. Forrest Pogue)
prepared and mailed out a "feature
cartoon" of Coach Cutchin holding Five
Cards, All Aces. In the middle of each card
was a sketch of one of the five starters on
the basketball team: Floyd "Red" Bur-
dette, Willard "Mutt" Carroll, Captain
James "Sunny" Phillips, Louis "Lulu"
Graham, and Ethridge McKeel. The
heading for the 3-column sketch said
simply, "Cutchin's Winning Hand—Five
Aces."
No coach today would permit such a
feature to be sent out for publicity in ad-
vance of the big conference tournament,
but lkitr. Cutchin merely smiled when he
was informed of the plan. Along with the
sketch a publicity story was mailed,
headed by these words "You Can't Beat
Five Aces."
Well, Murray went to the SIAA tourney
at Jackson, Miss., in 1936 and won the
SIAA championship by beating Western of
Bowling Green.
Edd Kellow, sports editor of the
Paducah Sun-Democrat, later wrote this
account of the last seconds of this game:
"With less than 15 seconds to go, and the
score knotted 26-26, Ethridge McKeel,
Thoroughbred center, shot a one-hand spin
stii;t that wavered on the brink... The ball
went through, and just as it fell to the floor,
the gun sounded to give Murray a
championship."
Cutch's Five Aces played without a
substitution to win the game and the title.
Incidentally, "Mutt" Carroll is the uncle of
Governor Carroll.
In 194 1 Cutchin's Thoroughbreds
represented Kentucky and were runners-
up in the National Association of In-
tercollegiate Basketball tournament at
Kansas City, Mo.
Clara Waldrop I now Mrs. Maurice
Humphrey) wrote the story of the final
game for the College News.- San Diego
State of California defeated Murray State
36-34 in the final game for the natiotial
championship. Playing for Murray in this
game were. Culp, Steffin, Little, Kirk-
patrick, Salmons, Heins, McKee! and
Grimmer.
Other basketball championships won by
Cutchin-coached teams were the
Mississippi Valley Conference in 1930 and
the KIAC in 1941. His 1938 team finished
third in the NAIB tournament at Kansas
City where they defeated Drake Univer-
sity, Maryville College, New Mexico
University, and Washburn College, losing
to Roanoke College.
The calm, modest coach, whose teams
were now respected nationally, scored a
Larry Bartlett, University landscape architect, (at lett explains to Mandl Vinson,
director of Aluirmi Affairs, the plans for dedicating the Carlisle Cutchin Memorial
plaque which will be unveiled at 5 o'clock October 3, in a brief ceremony at the
Old_csitchin  Stadium. It will be known as the Carlisle Cutchin Recreational Corn-
pies. , '
In the background is an enlarged photograph of the first football game played
in Cutchin Stadium. I.
?
Carlisle Cutchin - Master Builder of Varsity Sports at,Murray5tate Un
surprising basketball victory in 1938 when
his Thoroughbreds defeated the University
of Arkansas Razorbacks 43-40 at Murray.
That was the year when Colliers
Magazine, in a pre-season prediction,
picked Arkansas as the Number One team
in the nation. Catch wasn't afraid to play.
anybody.
Coach Diddle of Western and Coach
Cutchin of Murray were great friends, but
were very different on the bench. Mr.
Diddle would throw his towel and engage
in crowd winning tactics in Madison
Square Garden. each would sit quietly,
never gesturing or screaming. His attitude
always was judicial and courteous, but
never weak or vacillating.
Catch's "boys" believed in their coach
and he usually let them play their type of
game. He modified his strategy and game
plan .to fit the varying abilities of his
players.
Perhaps he inherited this calmness from
his father, G. N. Cutchin of Murray, who
served in the Kentucky Legislature one
term and as Calloway County Judge two
terms. Judge Cutchin's wife was the
former Sallie Curd of Calloway County.
The Father of Athletics at Murray State
was also a great baseball coach. Catch was
probably more proficient as a player on
the baseball field than in any other sport.
T. Sledd, one of Cutch's great players and
life-long friend, said Mr. Cutchin was a
fine baseball player himself, and was
pitcher for the Murray Independent team
in his earlier years.
The official records of sports at Murray
State contain very little information on
baseball and track during Cutchin's
regime. A bulletin published on Carlisle
• Cutchin Day at Homecoming, October 30,
1954, says merely: "No records were Iwpt
for his track teams, and records of his
baseball teams are sketchy and confined,
for the most part, to newspaper reports."
He was track coach, in the early days,
but continued to coach baseball from 1925
until 1953. He was athletic director from
1025 until 1940. One of his outstanding
baseball players was Johnny Reagan as he
coaches baseball today is to see a
remarkable similarity with Carlisle
Cutchin at the same post more than, a
quarter of a century ago.
Carlisle Cutchin was inducted into the
Murray State "Hall of Fame" in 1969-70 as
coach of football, basketball and baseball
and as athletic director. Other coaches
who have been inducted into this renowned
Hall of Fame are RoY Stewart, 1971,
football coach; Fred Faurot, 1974, football
coach; Johnny Reagan, baseball coach.
According to records in the office of the
Sports Information Director, the following
varsity athletes who played at Murray
State while Coach Cutchin was either
coach or athletic director, have been
added to the Hall of Fame: Walter "Bull'.
Wells, Harlan Brodie, Joe Fulks, Floyd
"Red" Burdette, Howard Allen, Willard
Bagwell, Hugh May, Cecil Kent, Norman
McKenzie, Woodrow J. "Pedro" Simmons.
Herman Shaw, Johnny Reagan, Houston
"Hound" Elder, Ethridge McKeel, and
Claude McRaven.
Some of these participated in as many as
three sports and not all were on teams that
Mr. Cutchin coached. All were part of the
athletic programwhich he directed. Morr
than a dozen others not listed above havr
been named on the "Hall of Fame" roster
The three sons of Mr. and Mrs. Cutchin
are: Stanfill of ChattImoOga, Tenn.; Phil of
Dallas, Texas and William of Murray
Stanfill, whose wife is the former Bett
Hutson, is teacher of math at Ringgold
High School, Ringgold, Georgia. Phil
married Betsy Lou Blevins of Lexington,
and they have-two children, Melinda and
Malcolm. Phil is presently with the Merrill
.1.,y.nr_himakerage..f Una .in-Delies-.-A fentbetil-
star at the University of Kentucky, Phil
was assistant coach with Bear Bryant at
Kentucky, Texas A & M,'and Alabama lie
F
was head football coach at Oklahoma State
for four or five years.
William, who resides with his mother on
Chestnut close to the MSU campus, is
recovering from an injured hip. He is
highly proficient in mathematics and
genealogical research. At the age of 14,
"William Cutchin brought honor to the
Twelfth Interscholastic District by placing
first in geometry in the entire state." —
The College News.
Professor Cutchin received his B. S.
degree as a member of the class of 1906 at
South Kentucky College, Hopkinsville. He
was granted his master's degree by
Peabody College, Nashville, where he
studied on a leave of absence from Murray
State. He also studied at the University of
Kentucky. He was graduated from Murray
High School in 1903.
Mrs. Cutchin, who remains act4 in the
Magazine Club and regularly attehds the
Methodist lurch, was the former Georgia
Stanfill of ntervthe, Tenn. Mr. and Mrs.
Cutchin were married in 1909. A member
of the Christian Church in Murray and the
Lions Club, Mr. Cutchin was loyal to his
state, his church, his family, his nation and
to Murray State.
Before coming to Murray, Cutch
coached football at Mayfield High School
for six years 1919-1924. His coaching
record there: 38 victories, 7 losses, and 5
ries. His teams were undefeated in 1919
and 1920. He lost two games in 1921, 1922,
1924 and one game in 1923. There was one
tie in each of these seasons: 1919, 1920,
1921, 1922, and 1923.
How does one evaluate the tremendous
contributions Carlisle Cutchin made to
Murray and Murray State University. C.
Gaylon Lamb of Richmond, Va., a
,k* IFt,-144Stx,,W-FV01111WIlivie
Reservations For Dinner
Mandl J. Vinson, director of Alumni Affairs, has announced that all persons
desiring reservations for the Carlisle Cutchin Memorial Dinner, at 5:30 p. m.
Friday evening, in Waterfield Student Union, should call his office im-
mediately. Call Phone number 762-3737.
The dinner will immediately follow the plaque unveiling. James E. Hurley,
chairman of the Carlisle Cutchin Memorial Scholarship Fund Drive, will
preside at the dinner. Tributes to Coach Cutchin will be: "Murray State Univer-
sity Athletic Program Pioneer," Dr. Chad Stewart; "A True and Generous
Friend," James H. Phillips; "An Inspiring Teacher," Floyd Burdette; "A
Coach of Thoroughbreds," W. H. Crowder. George Stanfill Cutchin, son of
Coach and Mrs. Cutchin, will give the response. The invocation will be by S.
Jack Gardner.
Members of the Committee working with Alumni Director Vinson are: Frank
A. Stubblefield, Matt Sparkman, Ty Holland, J. D. Rayburn, T. Sledd, Haron
West, Dub Russell, Auburn Wells, Dewdrop Rowlett.
visivtrufit seel - „1
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COACH CUTCHIN AND HIS FOOTBALL SQUAD AT MURRAY STATE, 1925 —
Coach Carlilse Cutchin, seated at the extreme left of the middle row, is pictured
with the members of the 1925 football squad at Murray State Normal School. It
was his first year as coach at Murray.
dclle 11‘trliTIMItvernriet1tedd, .dTtTh
were undefeated that season, with one scoreless tie.
Above, Front Row, left to right Amos Robertson, Wilburn Mason,' Virgil
Cochran, Jack Gardner, Hugh Lassiter, and Will Miller Sparkman.
Second Row, left to right: Coach Cutchin, Wyatt Morgan, Dick Puryear, T. Sledd.
Alfred Lindsey, Matt Sparkman and T. K. Kenney.
Back Row, left to right: Oren Wells, Vernon James, Auburn Wells, Walter "Bull"
Wells, Tom Chambers and Clovis Walls.
The Record: 6-0-1 Murray 6 — Middle Tennessee 0
Murray 6 — Hall-Moody 0 Murray 37 — Lambuth 0
Murray 38 — Union University 0 Murray 27 — Will Mayfield 9
Murray 58 — Bethel 0 Murray 0 — Ogden College 0
Calloway alumnus of Murray State who
played on its first basketball team and
scored the first basketball goal ( two
points) ever made for MSU, had this to
say: "Coach Cutchin was a great builder
of men. He inspired us to be physically fit,
mentally alert, morally clean and
spiritually right. God bless his memory."
Dr. 'Ralph H. Woods, president of
Mur,.ay State 1945-1968, wrote this
messatso to Mrs. Cutchin following the
death of her husband: "the Board of
Regents of Murray State College asked me
to again exprvss the sympathy of each of
them to you and members of your family
in the loss of y:lur beloved husband,
Carlisle Cutchin.
"His effectiveness as a teacher, a coach,
a friend and wise counselor will be ati-
preciated by all who knew him as long as
they live. Carlisle Cutchin was a builder of
men; and he built a lasting monument in
the hearts and minds of all those who knew
him.
"For each member of the Board and for
myself, may 1 convey our deepest sym-
pathy ,and highest appreciation for his
exemplary life and constructive examples.
"Sincerely Yours,





And so, as alumni of yesteryear revisit
the Murray campus at Homecoming, some
of them will take part in the re-dedication
of the Old Cutchin Stadium at 5 p. m. on
October 3. James H. "Peanuts" Johnson of
Owensboro, Alumni president, will
preside, and Dr. Constantine Curtis,
president of Murray State, will pay tribute
to Mr. Cutchin in dedicatory remarks,
Mrs. Carlisle Cutchin will unveil the
plaque and her son, Phil, will respond.
Prof. Robert Baar will direct the A
Cappelli' Choir in singing "The Battle
Hymn of the Republic", favorite hymn of
Dr. Rainey T. Wells. Dr. James A. Fisher
of the First Methodist Church will offer the
dedicatory prayer, and the benediction
will be the singing of "The Alma Mater"
by the choir.
Then the old grads — Catch's boys — will
stroll quietly beneath the trees of red and
gold on "The south's Most Beautiful
Campus." On their way to the Cutchin
Memorial Dinner at 5:30, they will
probably be reviewing the strains of their
"Alma Mater" which concludes with the
line:
"Finest Place We Know."
Not
Coach Carlisle Cutchin Joins Faculty and Office Force, 1925
Coach Carlisle Cutchin is pictu• red in the front row, third from the right as he
po4ed with the faculty and staff in 1925, the year he became coach and facults
member of the Murray State Normal School.
Exactly in the middle of the front row is Dr. John Welsey Can, first president of
Murray Slate. At that time Dr. Carr, was a "young man" of about 66 years. Pie
lived to be over a hundred ygars of age.
1925 FACULTY: Two years liter the institution opened its doors to students, the
Murray Normal School's faculty and staff numbered 27 and here they are: Front
row, from left: R. A. Johnson, science; Ada T. Higgins, Demonstration School;
Glen C. Asi,Fraft, history; Dr. Charles Hire, physics; D. John W. Carr, president;
Alice Keys, secretary to Dr. Farr; Carlisle Cutchin, physical education and
mathematics; Annie Young: home economics.and Bertie Manor, Demonstration
School. Middle row, from left: J. Stanley Pullen, agriculture; Emma Helm, Demon-
stration School; Susan Peffer, English: Mary Willia Moss, head of English and ad-
visor of women; William M. Caudill, geography and history; lames G. Glasgow,
mathematics; Garland A. Murphy, penmanship and secretarz to the president:
Belle McMurray Walker, science: William Ross Bourne, head of education and
registrar Elacli rpsy, fromleft: E. H. Smith., mathematics and director of extension-
Margaret Bailey, librarian; MarYfeona Bishop, French; Martha Kelly, secretary to E.
H. Smith; Dr. C. S. Lowry, social science; Stella Pennington, musk and art Lillian
tee Clark, public speaking and dramatics, and Geneve Wells, Music.
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Takes You To where The Action Is
7301 S. 4th 
53-1372 Murray, Ky.
Astro Car Wash








Colt Smith & Wesson
We'll Trade For Anything
Buy the famous Kush N Koller Boot sod nec•ive yap FREI CheliCi Of $3.” rota
Fish Fillet knave, 5 pair of socks or SS.95 onski
Olympic Plaza
2 Mies Ent Hoy 94
Wholesale Bait
Moody Boat Trailers
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Paul Black, Murray, will give helpful hints and instructions on how to prepare trophies for
mounting by professionals at National Hunting and Fishing Day, tomorrow at Empire Farm in
Land Between The Lakes.
Public invited To National Hunting And
Fishing Day In Land Between The Lakes
National Hunting and Fishing
My. will 5e observed at Empire
Farm in TVA's Land Between
The Lakes, Sunday, September
ZS, from 1-6 p.m. There will be a
wide range of activities in-
cluding:
Wildlife Photography Displays
Marty Colburn, Calvert City;
Larry Heavrio., Sharpe; and
Wilson Woolley,. Murray, will





Paul Black, Murray, will
explain the proper techniques of
preparing animals for mounting
by professionals and will
display examples of his work.
Participants will have the
opportunity to seek advice on
s proper preparation of deer,
„r waterfowl, and fish for trophy
mounting. The demonstrations
will be continuous.
Nature Walks and Lectures
Ed Ray, Land Between The




. A shootoff has been com-
pleted and Jerry Maupin,
Calloway County Conservation
Officer, has been named to the
team which will represent the
Kentucky conservation officers
at the annual Southeastern
Association of Game and Fish
Commissioners meeting in St.
Louis next month.
Complete details were not
immediately available, but
according to an informed
source, Maupin returned from
the shootoff in Frankfort
recently - as the top shooting
expert in the state. Maupin
scored a 297 out of a possible 300
using the .357 caliber sidearm
issued to him by the Division of
Wildlife Enforcement last year.
Congratulations, Jerry
Maupin, and we soith yoif the
best at the commissioners
meeting next month.
Paul Winstead, First District
Supervisor, is home taking it
easy after suffering from a
heart attack early last month.
Officer Winstea.d has been very
active in the outdoor activities
of Western Kentucky for
several years. We missed him
at the First District Federation
meeting a couple of weeks ago
and wish him a speedy
recovery.
A total of 86,300 deer tags for
1975 have been sent to the
county clerks throughout
Kentucky. Calloway County has
received 1100 tags according to
Marvin Harris, county court
clerk. Last year's sales
amounted to 862 tags.
All deer hunters must have a
deer tag, along with an annual
hunting license or resident
combination license. The bow
season is October I through
November 16 and December 17
through 31. The Gun Season is
December 6 through 10.
For those bowhunters who
plan on starting their deer
hunting this Wednesday and are
'ortunate to get their deer, let us
mow so we can try to include
cooking utensils, and
• .paraphernatia.-Pitere vAil• also— -
be demonstrations of knife and
tomahawk throwing and
weapon firing. The exhibit will
be on display throughout the
day and the demonstration will
be held at 3 p.m.
the ambulance had mechanical
trouble and Selleck was carried
the rest of the way to the hospi-
tal in a camper pickup truck.
He was dead on arrival.
"He probably died before
ever getting to the ambulance,"
Oneida County Coroner Robert
Gates said.
Gates said the case of Sell-
eck, a River Falls farmer who
was 53-years-old and a trim 140
pounds, was similar to those of
other persons stricken during
the rigors of the hunt.
Many hunters "either are not
used to the strenuous exercise
or they have a (heart) problem
and don't know it," he added.
When they go hunting "they
get the fever and tend to
charge right in," he said.
"They literally put their heart
into it, and the heart just can't
take it."
"About the only suggestion I
could make is to take it a little
bit easy," he said
The state keeps no formal
tome success story pictures in
lext week's section. Drop by
The Murray Ledger & Times or
call Butch Greer at 753-0861 or
Barry Drew at 753-8351.
"Area fishing has been good,"
reports Robert Lowe. Sightings
of good stringers of crappie
sound encouraging to a cool
weather fisherman. These
crappie are being caught
mostly around Devil's Elbow on
Lake Barkley in 6 to 8 feet of
water but there are crappie still
being caught on the drop offs at
12 to 15 feet of water.
Lowe reports doing well on
bass with his Phillips Little
Jewel and Go-Go Girl baits. He
is catching his bass in shallow
water and around stumps in 6
inches to 4 feet of water.'Not
many are being caught off deep
stump beds and not many are
being caught on worms," says
Lowe. The bass seem to be
selecting the spinner baits and
crank baits. since the water
temperature is cooling off.
Warren "Hawk" Boughton, New Concord, will be among
the American Mountain Men participating in National Hun-
ting and Fishing Day at TVA's Land Between The Lakes, Sun-
day, September 28. The event will be held at Empire Farm
from 1-6 p. m. The American Mountain Men is an association
of individuals dedicated to the preservation, by learning and
practicing, the traditions and ways of our nation's most
daring explorers and pioneers, the Mountain Men. The
Mountain Men will have a display of,their various types of
shelters, cooking utensils used during the era, and will be
dressed in authentic 1750-1800 clothing. The group will also
demonstrate knife and tomahawk throwing and weapon
firing.
Each year, outdoor en-
thusiasts become more and
more aware of the vital part
'they. play in the scheme of
Nature. That's wby hunters in
general, and squirrel hunters in
particular, don't like to waste
any part of the game they take
home for the table.
As a result, the
garnehunters are now
"recycling- squirrel tails. They
save them after the skinning
operation and sell them to the
maker of Mepps, the world's
largest selling fishing
lures.. .Sheldons', Inc. of Antigo,
Wisconsin. The tails are used
for hook dressing on world-
famous Mepps spinners.
Conservation-minded hunters
are finding Sheldons' a ready
market for the tails. Good
quality Grey squirrel tails bring
8 cents each and good quality
Fox tails, 10 cents each.,
Premium quality tails are
worth 3 cents more. Postage is
refunded on 50 tails or more.
In no way, however, do the
Sheldons suggest that squirrels
be hunted for their tails alone.
They quickly point out that over
30 millioh squirrels are har-
sm all vested each year, and now there
is an opportunity to put the
otherwise discarded tails to
good use. "By providing tails
for *recycling,' squirrel hunters
are simply selling a by-product
and practicing good con-
servation," says Todd Sheldon,
president of the firm.
Complete information on the
proper care . and handling of
tails for shiPment is available
by writing to the factory. Tails
can be sent directly to'
Sheldons', Inc., Box 1050, An-
tigo, Wisconsin 54409.
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and explain the wide variety of
'edible wild foods. This Nature's
Pantry will include discussion
on proper preparation of the
foods, collecting specimens,
and the various dishes that can
be prepared from them. The




Cliff Whitehead, Supervisor of
the Wildlife Research for the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency, will explain why "you
don't have to put your dog away
after hunting season".
Whitehead will be using his
Tennessee Orange Pointer
"Judge" in his demonstrations




The Kentucky Chapter of the
Wild Turkey Federation will co-
sponsor the Second Wild Turkey
Calling Contest during the
activities. The contest will
begin at 2 p.m. Persons in-
"You don't have to put your dog away when hunting
season is over" will be the topic of Cliff Whitehead's demon-
stration with his Tennessee Orange Pointer "Judge" daring
the National Hunting and Fishing Day activities at Empire
Farm, Sunday, September 28, in TVA's Land Between The
Lakes. Whitehead, Supervisor, of Wildlife Research for the
Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency, will demonstrate
obedience training with his dog. Activities will begin at 1 p.
m. and continue through 6 p. m.
By JAMES A. CARLSON
Associated Press Writer
MILWAUKEE (AP) — Sun-
light filtered through Wiscon-
sin's northwoods as Arthur Sell-
eck and several companions
hunted an area of dense wood-
lands and swampy lowlands
near Rhinelander.
It was only the second day of
Wisconsin's first open season,
the gun season for bear, and
Selleck thus was among the
terested in participating should
register the-day of the event.,
Registration fee is $2.00. There
will be a Junior and Senior
division and trophies will be
awarded.
Duck Blinds Exhibit
The Hopkinsville Chapter of
Ducks Unlimited will have
portable duck blinds, two boat
blinds, and a wide array of duck
hunting equipment on display
throughout the day. There will
also be instruction on how to
properly set up duck and goose
decoys, and explanations on
how to make goose decoys.
Fishing Workshops
And Displays
A completely equipped bass
boat arid all the necessary gear
to fish for and catch bass and




Doug Travis, Director of
Camp Currie and Conservation
Education Supervisor with the
Kentucky Department of Fish
and Wildlife Resources, will be
exhibiting his collection of
antique decoys and will also be
carving and painting decoys
throughout the day.
American Mountain Men
The American Mountain Men,
an association of individuals
dedicated to the preservation,
by learning and practicing, of
the traditions and ways of our
"nation's most daring explorers
and pioneers. The Mountain
Men will have an exhibit of
authentic 1800-1850 shelters,
first of thousands of hunters
who would would tramp the
state's hunting grounds in the
ensuing weeks of autumn
But Arthur Selleck's seasons
had ended by about 1 p.m. on
that Sunday
He suffered an apparent
heart attack in the field. His
friends carried him to a road
and an ambulance met- them
and took him part way to the
hospital at Tomahawk before
Dennison-Hunt
Sporting Goods
Outdoorsmen-We now have the Herman Sport
Hiking Shoes with Speed lacing and Vibram
Soles L Heels.
1203 Chestnut Phone 753-8844
Wildlife Arts and
Crafts Show
Artists and craftsmen from
Murray, Paducah, Almo,
Madisonville, and Bowling
Green will be displaying arts
and drafts ranging from
woodburning plaques and
handmade knives to ceramics
and paintings. Among the
people displaying are J. C.
Goodman and John Gordon
Kautzman, Murray; Ken
Herndon, Jon Henson, and Mr.
and Mrs. Charles Pope and
sons, Paducah; Barry- Joe
Bybee, Alrno; Daniel Clifton,
Bowling Green; and Opal
Harris, Madisonville, The arts




will give an archery demon-
stration and have various
examples of bows and different
types of arrows on display.
There will also be continuous
running of wildlife oriented
movies in the assembly room at
Empire Farm. The Tennessee
Wildlife Resources Agency and
the Kentucky Department of
Fish and Wildlife Resources
will also be assisting throughout
the day of providing officers
and displays of equipment,
record of the number of hunt-
ers suffering fatal heart attack
each year, but officials said the
number often exceeds the num-
ber killed in shooting accidents.
Frank Haberland, chief of big
game management in the De-
partment of Natural Resources,
said state officials feel "it's not
quite fair to blame hunting as
the cause of death" in heart at-
tack cases.
"A person in condition to
have a heart attack is likely to
have that heart attack," he
said. "The fact that he was out
hunting when the heart attack
happened may rush it, but it
would probably happen any-
way."
Haberland advised everyone,
especially those over 40 years
'of age, to have a complete
physical examination if they in-
tend to go hunting. '
"They should have a physical




































































were sent to 135 different
manufacturers. Only two
responded. The American
Bantam Company and Willys-
Overland Motors. Bantam
promised delivery in 75 days
and Willys asked for 120 days.
So the order for the first 70 pilot
models went to Bantam.
After conducting several tests
the Army modified its
specifications and indicated a
willingness to purchase 1500
units. At this time Willys and
Ford submitted pilot models.
The army subsequently pur-
chased 1500 from each of the
three manufactueres. It was
quite evident that the Willys
was superior mostly due to the
fact that it had a 60 horsepower
engine as compared to 40 in the
Bantam and 46 in the Ford.
However, the Willys was 263
pounds overweight and the
Army would not budge from the
2160 pound limit it had set.
Willys decided to stick with its
motor and the engineers burned
a lot of midnight oil trying to get
263 pounds of weight off a
vehicle that was already
stripped to the bone. They even
weighed the paint and finally
managed to get down to the
weight with just seven ounces to
spare.
After grueling operational
tests on army bases from one
end of America to the other the
Army engineers finally chose
the,Willys model as being what
they wanted.
, Ford was contacted and
agreed to produce the Willys
design also. Beginning in
December of 1941 a total of
639,245 Jeeps were produced
during the War. Of these the
Willys MB accounted for 361,349
and the Ford GPW (General
Purpose Willys) for 277,896. The
two Models are virtually
identical but if you want to be an
expert, the Willys used a round
crossmember under the
radiator and the Ford used a
bowhunter a means, beside
tracks and other signs, to
measure the number of deer
using a given range by the
amount of fresh droppings
found. White-tailed deer
usually drop about 12 groups of
pellets per day. When the
pellets are fresh they are black
and shiny and are quite soft
inside. Carefully study of the
number and condition of pellet
groups in a given area are a
good sign of how many deer use
the area. (Young The Deer of
North America page 165)
Tracks left by deer are not a
real good sign of deer activity
because a few deer make a
whole bunch of tracks in a short
time. Just think about what the
floor of your house would look
like if it were soft earth and you
and your family went barefoot.
Numbers of tracks are a good
way to check crossings and
trails if the bowhunter com-
pletely wipes out the old tracks
on such a trail or crossing and
then waits a certain amount of
time, like 48 hours, and then
checks the trail or crossing for
fresh tracks.
Bedding areas are not really
easy to find. White-tailed deer
will bed just about anywhere
they happen to be or where they
feel safe. Often this will be in
open forest, edges of fields or
even in standing cornfields.
Look for. small oval, flattened
out portions of grass, leaves on
the forest floor or flattened out
corn stalks. White-tail beds are
usually small, about four feet
by about three feet. Often the
beds will be warm when
compared with other ground
just outside the beds area. At
other times the bed will be dry
and the surrounding area will
square one.
Beginning in 1946, Willys
started producing a peacetime
Jeep, Model C,J2A. This differed
from the MB in that it had a
tailgate, a stronger tran-
smission, lower gears, and a
different color of paint. You got
three choices; black, red, or
blue.
In date 1948, -Willys began
producing the CJ3A which had a
one piece' windshield, a gear
driven camshaft, and some
other mechanical im-
provements.
In 1951, this Jeep was
produced to military
specifications for the Korean
War and was known as the M38.
1953 saw the development of a
new Jeep motor; the four
cylinder F head delivering 75
horsepower. This engine is still
being used in 1976 for a lot of the
export Jeeps built by American
Motors. In 1953 Willys started
producing a new army Jeep
with curved fenders known as
the M38A1 and also a new
civilian Jeep designated the
C,J3B. The Murray Lumber
company owns a Jeep of this
model.
In 1955 Willys started putting
the curved front fenders on its
civilian Jeep and called it the
C,J5. You can still buy the C,J5
today although it has been much
modified in the last twenty
years.
In 1965 Willys Motors was
bought by Kaiser and finally the
Jeep got a hot engine Kaiser
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Happiness Is Being
At The Right Place
At The Right Time
"How- fortunitous!" is a
phrase that was made famous
by a man that is no longer
among us but whose influence
is felt when the moment arrives
that can only be so described.
This sudden snap of cold
weather is one of those
moments for the bowhunter who
is into his scouting act in these
last few weeks before the
opening of deer season in L.B.L.
and the opening of the state
wide season next Wednesday.
Cold weather seems to trigger
the whitetailed buck's annual
mating activities which usually
include tearing up at least a
small-portion of the countryside
in which he makes his home.
Quite seriously deer seem to
make more signs during one of
these early colds periods and
the knowledgeable hunter will
be doing himself a favor by
scouting his favorite areas this
weekend for breeding sign.
The most obvious signs to look
for are the deer themselves,
deer tracks, deer droppings and
bedding areas. These signs
usually give the bowhunter a
fairly good idea of how many
deer are using the area, where
they are feeding, where they
are sleeping and what routes
they travel most as they move
about their daily routine.
Deer droppings offer the
Winners in the Field Archery Tournament recently sponsored by TVA and the Kentucky Ar-
chery Association were: Freestyle AA: tom Morgan, Bowling Green, first; Archie Jacobs,
"tatrarak5ereNtlf&HItt&Wrigthtiffit, Prince-6'k ttaff.litre-style X: Bill reify, BOwlingt reen, first.
Freestyle Limited AA: Doug Wiley, Owensboro. Freestyle Youth: Steve Morgan, Bowling Green,
first. Barebow A: Rodney Edwards, Henderson, first: Harry Nichols, Henderson, second.
Barebow A Women: Shirley Melloy, Sturgis, first. Bowhunter B: Dana Klos, Clarksville, first. Open
Division Bowhunters: Larry Davis, Paducah, first; Ted Fiske, Benton, second; Ralph Beshires,
Oakland, Tennessee, third. Freestyle Open: Myron Collier, Benton, first David Lyle, Clarksville,
Tennessee, second; JamesjAcManus, Mayfield, third. Steve Morgan, State Youth Champion,
participated in the tournament, and Tom Morgan shot a 558 out of a possible 560 in the com-
petition.
Where is that CI7?
In response to several
questions asked from time to
time we shall use our space
today to present some history
on the "Jeep" which is actually
the vehicle which started the
whole four wheel drive thing.
Actually the Jeep was not the
first foUr wheel drive vehicle.
The first four wheel drive of
note was an old "Quad" used by
General Persing on the Mexican
border in 1916. Twenty years
By Homp Brooks, Jr
later the Marmon-Herrington
company began to manufacture
conversions to four wheel drive
using standard trucks. Most of
these were of the two ton type
although they did. convert
several Ford pickups for
military use in 1938.
On June 27, 1940, final
recommendations for a military
1,4 ton truck were approved at a
meeting of the Army Ordnance
Committee. Invitations to bid
All I need is .r minor tuneup!
Jerry's Restaurant
S. 12th St. 753-3226
Eating Is A Family Affair
6:3011:00 Sun. thru Thurs.
6:30-1:00 Fri. IL Sat.
be wet with dew. When snow is
on the ground the heat from the
deer's body will melt snow and
leave the bed visible to the
naked eye.
In truth I don't really know
whether the onset of cold
weather has a great deal to do
with breeding sign. But I do
know that as the bucks antlers
harden and he sheds his velvet
the signs that he leaves in the
forest are difficult to overlook
even for the rank amateur.
It seems that the buck of the
white-tailed species takes a
great deal of pleasure in ripping
up the woods as the breeding
season draws near. Most
bowhunters have seen the
results of a buck's wrath after
he has used a tree for a sparing
partner.
The result of such white-tailed
sparing is what is commonly
known as a rub which is not to
be confused with a scrape. Rubs
usually appear at this time of
year on the trunks of small trees
or the torn branches of small
bushes that the deer has worked
over with his horns. This is said
to happen as the buck's horns
harden and the physiological
change takes place which turns
him from his docile summer
self into the Mr. Hyde that he is
during the fall rutting season
which is fast approaching.
Watch for rubs as a sign that
bucks are in the area. Also note
the freshness of any rubs that
you find by the degree of
dryness of the scar and bark.
The real number L le sign is
the scrape. Now white-tailed
deer do not make scrapes up the
sides of trees. Scrapes are
reserved for the ground for
several reasons which will
become obvious as I proceed.
Scrapes are mating signposts.
Simply stated these are areas
on the ground, usually under an
overhanging limb in the case of
the white-tailed deer, that the
buck paws out until the ground
is quite clean, he will then
urinate in the pawed area and
thus mark it with his own sign.
Scrapes come in all sizes from
very small to very large,
sometimes covering several
square feet.
It has been said many times
that both buck and does visit the
scrapes fairly regularly. The
does visits when she is in season
and the buck visits his scrapes
all during the breeding season.
When the buck and doe cross
paths she usually gets bred or so
I have been told.
Scrapes are my number one
priority sign when I am
scouting for a place to hunt
during deer season. This is just
what I am going to do this
weekend before and after I
attend the L.B.L. National
Hunting and Fishing Day ac-
tivities this Sunday in the Land
Between the Lakes. Why not
take your family with you this
weekend, as many members of
the Jenny Ridge Bowhunters
Society will surely do, and get in
some scouting while the
weather is cool and there is free
family entertainment on the
order of demonstrations, films
and just plain fellowship with
others that share your love for
hunting, conservation and the
great outdoors.
Good luck and good
bowhunting!
Greg Schanbacher, left, and Tim Robertson hold the fish
they took while fishing at Piney Campground in the Land
Between The Lakes while camped there on September 20
ith their families for the annual Campers Fair.
succeeded in stuffing the Buick
Y6 in the CJ5 in 1966. By this
time there were more Jeeps in
California with Chevrolet V&
than there were with Jeep
engines.
In 1970 American Motors
bought Kaiser Jeep but Kaiser
Jeep wound up owning con-
trolling interest: in American
Motors. You figure out who
bought who. By 1972 Jeep finally
got its own V8 — a husky 304
stormer along with two
dependable six cylinders and
the faithful old four cylinder
was laid to rest.
In 1976 Jeep has introduced
the first new model in the CJ
series in the last twenty years.
The CJ7 is now on display in
Murray. It not only has a 304
V8; ithas even got an automatic
transmission'
Since 1940
about one million six hundred
thousand "real" Jeeps
produced. Well over half of
these were military models.
This may sound like a lot for
thirty six years but keep in
mind that Chevrolet sells
almost this many cars EACH
year.
Next week get set for a real
BIGGIE. Right here in this
newspaper we are going to
feature a headlight to taillight
evaluation and comparison of a
1946 CJ2A Jeep and a 1976 C,J7
Jeep. All you BlazerloVers and
Goatdrivers and Farmallfiends
and BetterldeaBabies will have
to wait. When we get done with
the "runts" your turn is
coming. Hang in there, drink
milk, eat ice cream, love cows,
and HAPPY FOUR
WHEELING.
there have been ,
fishing Report
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP—
With cloudy and rainy weather
dominant in Kentucky, water
temperatures in major lakes
continue to plunge, with black
bass fishing improving.
The Fish and Wildlife Re-
sources Department gatte this
rundown:
Kentucky—Bluegill good. to
excellent in inlets and bays,
black bass good on surface to
medium runners in inlets and
bays, below dam catfish slow,
clear to murky, falling, four
feet below pool and 73.
Barkley—Crappie good
around stickups, black bass
slow on surface to medium run-
ners, below dam catfish' fair,
clear, stable, 3'1 feet below
pool and 72.
Barren—Black bass good to
excellent on upper lake on me,
•dium runners along gravel
banks, Crappie fair to good in
timbered coves, clear to mur-
ky, falling slowly, Pt feet be-
low pool and 74.
Dale Hollow—White bass
good in jumps on spinners,
black bass fair on medium to
deep ,runners over dropoffs,
clear, falling slowfy, four feet
below pool and 79.








Tinxéi just about here you've only got a few
days to gear up for the hunting season. Hurry
now while supplies last.
Fox Squirrel! Climbing Tree Stands
Li Stir Soto. Site' land $15”,
Folding Seat for Fox Stand
Back'Pack Strap
Squirrel Claw Climbing Aid
Archie's Archery Shop
3042 Lone Oak Rd.
Paducah, Ky.
502-554-5500-day
Murray Home & Auto
The Store for the
y Outdoor Sportsman
Murray's Es.sr.







Hoy. 641 South Nom 7534491
Lindsey's Jewelers
Outdoorsmen:
We have a rugged watch that
will meet your needs. Come





Hand Guns, Rifles, Shotguns
t------W------,
Gerrald Boyd
Pluine : 489-2481 after 6:00 p.m.
Sportsmen:
Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
Tennis Department
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HEARTLINE
. . answers your questions
. . cuts the red tape
. . solves consumer problems
. . gives information and referral
WRCTE HEARTLINE if you have a specific




Murray Ledger & Times
Crossword Puzzler Answer to Yesterday's Puzzle
ACROSS 2 Repetition
3 Piece out
1 Allowance 4 Boring -44
for Waste "S 'Head *Matta-
5 Couple I lc Church (pl.)
9 Bankrupt 6 Appellation of
(slang' ' Athena
10 More ancient 7 Mountain on
12 Kicked Crete
13 Tolled 8 Told
15 Mature 9 City
16 Mental image in Idaho
18 Man's 11 Revolutionary
nickname 12 Concoct
19 Compass point 14 Depression a
















35 Unit of Bulgar-
ian currency
36 Enemies


























20 Decorate 22 TrantiactiOn
21 So be it 28 Rugged
23 Spanish tor mountain crest
"three" 29 Female deer
24 C ose securely 30 Grants use of










FOR MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 21,1775
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) erFft
Despite possible obstacles,
you could win many benefits
from this day's efforts. Take
steps to launch long-range
plans, to complete unfinished
tasks.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 21) 1:S41i ?
You may run into unexpected
opposition, some rough areas.
Be ready, take all with your
innate conunon sense, and try
all the harder to achieve worth-
while objectives.
GEMINI
May 22 to June 21) isle'
Tentatively reject uncer-
tainties - until you have more
facts and a better guarantee of
success. Ask counsel of well-
informecrpersons.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) ee)
Favorable aspects stimulate
originality and some chance-
taking - IF reasonable. Don't
go out on the proverbial limh,
however, and DO avoid x-
tremism.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 4/244
)Accentuate the positive in
your thinking if you would make
the real advancement possible
now. Routine activities may be
happily supplemented by some
new interests.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) IP%
You are inclined to be ex-
tremely critical of others, but
the shoe may be on the other
foot now. Don't be resentful:
Listen - and learn!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23)
Past efforts should be bearing
fruit now. Study conditions and
trends which may seem oidd but
may hold new advantagIs.
If you've got something to
sell ... we'll get your mes-
sage across! And our big
readership guarantees
you lots of prospects!







I S CLOGGED -
PLEASE RETURN
OUR PLUNGER







  VEGETABLE!'-4.  IF •01J
'WERE HUNtA.1•1, WE'D L1K1TIE YCPIJR
LACES AND Lgi TM& AiR cur
you rr--)
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) nvellP
You can accomplish more by
teamwork now than by "going it




Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A period for ACTION! Put all
you have into day's endeavors:
your best thoughts plans, ef-
forts. Look for the 'unexpected,
and appreciate all - even the
challenges.
CAPRICORN
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) V4I4
An excellent day for con-
sidering all new business
arrangements - especially if
they involve real estate or
property improvements.
AQUARIUS
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19) t
Clever management must be
your keyword in day's battle for
gains. Also, concentration on
what you are doing. Sidestep
office intrigue.
PISCES
(Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XQ.
Don't be swayed by outside
distractions, the bizarre doings
of Others. You could be tooled if
not alert. Mixed influences -
some disconcerting.
YOU BORN TODAY are
highly intuitive and your
imagination, creativity and
healthy curiosity are out-
standing. Don't waste time or
mental gyrations on trivialities,
however. Systematize efforts.,
and you won't become bogged
down in nonessentials. You
have a keen sense of justice, but
may tend to achieve its ends so
forcefully that you could defeat
your own good purposes. You
appreciate music, drama, all
things artistic; if a woman, you
would make an excellent
homemaker. Birthdate of:
Robert Lord) Clive, founder
Empire of Brit. India; Brigitte
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• HAVE- Lia-M-ROC1I6!!-- 50 yiG
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Poison Control  753-7588
Senior Citizens  753-0929
Need Line ... 753-NEED






is. new. Great hostess




Approximately 12,000 sq. ft a
rental space available at 2nd
and Poplar Streets Western
Dark Tobacco Packing Corp.
Murray, k),, Phone 753-3342
IF YOU have a burden, let





Sr, oths,de Shopping Center
CLEARANCE SALE: 20
per cent off on all craft
supplies and some gift
items. New merchandise.







regular display, must be




must be submitted by 4
p. m. the day before
publication..
2. Notice
5 Lost And Found
LOST A 3 month old male
black Labrador Retreiver
in the Cypress Bay Resort
area. Reward offered.
Call 901-232-8662.
























Change in bowel or
bladder habit,.




























coon dog. Tatoo in the left









required. Send resume to
Box 577.
HOSTESS FOR Watkins




and working knowledge of







































building 8 x 10, $388.00. 8 x
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
Free normal delivery. We
build all sizes of storage
buildings, lake cottages,
boat docks, patios and
green houses. See our
special boat storage sheds
for boats from 12' up.
Located on Hick's


















SMALL CAR, call days 345-
2225 or nights 345-2681.
lations Wanted
I AM 63, retired and would
like a part time job as a
janitor, security guard or
anything. Call 753-6825.
WILL DO odd jobs, minor
repairs, light carpentry,
yard work, farm work, or
what have you. Call 753-
4138.
FOR SALE: The Little Red
House of Crafts. Fixtures
and inventories. Option to
lease building. ½ mile
east of Barkley Bridge on
Highway 68. Call 924-536r
Glenn and Betty Helm.
327 or 283 Chevrolet engine.
Call 753-1541 after 4 p.m.




white oak, walnut, ash
and hackberry. Highest
prices paid for logs 14" in
diameter and up.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Also will buy standing
Veneer trees. Call J. H.
Miller 354-8440.
15. Articles For Sale
BEAUTIFUL GREETING
cards, including
Christmas cards and post
cards. Phone, 753-1712 or
753-4672.
FOR SALE - Six prime
• grain fattened steers, 900-
1000 lb., Hereford-Angus
cross. Beef at its best by





cleaning range used in
high school home
economics dept. for one
year) with new warranty.
Reduced $100.00. Call 753-
1713.
SPECIAL,- Storm window
and doors. Keep out cold
air, plus windows
repaired and replaced,
also insulated glass. 753-
0980 or 753-0176. Kent
Wright Glass Co. 319 S.
4th St., Murray.
16. Home Furnishings








HEALTH, LIFE, burial, up















































apartment size range. 2b2
years old. $99.00. Call 753-
1713.
1 FRIGIDAIRE dryer in
good shape. $70.00. Call
753-1713.
NEW AMANA microwave
oven with full 5 year
warranty. $199.00. Call
753-1713.
AMANA - 2 year old






recliner, coffee table and
end table to match, dining




fabric. See at 80`. North
20th after 5:00 p.m. $125
or best offer.
19. Farm Equipment
SET OF Massey Ferguson
14" plows. 1966 Buick
Electra, 2 door hard tkp,
low mileage-44,500 miles.
6325. See at 828 South 9th
St. or call 753-7143.





G.E. DRYER, white, in




and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 760,
day or night.
RED BELLY Ford tractor.
Also plow, disc,
cultivator, bushhog,
$1500. Call 492-8884 after 5.
DICKEY-JOHN moisture
testors. No scales. No
electricity. Pour in and
read. Vinson Tractor Co.,
753-4892.






1975 15' Challenger bass
boat and trailer with 85
horsepower Johnson
engine plus trolling motor
and extras. Boat: and
motor has less then 1
hour. Call 436-2211. After
6, call 753-0224.
1974 18' Starcraft pro bass
boat and trailer with 135
horsepower evinrude.
engine with tilt and trim
plus trolling motor arid all-
the extras. Will accept
trade-in of run about or
550 cc. or larger motor-
cycle. $3800. Call 436-2211,
after 6, 753-0224.
KIRBY VACUUM Sep-
tember Sale: Free hose
attachment with the
purchase of every
upright. Rebuild your old
Kirby „Vacuum for only
26.95. office hours. 12-5.
call 753-0359. 24 hours per
(lay
19. Farm Equipment





10' G.W. Invader speedboat
and trailer with 35 hor-
sepower Mercury, extra
sharp. $600. Call 436-2211.
After 6, call 753-0224.
S & W TARGET Grips, J,
K. de N, frame, stainless,
357 Smith & Wesson.
Serious inquiries only.
Call 753-8964.
HUNTING BOW. 50 lb. 52",
Indian, set up for hunting.
Complete with arrows
and quiver, $45.00. Can be
seen at Vernon's Shoe
Store.
NORTHWESTERN GOLF
clubs, one complete set
and bag. Graphit Driver.
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
grain bed farm trailer. 2




for duck blinds, etc.
Cypress Springs Resort.
Phone 436-5496.
1975 DELTA PRO BASS
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
trolling motor, power










for -sale. Ben Dyer 753-
8911.
24. Miscellaneous
TWO STORY oak log barn
Excellent condition. Call
753-0870.
1971 1  TON. Ford 'tran-
smission, radiator, 390
intake and carburetor.
1970 Ford Torino body for
parts. One Chippendale
chair, lion head, back
claw feet. Call 753-4716,
26 TV Radio
50' T.V. Tower and antenna
rotor and controls. Call
753-9780.
1 ADMIRAL Console, 8
track tape player. Por-
table black and white T.V
with stand. Good price.
Call 753-3384
TAKE UP monthly
payment of $18.05 on
console color T.V. Stereo
console for $9.02 a month.
.t& B Music. Call 753:7575.
24. Miscellaneous
SPECIAL SALE, Mirrors,
framed and custom cut to
size plus glass furaitw e
tops. 753-0980 or 753-0176,
Kent Wright Glass Co.,
319 Nolth 4th Street,
Murray.
11 2 H.P. Sta-Rite Deep well
pump, pipes and
strainers. Used one
month. $275.00. Call 435-
4217.
WOOD HEATERS-.
automatic, cast iron fire




2 MAYTAG Washers -
reconditioned. Like new
and $75.00 and up. Call
753-1713.
USED RCA color TV with
new picture tube with two
year warranty on tube.
Call 753-1713.
16' 60 AMP Electric service
pole, complete. Call 753-
0870.
27 Mobile Home Sales
12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,






All electric -central heat.
Never been-lived in, with
service pole. Call 753-2204.
WE • BUY used mobile
homes. Top prices paid.
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Sales, Paducah. Call 442-
1918 or 443-8226.




1970 60 x 12 Marion, 2
bedroom, central air,
awning, plus many ex-
tras. Phone '417-4570.
-HOLIDAY AO x 12, 2
bedroom, 2 baths, all
electric air conditioned,
washer, dryer, dish-
washer, all house fur-
niture, new carpet. Call
75.1-2207 after 5 p.m.
29. Mobile Home Rentals
112 BEDROOMS, nice with
electric heat and air
conditioning. $40 a month
through the winter
months. Call 436-2427.
12 x 55 TRAILER, natural
gas heat. See Brandon
Dill at 413 Sycamore.
FOX MEADOWS AND
Coach Estates Mobile
Home Parks. South 16th
Street. Homes and spaces




-shop or warehouse. Call
753-7850.
32. Apartments For Rent
FURNISHED APART-




NICE 1 bedroom fully
furnished apt. on N. 18th
St. Available October 1st
Call 435-4578.
AVAILABLE ocr\Eont:n 1.
2 bedroom and 1 bedroom,
electric heat. Newly
decorated. Ronald W.








only. No pets. Reference
and deposit required. Call
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32 Apartments For Rent
MURRAY MANOR - All










central heat and air,



















White Hall 2105.00 per
month, Part of utilities,
couples prefered. Phone
753-3805.
33 Rooms For Rent
HAVE ROOMS in a country
home. Connie Lampe.
Call 436-2510.
34. Houses For Rent
FOR RENT,' three
bedroom house in town.
No pets. Call 753-0609.
4 BEDROOM, unfurnished
two story house, 216 S.
12th St. Call 753-0388 days,
and 753-2738 nights.
37. livestock Supplies
WANT TO rent pasture for
3 cows. Call 753-4716.
TWO YEAR old spotted
saddle horse. Gentle,
broke and will make 15%
or 16 hands. Call 753-8784.
FIVE WEENING pigs.
Phone 436-2240.
FAT CALVES ready for
freezer. Totally grain fed.










puppy, 12 weeks old, all
shots, $300.00. Can be seen
by appointment only. Call
753-7429.
FOUR PARAKEETS with
cages. Two milk cans.













Manual. How to organize,
sell, buy for most profit.
Includes antiques, auc-
tions, flea markets, arts-
crafts shows. Treated
with humor. 66.00. 105 S.
14th St. Call 753-5964.
43 Real Estati!
TWO BEDROOM,
basement. I/4 mile from
lake, 212,500. Call 354-
8361.
NEAR ALNIO HEIGHTS
within view of Highway
641. Estate of Alfred
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
OUTSTANDING WOODED
WILDING SMI 2W ef reed
frontage x lel' deep. Dorgan
priced at saly $5,0110.
We've gost Gated Ills 7-reea
brick Neneb style bees. near K.
Eleasentery. It 1..t 
**sr', Lell•k_fli •
large ...d let. Mad te-a-
at $32,000.
SPOUTS/ALAN'S NOWOUTI Escape
I. Ills waterfront catnip for
von Inating or fining trips.
Teel fad en enrollee, view,
yew ewe beat deck, and
firephice too wens op a.
$21,500.
Wisest tow Estate
















located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We







miles west of Almo
Heights on Ky. 464, 4
miles from Murray.
Situated on a 5 acre
tract with trees in yard,
2 storage sheds, 6-stall
stock barn, stock pond,
good well, woven wire
fencing. House has new
paneling, new car-
peting, new wiring and
new plumbing,





FIVE ACRE tracts on
Kerby Jennings Trail Ky
1918), a blacktop road,
near Hamlin, Ky and
Chandler Park. These lots
are located in an ex-
clusive development near
Kentucky Lake. It is only
a short distance to boat
launching facilities at
Chandler Park. Each
tract is nicely wooded and
has good building sites.
Electric arid phone are in
the area. Reasonably
priced. Jahn C. Neubauer,
Realtor, 505 Main Street.











UM Order Porn Co
63 Firth Street
Owens La 70063 1
1974 Hi-Quality Paint at 1932 Prices
You Cannot Buy Better Paint For Less Money.
all Ell MI 1111111 MI II= NIS NMI Ell NIB INN MN
THAT S RIGHT onii free option atop geode enamel
Or No. min your lino order of pont rult you wit
dlf dedn
DillrOd het cut book or, .,no cm4uctrort. We mode
huge purchase of /am they Cid 1 WM nolo now INS
pore .5.. verne warns original glint or your own obi
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you may n44181 fur 4 Or men us samples worth
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084LY 94 75 per Galion 1 ywd order ngAi now Pluli
• • 8.8 084 geffor, mrtn 'IOW first order PLUS • • •
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F RE E
MAIL YOUR ORDER TODAY WHILE WE STILL
HAVE MORE THAN 300 DIFFERENT COLORS , I
For rnereckblo I:4,CW or ornoMsele Ms of blD gallons
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Ill you can smirch for. wit% tape
mute chops or 'emotes or pylori.
you word I
We understand ell your peiM te
backed by • 100% edwirtment
111 korerenfee
,̀... 11111 MEI. MIMI ON MINI
TO Mail Order Paint Co
83 Fifth Street
Gretna, Le. 70053
Enclosed find &  for





All Onornentil r F.0.. Ws Onssell




sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.
44 Lots For Sale
141' FRONTAGE x 204.
Nice trees. On 641 South.
For a new home or mobile
borne. Call 753-0774.
_ .




for a $2000 tax credit.
Phone 753-9208.
Sito
46. Homes For Sale
LOVELY HOME in
Camelot Subdivision, has
3 large bedrooms-, 2-
spacious baths, beautiful
carpet and drapes, range
and dishwasher, central
heat and air, fireplace
with antique, mantle,
offered at $36,500. Check
with Moffitt Realty Co.,
206 So. 12th, 753-3597.
BY OWNER, beautiful
country home, 3 bedroom,
2 baths, approximately 3
- 7.nrittis-
pointment only. Call 753-
8182.
COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate latuidry
room, central air knd
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Ex-
traordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
BY OWNER: 1405 Henry, 5
room brick, attached
garage, wall to wall




1/2 bath, carport, electric
heat, near university. Call
753-6790 after 5 p.m.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom home near
Carter School on south
13th Street. Large family
room with fireplace,
dining room, living room,
,ample closet space.
'Newly decorated both
inside and out. Dish-
washer, disposal and
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced
home NOW! John C.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753-
0101.
FOR SALE-Frame
House, work shop and 5
acres of land 3 miles west
of Midway. Call 492-8729
after 5 p. m. or 762-2154.
BY OWNER, spacious well
insulated 3 bedroom
brick, on large shady lot.
Dining room and den.
Central heat and air. All
appliances including
washer and dryer.
626,500. 401 N. 10th St. Call
753-0690.
LADIES, Want a large
kitchen? This is just one
nice feature in,this neat 3
'bedroom brick veneer
home near the university.
Electric heat, some
carpeting, single carport.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th Boyd-Majors
Real Estate.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263. Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 753-
1607, Ronnie Pea, 345-
2343, Loretta Jobs 753-
6079. Member M I.. S.
7. Motorcycles
1975 YAIViAlIA 125 MX.
Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
excellent running con-
dition. Call 753-9168 or 436-
5370.
1974 HARLEY Davidson
ILH, 1000 c.c. $2450.
Call 753-1796
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1965 FORD, 43 cylinder
straight shift, very good
condition, good gas
mileage. Call 436-2562.
1974 COUGAR XR-7. 19,000
miles, 24,250. Call 753-
8066.
190 CHEVROLET, 4.door,








1971 PLYMOUTH Fury II,
2 door hardtop, full power
and air. 6900 Call after 5,
753-7295.
1974 FORD, 4 wheel drive,
19,000 miles, Call Bucks.
Body Shop_ Call 753-5142
from 7:30 a m. to 5 p.m.





and air. 6600.00. Call 753-
4038.
OUT OF THIS WORLD"
That's what you'll say
When You See The




-QuAlitv That Will Please'
612 S. 9th 133-5119
49. Used Cars & Trucks






Good tires. 4 door with
air. Good shape. Phone
753-5877 or see at 507 So.
7th.










- $50.00. Call 753-6567.
13.
50. Campers
22 FT. FULLY SELF.
contained travel trailer
1972 model. Sacrifice
$2,750 at Fox Meadows




used trailers, ½ mile east






No jobs too small. Call
436-5642 early morning or
late afternoon.
CONTACT SHOLAR
Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-




Road. 210.00, you pick up.
Call 753-9618.












Rigid Vinyl. No down
payment. Free estimates.






436-5844 or 436-5472. I.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or















grain bins & dairy barns.






Lyles at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
51. Services Offerea




efficient service. No job





















room in state approved




Linda 436-2510 or 436-2295





adjust door glasses and
repair wind noises. Kent
Wright Glass Co., 319
North 4th Street. Murray.
753-0980 or 753-0176.
ROY HARMON'S Car-











Has opened a new store in Downtown Hazel,
Kentucky. Selling a complete line of
*Alcoa Siding
•Howmet Awning
•Free Standing and Built In MARX-
TIC wood burning fireplaces.
492-8647




TO HELP YOU CLEAR, OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED. AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE, MON-
TH OF OCTOBER.
The sale is open to everyone, for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first..
v No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before'
expiration.

















NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent that cipartment,
trailer or house, self that home or car. Take advantage of this chpnce
to reduce the money you spend on advertising during Oct Call now
and arrange far your ad to start on Oct. 1 s t.
HELP US TO HELP YOU
AT A SAVINGS TO YOURSELF
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Deaths and Funerals
Mrs. Floys Hale
Is Dead At Age 84
Mrs. Floys R. Hale, 84, of
Dexter, died this morning at the
Westview Nursing Home in
Murray.
The widow of the late Miley
Hale, who died in 1964, Mrs.
Hale is survived by three
daughters, Mrs. Pauline Jones,
Mrs. Luenell Duncan and Mrs.
Estelle Shelton, all of Murray;
one son, Coy of Murray; a
sister, Mrs. Joe Colson, of Route
Three, and a brother Hardie




She was a member of the
Dexter-Hardin Methodist
Church.
Funeral services will be
Sunday at two p. m. at the
Palestine Methodist Church,
with Bro. Eura Mathis and John
Churchwell officiating. Burial
will be in the Palestine
Cemetery. Grandsons will serve
as pallbearers.
Friends may call after two p.
m. today at the Max Churchill
Funeral Home. __Claudine Nichols, Murray; one
half brother, Eugene Manning,
Kirksey ; seven grandchildren.
' The funeral will be heldFor Mrs. Miller Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral services for Mrs. W. Funeral Home with burial to
G. Pearl 0.) Miller will be held follow in the. Mt. Carmel
today at four p. m. at the chapel Cemetery.
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral Friends may call at the
Home with burial to follow in funeral home.
the Murray City Cemetery.
Active pallbearers will be Aubrey Manning Of
Fu(neral Is Today




Euwin (Buck) Manning of
Murray Route Six died Friday
at 9:15 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. He
was 62 years of age and his
death was due to complications
following at extended illness.
The deceased retired March
1, 1974, as shop foreman for a
steel company in Detroit, Mich.
He was a member of the Locust
Grove Church of the Nazarene,
Kirksey. Born August 1, 1913, in
Calloway County, he was the
son of the late Claude Manning
and Rebecca Hallett Manning.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Lona May Calhoun Manning,
Murray Route Six; three
daughters, Mrs. David
(Veronica) Skae and Mrs. John
(Pamela) Coultis, both of
Ferndale. Mich.. and Mrs.
Larry (Sherry Ball, Oak Park,
Mich.; one son, Ronald Man-
ning and wife Elizabeth, Oak
Park, Mich.; one sister, Mrs.
Mary Darnell, Melvindale,
Mich.; one half sister, Mrs.
4131i 3°bbY DuLial4 -jamel--Betroft-ifies WttParker, and Jimmy Jones.
Honorary pallbearers will be
Thomas Caylor, Woodrow
Hook, Clyde Elrod, Leon
Warford, Ray Buckingham,
Rudolph Thurman, Tommy
Lavendar, B. E. Harrison, Alton
Rogers, and Noah Williams.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Miller, age 75, died
Thursday at the Western
Baptist Hospital, Paducah. She
and her husband, W. G. Miller,
resided at Kevil Route Four,
and also maintained their home
here in Murray.
Survivors are her husband,
W. G. Miller, two daughters,
Mrs. Edward H. Blaine and
Mrs. Milton E. Ecker, two
sisters, Mrs. E. L. Cohoon and
Mrs. Grogan Roberts, four
brothers, N. C., Newt, Carlton,
and J. D. Outland, and four.
grandchildren, Grady, David,




The funeral for Floyd H.
O'Bryan of Dexter will be held
Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Filbeck and Cann
Funeral Home with Rev. Glen
Cope and Rev. Wade Copeland
officiating.
Burial will be in the Bir-
mingham Cemetery. Friends
may call at the funeral home.
Mr. O'Bryan, age 79, died
Thursday at his home. He is
survived by his wife, Mrs.
Grace O'Bryan, three
daughters, Mrs. Katie Tiller,
Mrs. Bonnie C. Jones, and Mrs.
Martha Whaley, two step
daughters, Mrs. Sybil Fulsher
and Mrs. Pauline Murray, one
son, 'rom O'Bryan, two
brothers, Theodore and Clyde
O'Bryan, six grandchildren.
eight step grandchildren, five
great grandchildren, and two
. step great grandchildren.-
Aubrey Manning, 81, Detroit,
Mich., died at 2:30 p. m.
Thursday at the Bi-county
Conimuntiy Hospital in Warren,
Mich.
He was a retired employe of
the Budd Wheel Corp. and a
member of Paducah Lodge 127
F&AM.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Mildred Manning; three
daughters, Mrs. Charles (Lee)
West, Sterling Heights, Mich.,
Mrs. Thomas (Donna) Smith,
Detroit, Mich., Miss Linda
Manning, Detorit, Mich.; four
sons, Samuel Manning, New
Jersey, Aubrey Manning, East
Detroit, Mich., Joseph Man-
ning, Roseville, Mich., Harold
Manning, Nevada; two sisters,
Eula Newsome, Mayfield, Irene
Elliott, Murray; a brother, Jack
Manning, Paducah; 19 grand-
children and 12 great-
grandchildren.
Services wil be held at one p.
m. Tuesday at the Collier
Funeral Tiomi Benton, with,
Rev. Joe E. Pearcy officiating.
Burial will be in the Lyles
Cemetery.
Friends may call at Collier




The lesson on "Gifts For All
Occasions- will be held Mon-
day, September 29, at 9:30 a. m.
in the Gleaner's Classroom just
back of the social hall in the
First United Methodist Church.
Mrs. Dean Roper, County
Extension Agent for Home
Economics, will teach the class
and give written instructions on
how to make the various items
she will show.
Everyone is welcome to at-
tend regardless of race, color,




Final rites for Morris Cald-
well of Hazel will be held today
at two p.m. at the Hazel Church
of Christ with Bro. Bill Johnson
and Bro. Bill Riley officiating
and the Church singers
providing the song service.
Serving as active pallbearers
will be Charles, Dean, and Ted
Wilson, Noble Simmons,
Preston Oliver, and Dan Pat-
terson. Randal Patterson,
Ralph Edwards, Carlos
Scruggs, Ira Taylor, John
Morgan, and Hoyt McClure will
be honorary pallbearers.
Burial will be in the Hazel
Cemetery with the
arrangements by the Miller
Funeral Home of Hazel where
friends may call.
Mr. Caldwell, age 67 , died
Thursday at 2:3e p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Hazel City Council and is
survived by one daughter, Mrs.
Billy Harrell, two sons, Jack
and Robert Caldwell, one sister,
Mrs. Mazzell Rogers, and Four
grandchildren.
Christian Church
To Hear Dr. Roos
The First Christian Chruch
will hold regular services on
Sunday, September 28, with Dr.
David C. Roos, minister,
speaking on the subject,
"Prescription For Fear" at
10:45 a. m.
Special music will be by the
ClwleJ choir4itected 14, Mrs—
Margaret Porter with Gary
Galloway as organist.
, Jim Boone will be the worship
leader with Jan Bement and
Jane Masters as candle
lighters.
Elders serving will be Dr.
Woodfin Hutson and Bro. Bill
Porter. Norman Hale, Glenn
Card, Fred McCord, Leon
Smith, Auburn Wells, and




"Two Against The World"
will be the subject of the sermon
by Dr. James Fisher, minister
of the First United Methodist
Church at the 8:45 and 10:50 a.
m. services on Sunday, Sep-
tember 28, at the church.
The Chancel Choir, directed
by. Paul Shahan with Mrs.
Richard Farrell at the organ,
will sing the anthem, "Open Our
Eyes," at the 10:50 service
Gospel Meeting At
Church Of Christ
The gospel meeting will
continue at the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ tonight
at 7:30 p. m. and Se:nday at
10:40 a. m. and sfic p.m. with E.
Claude Gardner, president of
Freed-Hardeman College,
Henderson, Tenn., as the
speaker.
Jerry Bolls will direct the
song service and Ed Thomas
will make the announcements
at the Sunday services.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 355.6,
up 0.6.
Below dam 304.2, up 0.2.
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 355.1,
up 0.6.
Below dam 316.8, up 0.2.





Highway 641 753 4141
Rev. Wayne Todd At 1st Baptist Church
Rev. Wayne E. Todd, interim
pastor of the First Baptist
Church, will be the speaker at
the 10:45 a.m, and seven p.m.
services on Sunday, September
28, at the church located on
South Fourth Street.
Assisting in the morning
services will be Homer Miller,
deacon of the week, G. T.
Moody, minister of education,
and Edward Walsh, minister of
youth.
The Adult Choir, directed by
W. Rudolph Howard, minister
of music, with ,Mrs. John
Bowker as organist, will sing
"Spirit of the Living God" and
"Tell It 'lo Jesus" at the
morning service, and the "The
Shepherd of .Love" at the
evening service.
Taking the offering on Sunday
will be Gil Mathis, Chris
Parker, Randy Cunningham,
Charles Hale, Bill Settle, H.L.
Oakley, and Art Lee.
Volunteer nursery workers
Sunday morning will be Dr. and
Mrs. Rex Galloway, Mrs. Fred
Phillips, Raymond Clark, Mrs.
Carney Andrus, Mrs. Orvis
Bendrick, Mrs. Carrol
Harrison, Mrs. Mary Pat
Spiliotis, Miss Mitzi Cathey,
Miss Julie Billington, Mrs. Karl
Hussung, and Miss Beth
Richardson.
Prepare cook. serve. and
store food in lust one cash!
Model A-500 Chef Master est
commits of 1 and 2 quart
covered saucepans. 4 quart
covered saucepaq. 8-inch
covered skillet and 10-inch
COVelf190
Program. . . (Continued from Page 1)
the problems of health board
members not attending
meetings.
After heated discussion, the
committee also passed over
legislation that would have
made it mandatory for a phar-
macist to substitute a generic
drug (one that is therapeutical-
ly equivalent) for a brand
name drug prescribed by a
physician. The drug would have
to be on the list approved by
the Kentucky Drug Formulary
Council.and be cheaper than its
brand name equivalent.
The bill's sponsor, Sen. John
Lackey, 1)-Richmond, said the
bill would strengthen the for-
mulary council which currently
approves generic drugs for in-
clusion on its list, but has no
authority to see that they are
substituted for more costly me-
dications.
It is currently left to the dis-
cretion of the pharmacist to
substitute a drug on the for-
mulary list for a brand name
drug prescribed by a physician.
In other action, ;he com-
mittee heard reports from its
subcommittees and approved
the recommendations of the
subcommittee on mental health
facilities. The committee asked
the Legislative Research Com-
mission o conduct an "ongoing
r° Off On Any
Hair Styler
In Stockor Dryer Name Brands
a
colJoct;_.
1 0 CYO Off Of Any
C. B. Transceiver
Bel-Air Shopping Center.9-9 Mon-Sat 753-8887Limit Rights Reserved
study" 0. what the Department
of Human Resources is doing in
response to the recommenda-
ions.
The committee, chaired by
Sen. Clyde Middleton, R-Cov-
ington, questioned such prac-
7ices as the separation of
patients by geographic origin at
state instituions — rather han
treatment needs, and :he rea-
sons for the high readmission
rate to state facilities.
The subcommittee also called
for creation of a citizens advi-
sory committee to focus on he
area of mental health.
Volu
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